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ABSTRACT 
The Effects of Social Perspective-Taking Training 
and Ideological Perspective-Taking Training on 
Ego-Identity Formation in Late Adolescence 
by 
Carol Markstrom Adams, Doctor of Philosophy 
Utah State University, 1988 
Major Professor: Dr. Frank Ascione 
Department: Psychology 
The purpose of this study was to determine the 
effects of two forms of perspective-taking training on 
interpersonal and ideological identities of 18- to 21-year-
old college students. The primary predictions of the study 
were that social perspective-taking training would have its 
greater effect on interpersonal identity and that 
ideological perspective-taking training would have its 
greater effect on ideological identity. Ninety-six 
subjects were pretested for the study. Subject loss 
occurred due to attrition and the elimination of subjects 
who scored above set criterion for inclusion in the study. 
A total of 50 participants who were assigned to one of two 
treatment groups or to the control group completed the 
study. Both experimental and control subjects were engaged 
for two one-hour sessions per week for four weeks. 
Subjects completed posttesting the week following the last 
xi 
week of training. Nonparametric tests and repeated 
measures analysis of variance were computed for the pretest 
and posttest scores. Advances in ideological identity were 
observed for both the social and ideological perspective-
taking groups. Neither training was effective in promoting 
interpersonal identity. There was some evidence that 
formal operational skills also were advanced from social 
perspective-taking training. The validity and reliability 
of the measures used were discussed in conjunction with 
discussion of the findings. Implications for future 
research and clinical applications were presented. 
(304 pages) 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The major task of adolescence, identified by Erik 
Erikson in his epigenetic theory of psychosocial 
development, is identity formation (Erikson, 1968). 
Identity is characterized by an understanding of the 
sameness (consistency) and continuity (stability) of the 
self based on past experiences, and how that self makes 
sense (meaning) out of the present and has anticipations 
for the future. The successful completion of this central 
task is mediated by resolutions of earlier developmental 
tasks. Further, the success or failure of adult 
psychosocial development is heavily dependent on the 
outcome of the identity crisis in adolescence. Identity, 
like other constructs of development identified by 
organismic theorists (e.g., Kohlberg and moral development, 
Piaget and cognitive development), is thought to occur 
through the course of normal maturational processes within 
appropriate, supportive social contexts. Nonetheless, 
there has been interest on the part of researchers to 
identify the underlying processes of and prerequisites to 
various components of development in order to promote these 
characteristics in children and adolescents. In other 
words, the identification of factors that are facilitative 
to a particular stage of development advances the 
possibility of success in intervention in cases where the 
individual is delayed in development. Thus, intervention 
may be successful when the individual is maturationally 
capable of an ability but has not yet exhibited it. 
However, a successful intervention is only possible if 
certain necessary, but not sufficient, conditions for a 
progression in development are present. For example, by 
identifying what are certain conditions prerequisite to 
identity formation, intervention may be designed to promote 
the presence of such conditions in individuals. 
Statement of the Problem 
Since identity development is regarded as an 
important psychosocial task in adolescence, it is useful to 
identify factors that have been proposed to promote its 
development. Formal operations (Erikson, 1968) have been 
recognized as necessary, but not sufficient, prere ·quisites 
to identity formation. In building their conceptualization 
of prerequisites to identity formation, Enright and Deist 
(1979) underscored Erikson's (1968) suggestion that 
identity development is dependent on, in part, formal 
operational thought. Specifically, Enright and Deist 
(1979) identified social perspective-taking, as a component 
of formal operational thought, to be the important social 
cognitive precursor to identity formation. Specifically, 
they equated the necessary social perspective-taking 
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ability for identity formation to be Level 4, the highest 
level, of Robert Selman's (1980) model of perspective-
taking. In turn, such social perspective-taking ability is 
thought to be dependent on non-social aspects of formal 
operational thought (Selman, 1980). Although there is some 
empirical support for the hypothesized relation between 
formal operations and social perspective-taking (Walker, 
1980), there has not been a demonstration that social 
perspective-taking is necessary for identity formation. 
Although social perspective-taking has not been 
documented as a prerequisite to identity formation, 
attempts to determine the effects of social perspective-
taking training on identity formation have been made by 
Enright, Ganiere, Buss, Lapsley, and Olson (1983a) and 
Enright, Olson, Ganiere, Lapsley, and Buss (1984). High 
school and college students who received social 
perspective-taking training showed greater advances in 
identity than students who received formal operations 
training. Enright et al. (1983a; 1984) concluded that 
social perspective-taking provides an important social-
cognitive link for identity formation that formal 
operations alone cannot provide. However, the formal 
operations training used in these studies may have been 
trivial. Subjects completed simple combinatorial number 
tasks, which may not have been sufficient to yield general 
advances in formal operational thought. 
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One problem associated with Enright et al. 's (1983a; 
1984) conclusions is that they examined overall identity. 
There are many problems related to conceptualizing and 
researching identity as a global construct. For example, 
some researchers in the field of adolescent psychology have 
proposed that identity is really comprised of two 
components--an ideological component and an interpersonal 
component (Grotevant & Adams, 1984; Grotevant, Thorbecke & 
Meyer, 1982). An individual may be more advanced in one 
form of identity than another, thus, by examining overall 
identity such discrepancies remain unobserved. 
In examining Enright et al.'s (1983a; 1984) social 
perspective-taking training in relation to interpersonal 
and ideological identities, it appears that this training 
may be more specific to the interpersonal component of 
identity. This is a speculative statement, however, since 
in their studies Enright et al. (1983a; 1984) did not 
dichotomize identity into interpersonal and ideological 
components. Further, it is unknown what factors might 
enhance the ideological component of identity. Ideological 
identity, which may involve more of an intrapersonal than 
interpersonal process, requires the processing and 
synthesizing of ideas for its resolution. Thus, an 
effective training for ideological identity might 
capitalize on the use of formal operational skills as 
applied to the resolution of ideological issues. Another 
4 
way to state this is that training in cognitive complexity 
in the processing of ideological information is required 
for advancement in ideological identity. This is a process 
parallel to the use of social perspective-taking as a tool 
for enhancing interpersonal identity in that the 
utilization of complex cognitive strategies is a critical 
component of both forms of training. In one, these tools 
are applied to the processing of interpersonal issues and, 
in the other, there is a processing of information that is 
ideologically and intrapersonally important. 
Figure 1 provides a conceptualization of important 
processes in ego-identity formation. James Marcia (1966) 
identified exploration or crisis and commitment as being 
two central processes for identity achievement. 
Exploration refers to a searching of various alternatives 
in the environment and defining what is meaningful for the 
self, while commitment is the choice of alternatives one 
makes and demonstration of personal investment, which 
should ultimately direct behavior. In this scheme, it is 
not clear where complex cognitive strategies and formal 
operational thought might play roles in processing the 
information one has acquired through exploration. Thus, it 
is hypothesized in this study that processes of cognitive 
differentiation and integration, representing two 
components of cognitive complexity, are aspects of 
exploration. Differentiation and integration require the 
5 
Figure 1. Conceptualizations of the processes involved in 
ego-identity formation. 
A. Factor That Promotes Ego-Identity Formation: 
EXPLORATION 
B. Components of Exploration Most Salient in Social and 
Ideological Perspective-Taking: 
COGNITIVE PROCESSES OF 
DIFFERENTIATION AND INTEGRATION 
c. Factors That Lead to Ego-Identity Achievement: 
EXPLORATION AND COMMITMENT 
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formal operational skill of thinking beyond what currently 
exists to what is possible. Specifically, differentiation 
involves breaking apart something into its various 
components while, in integration, these components are 
linked together in a new way. It is proposed that it is 
these two processes that are most active during the 
training. Integration, particularly, has been shown by 
Slugoski, Marcia, and Koopman (1984) to play an 
especially salient role in ego-identity formation. 
Another clarification of Figure 1 needs to be made. 
A conservative hypothesis is made in this study. That is, 
it is expected that training focusing on the processes of 
differentiation and integration should enhance growth in 
ego-identity formation; however, that does not necessarily 
imply identity achievement. Although exploration should 
move the individual closer to achievement, training may not 
necessarily lead to a commitment. Of course, commitment, 
along with exploration, are necessary for achievement in 
identity. 
It is proposed that ideological and interpersonal 
identities are achieved through the use of the formal 
operational ability of thinking about what is possible. It 
is important to clarify the role of formal operations in 
identity development because there has been a great deal of 
confusion on this point. Enright et al. (1983a; 1984) had 
control subjects engage in formal operational tasks in 
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their studies, with little effect shown on identity 
development. Questions regarding the validity of the 
training used have already been raised. In correlational 
studies, some authors have found a relation between formal 
operations and identity (Leadbeater & Dionne, 1981; 
Protinsky & Wilkerson, 1986; Rowe & Marcia, 1980), while 
others have not (Berzonsky, Weiner & Raphael, 1975; Cauble, 
1976). Such discrepant findings may be attributable to 
measures of formal operations used not measuring formal 
operational ability related to identity development. 
Piaget (1972) has suggested that adolescents, according to 
their interests and abilities, may develop formal 
operations in some areas, but not others. Since ego-
identity is a psychosocial construct, it may be more 
appropriate to study its relation to formal operations by 
using a measure that requires the application of formal 
operational logic to the psychosocial realm. Further, as 
can be viewed in Figure 2, social perspective-taking and 
ideological perspective-taking are proposed to be 
components of formal operations that lead to identity 
formation. 
Although Enright et al. (1983a; 1984) measured 
identity by obtaining an overall identity score, identity 
is considered by others to be a multidimensional concept. 
For example, ego-identity may be assessed by 
differentiating it into the four identity statuses 
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Figure 2. The hypothesized relation between formal 
operations, social perspective-taking, ideological 
perspective-taking, · and interpersonal and ideological 
identities 
Components of Formal Operations: 
Contributes Toward 
Formation of: 
SOCIAL PERSPECTIVE-TAKING -------------INTERPERSONAL 
IDENTITY 
IDEOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE-TAKING---------- IDEOLOGICAL 
IDENTITY 
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(achievement, moratorium, foreclosure, and diffusion) 
outlined by Marcia (1966). Using such a classification, it 
is not clear how the identity statuses would be affected by 
social perspective-taking training and ideological 
perspective-taking training. It may be that since 
achievement and moratorium are characterized by greater 
exploration, social perspective-taking training and 
ideological perspective-taking training might enhance these 
two statuses. These forms of ego-identity training might 
then diminish foreclosure and diffusion--two less mature 
identity statuses. This argument rests on an assumption of 
interdependence of identity statuses. Due to similar 
processes operating across all statuses (e.g., exploration, 
cognitive processing, and commitment), it is not unlikely 
that such interdependence would occur. 
Statement of the Purpose 
The major purpose of this study was to determine if 
the development of ego-identity could be promoted through 
special training. That is, would the effects of training 
promote growth in ego-identity above and beyond that which 
occurs through normal maturational processes as assessed in 
a control group? Ego-identity was assessed using the same 
instrumentation employed by Enright et al. (1983a; 1984) in 
which an overall identity score was obtained. In addition, 
identity was assessed in terms of the four identity 
statuses (achievement, moratorium, foreclosure, and 
diffusion). Using Marcia's (1966) classifications, growth 
in identity was defined by advances in moratorium and 
achievement--the two more mature identity statuses 
characterized by greater exploration. 
The effects of social perspective-taking training on 
interpersonal identity and the effects of ideological 
perspective-taking training on ideological identity were 
determined. By employing these interventions, it was 
possible to determine if the training provided factors 
necessary to promote identity development, beyond that 
which may occur through normal maturation. If such ego-
identity enhancement training is shown to be effective with 
a sample from a normal population, there are implications 
for its use with adolescents diagnosed as being identity 
disordered. Buss and Enright (1987) have noted the lack of 
treatment models at the disposal of clinicians when 
treating identity disorders. 
Formal operational ability was assessed both in the 
traditional scientific sense and in such a way that the 
application of formal operational logic was made to 
psychosocial issues. In the traditional scientific tests 
of formal operations, items are based in Piagetian tasks as 
delineated in Inhelder and Piaget (1958). A psychosocial 
assessment of formal operations relies on the application 
of logic to word problems on a variety of topics. By using 
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two assessments of cognitive development it was possible to 
determine what kinds of effects the two forms of training 
would have on both measures of formal operations. Further, 
measures of social perspective-taking and cognitive 
complexity were given to determine the effects of the two 
forms of training on these constructs. 
Predictions of the Study 
1. Social perspective-taking ability will show an 
increase as a result of social perspective-taking 
training. 
2. Cognitive complexity, as measured by integrative 
complexity, will show an increase as a result of 
ideological perspective-taking training. 
3. Formal operations, as measured in both a 
traditional Piagetian manner and as applied to 
psychosocial issues, will show an increase as a 
result of both kinds of ego-identity training. 
However, formal operations measured 
psychosocially will show a greater increase than 
when measured in a traditional Piagetian sense. 
In addition to the above hypotheses, the two forms of 
training are expected to have the following effects: 
4. Interpersonal identity will show an increase as a 
result of both forms of perspective-taking 
training. However, advances in interpersonal 
12 
identity will be greater for the social 
perspective-taking group than for the ideological 
perspective-taking group. 
5. Ideological identity will show an increase as a 
result of both forms of perspective-taking 
training. However, advances in ideological 
identity will be greater for the ideological 
perspective-taking group than for the 
interpersonal perspective-taking group. 
6. Social perspective-taking training and 
ideological perspective-taking training will both 
have a positive effect on the growth of overall 
identity, exceeding that growth which occurs 
through normal maturation. 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Ego-Identity 
Erik Erikson's Psychosocial Theory 
Although the notion of an adolescent quest for identity 
is widely recognized, Erik Erikson is regarded as the 
principal individual who has underscored the importance of 
its occurrence. Erikson (1968) has written of identity as 
being a culmination of experiences from the individual's 
developmental history and the history of the individual's 
society. Thus, identity is a process that occurs in the 
core of the individual and in the core of his or her 
communal culture and is "a process which establishes, in 
fact, the identity of these two identities" (Erikson, 1968, 
p. 22) . Further, Erikson (1968) claims that identity: 
. contains a complementarity of past and future 
both in the individual and society; it links the 
actuality of a living past with that of a promising 
future. (p. 310) 
It becomes clear from Erikson's discussions that identity 
is an intertwining of individual, societal, cultural, and 
historical experiences. The individual develops a sense of 
identity based on where one has come from, an anticipation 
of one's role in the future, and an awareness of this self 
as having sameness and continuity in time and space. 
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Identity Statuses 
James Marcia (1966) has been credited with 
operationalizing Erikson's notions of identity into four 
identity statuses. Based on adolescents' crisis or 
exploration and commitment to identities, they may hold 
achieved, moratorium, foreclosed, or diffused identity 
statuses. Marcia (1966) defines crisis as "the 
adolescent's period of engagement in choosing among 
meaningful alternatives", while commitment is defined as 
"the degree of personal investment the individual exhibits" 
(p. 551). Identity achieved adolescents are characterized 
by high exploration and high commitment to an identity, 
whereas, moratorium adolescents have also explored but not 
made a commitment. Both foreclosed and diffused 
adolescents are characterized by low exploration; however, 
foreclosed individuals have made a commitment to an 
identity and diffused individuals have not. Marcia devised 
a semi-structured Identity Status Interview to determine 
identity statuses for adolescents. 
Ideological and 
Interpersonal Identities 
In a critique of the measurement of identity, 
Grotevant et al. (1982) noted that although occupation, 
religion, and politics are topics of Marcia's Identity 
Status Interview, there is no measurement of an 
interpersonal aspect of identity. The need for measurement 
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of this aspect of identity was suggested because of gender 
differences in the measurement of only ideological aspects 
of identity. It was argued that females may be more 
inclined to develop an identity related to interpersonal 
relationships. Thus, Grotevant et al. (1982) revised the 
Identity Status Interview to include three interpersonal 
domains of friendship, dating, and sex roles. 
Grotevant and Adams (1984) have developed an 
objective instrument to measure both interpersonal and 
ideological aspects of identity. Domains of occupation, 
politics, and religion were defined as ideological 
identity. These domains also had been included in an 
earlier ego-identity measure called the Objective Measure 
of Ego Identity Status (OM-EIS) developed by Adams, Shea, 
and Fitch (1979). The interpersonal aspect of ego-identity 
included domains of friendship, dating, and sex roles, as 
delineated by Grotevant et al. (1982). In further 
refinement of the OM-EIS, Bennion and Adams (1986) extended 
ideological identity to include domains of occupation, 
politics, religion, and philosophical lifestyle, while 
interpersonal identity was expanded to include domains of 
friendship, dating, sex roles, and recreation. 
The Relation Between Ego-Identity 
and Other Constructs of Development 
Ego-identity and formal operations. It may be useful 
to begin this discussion with an explication of the skills 
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Inhelder and Piaget (1958) attribute to the attainment of 
formal operations. A major accomplishment at this stage is 
the ability to formulate hypotheses or to engage in 
hypothetico-deductive reasoning. Intimately tied to this 
skill is the ability to think about what is possible, not 
being limited only to conceptions of current reality as the 
child is in earlier stages of cognitive development. 
Further, the formal operations skill of propositional logic 
allows the individual to manipulate objects verbally, 
rather than being confined to concrete elements as is the 
child at concrete operations. Thus, one of the main 
features of propositional logic is that a greater number of 
operations or combinations are at the disposal of the 
individual. In other words, propositional logic "is a 
logic of all possible combinations, whether these arise in 
relation to experimental problems or purely verbal 
questions" (Inhelder & Piaget, 1958, p. 253). 
An attempt at synthesizing cognitive and ego 
psychology has been made by Adams (1976) who views the 
formation of ego-identity as: 
not the mere product of a sole psychological 
component but rather a complex multi-dimensional 
development which entails the integration of several 
developmental psychological mechanisms. (p. 161) 
Thus, in this view identity development parallels the 
maturation of various other developmental systems. What is 
less clear, however, is in what way these various 
developing psychological components contribute to each 
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other's development. That is, what stage of one system is 
prerequisite to maturation in another system, for example, 
is formal operations a prerequisite to identity formation? 
There are certainly speculations along these lines (e.g., 
Enright and Deist, 1979), but less empirical evidence. 
Similarly, Harter (1983) has noted the lack of 
attention given to the idea that cognitive-developmental 
changes have an impact on the self-system in adolescence. 
Nonetheless, both Erikson and Piaget have written of the 
relation between identity and cognitive development, which 
can be found in close reading of their works. Erikson 
(1968) identifies the formal operational ability of 
thinking about the possible as enhancing adolescent tasks 
of development stating: 
Such cognitive orientation forms not a contrast but a 
complement to the need of the young person to develop 
a sense of identity, for, from among all possible and 
imaginable relations , he must make a series of ever -
narrowing selections of personal, occupational, 
sexual, and ideological commitments. (p. 245) 
Thus, it is possible to infer from Erikson's writings that 
he viewed formal operations as having a facilitative 
function in identity formation. 
In a similar vein, Inhelder and Piaget (1958) have 
written that the changes that occur in personality and in 
the social arena at adolescence are a result of the 
development of formal structures or cognitive acquisitions 
in formal operations. Piaget's view is very similar to 
Erikson's since it is thought that the ability to reason 
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hypothetically allows the adolescent's interest to expand 
beyond what one has immediately experienced to the 
consideration of many social possibilities (Piaget, 1972; 
Piaget & Inhelder, 1969). More specifically in terms of 
the broader cognitive-developmental framework, Kohlberg and 
Gilligan (1971) have viewed the resolution of the identity 
crisis as "dependent upon attainment of formal logical 
thought and of questioning of conventional morality" (p. 
1078). 
There have been several studies on the relation 
between ego-identity and formal _operations, with discrepant 
findings reported. Cauble (1976) did not find any relation 
between ego-identity and formal thought among undergraduate 
men and women using Constantinople's (1969) measure of 
identity and Piagetian tasks of pendulum, rods, and 
balance. In a study by Berzonsky et al. (1975) 
undergraduate women were identified as either crisis or 
noncrisis in identity. Using such a classification, 
students did not differ on two formal reasoning tasks 
(concept attainment task and verbal syllogisms). Mixed 
results were reported by Wagner (1987) who administered two 
ego-identity measures--Marcia's (1966) Incomplete Sentence 
Blank and the semi-structured interview; and two measures 
of' formal operations--the combinatorial and equilibrium in 
the balance tasks. Although both formal operations and 
ego-identity were found to increase with age for males and 
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females 10 to 18 years of age, identity as measured by the 
interview was unrelated to the Piagetian tasks. However, 
the Incomplete Sentence Scores were statistically 
significant in a positive relation with combinatorial 
ability for older adolescents. On the balance task, the 
only positive relation to emerge was between balance 
performance and identity for younger adolescents. Positive 
relations between ego-identity and formal operations have 
been reported by Rowe and Marcia (1980) in a study carried 
out among college men and women using the semi-structured 
interview and the Piagetian tasks of beam balance and 
colored liquids. Specifically, they found that only those 
who were identity achieved were also in formal operations. 
A significant positive relation between ego-identity and 
formal operations also was reported by Protinsky and 
Wilkerson (1986) among subjects ranging from ages 13 to 24. 
In this study the Piagetian Objective Formal Instrument 
(Burney, 1974) was used to measure formal operations and 
the semi-structured interview was used to measure ego-
identity. 
Taken together, it is difficult to interpret the 
results of these studies due to a variety of methodological 
inconsistencies between studies. College undergraduates 
were used as subjects by Berzonsky et al. (1975), Cauble 
(1976), Rowe and Marcia (1980), and Protinsky and Wilkerson 
(1986). In addition, Protinsky and Wilkerson (1986) used 
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younger adolescents as subjects. Wagner (1987), who used 
subjects 10 to 18 years of age, found inconsistencies 
between younger and older adolescents. Inconsistencies 
also are apparent in that the instrumentation used to 
measure both formal operations and identity varied from 
study to study. A related problem is that the 
classification of identity varied. In some studies an 
overall identity score was obtained (Wagner, 1987), in 
others the four identity _classifications were delineated 
(Protinsky and Wilkerson, 1986; Rowe & Marcia, 1980). 
Berzonsky et al. (1975) merely classified subjects as 
crisis or noncrisis, and Cauble (1976) collapsed statuses. 
These inconsistencies, collectively or individually, may 
have contributed to such discrepant findings. 
The problems associated with the contradictory 
findings among studies assessing the relation between 
formal operations and identity development have been 
elucidated by Hill and Palmquist (1978). They assert that 
many researchers have failed to provide a rationale for 
using certain cognitive tasks in these studies, adding: 
Not only is a rationale for the particular measures 
not provided but a conceptual analysis of why some 
aspect of formal reasoning should be related to some 
aspect of identity formation is lacking as well. (p. 
25) 
Similar observations have been made by Leadbeater and 
Dionne (1981) who have noted Piaget's (1972) remarks that 
due to adolescents' interests and aptitudes they may be 
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likely to engage in formal operations in some areas, but 
not in others. Thus, adolescents who exhibit formal 
operational reasoning in the traditional scientific sense 
may not be inclined to apply such reasoning to identity 
issues. Further, Leadbeater and Dionne (1981) observed 
that in previous studies the measures of formal operations 
have been unrelated to identity issues. Thus, they 
employed a measure of formal operations in their study that 
required an analysis of social issues. High school boys 
were given the Watson-Glasser Critical Thinking Appraisal 
and an identity status interview. Adolescents in the 
identity and moratorium statuses were more likely to engage 
in formal operational thinking in assessing identity 
related problems than were adolescents in diffused or 
foreclosed statuses. 
In summary, although a relation between ego-identity 
and formal operations is widely accepted, there is 
inconsistent empirical support for such a relation. 
Specifically, formal operations is thought to be a 
necessary, but not sufficient, component to identity 
resolution. In assessing this relation, it may be useful 
to include a measure of cognitive development that is 
sensitive to the psychosocial domain for which it is 
thought to be related. Leadbeater and Dionne's (1981) use 
of the Critical Thinking Appraisal is one attempt to 
measure formal operational abilities that pertain to 
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identity issues. 
Ego-identity, cognitive development, and moral 
development. Moral development, like cognitive 
development, is a psychosocial construct that is assumed to 
mature and become more complex in the individual over time. 
Lawrence Kohlberg's comments on the relation between these 
constructs, as well as their relations with ego-identity, 
further illuminates the role of cognitive development in 
ego-identity. Kohlberg and Gilligan {1971) delineate the 
relation between ego-identity and moral development by 
stating: 
Logical and moral stages are structures of thought 
through which the child moves sequentially. Erikson's 
stages are rather segments of the life histories of 
individuals; they define the central concerns of 
persons in a developmental period. An adolescent does 
not know or care that he is moving from concrete to 
formal thought; he knows and cares that he is having 
an Erikson 'identity crisis'. (p. 1076) 
Further, it has been noted that although Erikson's stages 
are logical in their sequence, they are not hierarchical as 
are cognitive stages. That is, in the Eriksonian scheme, 
deficits from earlier stages may be resolved during later 
stages. While in Piaget's stages mastery of a stage is a 
certain prerequisite to the following stage. Piaget's and 
Kohlberg's structural stages are further set apart from 
Erikson's stages in that the latter involve functions of 
the ego in which choices are made in applying the cognitive 
and moral structures to the self (Kohlberg, 1973). In more 
specific terms, Kohlberg {1973) and Kohlberg and Gilligan 
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{1971) suggest that although some youth experience an 
identity crisis and its resolution, that fewer numbers move 
from conventional to principled morality. Further, those 
who do move from conventional to principled morality have 
experienced an identity crisis. Thus, from such 
conceptualizations, ego-identity establishment is viewed as 
one precursor to principled morality. 
In addition to conjectures on the relation between 
moral development and identity development, this relation 
also has been empirically explored. Rowe and Marcia {1980) 
stated that resolution of the identity crisis is dependent 
on, in part, a "questioning of conventional morality" (P. 
88). Although Rowe and Marcia's study was not experimental 
so a cause and effect relation could not be explored, they 
did find a statistically significant positive relation 
between identity and moral development. In another 
correlational study, Podd (1972) found that, in contrast to 
subjects in other identity statuses, significantly more 
identity diffused people were at the preconventional level 
of morality, identity achieved subjects scored 
significantly higher on moral judgment ratings, and 
moratorium subjects scored higher on moral judgment ratings 
than subjects in diffused or foreclosed identity statuses. 
Further, most variability in scores was reported for 
subjects classified as moratorium, and identity achieved 
subjects were the least variable in moral judgment. Quite 
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different findings were reported by Cauble (1976) who found 
ego-identity not to be related to morality. In her study, 
however, achievement and moratorium were combined into one 
category and foreclosure and diffusion were combined into 
another category. This collapsing of statuses may have 
contributed to the findings being contrary to those of 
other studies. 
In summary, Kohlberg (1973) and Kohlberg and Gilligan 
(1971) view identity resolution as a precursor to movement 
to principled morality. Further, it is thought there must 
be a questioning of conventional morality for advances in 
ego-identity formation. Nonetheless, such questioning and 
more mature identity may not necessarily lead to principled 
morality. Although there is no experimental research to 
support these relations, correlational data do suggest a 
positive relation between ego-identity and moral 
development. 
Social Perspective-Taking 
Social Perspective-Taking Defined 
in Relation to Social Cognition 
Social perspective-taking is one component of a much 
broader area of development called social cognition. 
Social cognition may be defined as processes related to how 
children come to think about and understand the social 
world and social behavior (Moore, 1979) and, according to 
Muuss (1982), social cognition includes components of ''role 
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taking, perspective taking, empathy, moral reasoning, 
interpersonal problem solving, and self knowledge" (p. 
504). Further, Muuss (1982) states that social perspective 
taking is central to other aspects of social cognition. 
For instance, Kohlberg (1969, 1975) made the point that 
there are specific role-taking prerequisites for 
progression in moral stages. Kohlberg (1975) further 
noted: 
In the cognitive-developmental view, morality is a 
natural product of a ·universal human tendency toward 
empathy or role-taking, toward putting oneself in the 
shoes of other conscious beings. (p. 675) 
Robert Selman's Model of 
Social Perspective-Taking 
One recent developmental model of social perspective-
taking that has gained a great deal of attention was 
developed by Robert Selman (1980). Selman attributes the 
roots of his theory, in part, to the writings of early 
symbolic interactionists. Specifically, Mead's (1934) 
identification of the "generalized other" or third person 
perspective has been incorporated into Selman's sequential, 
hierarchical model of social perspective-taking. In 
attaining the "generalized other" perspective the child 
passes from a play stage, where social roles are played 
out, to the game stage where a coordination of perspectives 
occurs. It is at this latter stage where the child becomes 
capable of taking the "generalized other" perspective. 
Further, Selman (1980) attributes to Mead the understanding 
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that social interaction is a key element in understanding 
the self, as is illustrated in the following from Selman 
(1980): "The human capacity to coordinate roles is both 
the source of a sense of self and the core of social 
intelligence" (p. 24). 
Besides the writings of the early symbolic 
interactionists, Selman (1980) also attributes much of the 
basis of his model to the cognitive-developmental 
framework. Referring to Piaget's stages of cognitive 
development, Selman proposes that social perspective-taking 
follows an invariant, stage sequence. The relation between 
cognitive development and social perspective-taking does 
not end there, however. Selman further proposes that each 
stage of social perspective-taking is dependent on specific 
cognitive abilities. Kohlberg (1976) provided conceptual 
affirmation of the relation between social perspective-
taking and cognitive development. However, Kohlberg (1976) 
went on to say that the social perspective-taking levels 
serve as prerequisite to corresponding stages of moral 
development. 
Levels of Social Perspective-Taking 
Selman has characterized social perspective-taking in 
terms of the three following parameters: (1) social 
perspective-taking encompasses more than role taking by 
incorporating a societal point of view, (2) in social 
perspective-taking not only are the logical constructs of 
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the individual considered, but social and psychological 
aspects are as well, and (3) social perspective-taking is a 
developing social cognitive skill of the child which aids 
in the organization of many different social and 
psychological relationships. Selman's model of social 
perspective-taking may be conceptualized as having a 
structural-vertical component (i.e., stages) and a 
horizontal component that comprises the issues or domains 
of social perspective-taking. There are five levels of 
Selman's model in which interpersonal issues are examined 
in the social domains of the individual, friendship, peer 
group, and parent-child relations (Selman, 1980; Selman, 
Jaquette, & Lavin, 1977). The following brief descriptions 
of the levels of social perspective-taking are adapted from 
Selman (1980), and the corresponding information on 
Piagetian cognitive development stages are adapted from 
Walker (1980). 
Level O - Undifferentiated and egocentric 
perspective-taking (about ages 3-6). At this level the 
child must be at the preoperational stage of cognitive 
development. Characteristic of this level is the child's 
assumption that others view reality as he or she does. The 
child is unable to distinguish between the intentionality 
and unintentionality of acts. There is no distinction 
between physical and psychological attributes of 
individuals. 
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Level 1 - Differentiated and subjective perspective-
taking (about ages 5-9). The child needs to be at concrete 
operations of cognitive development to attain this level of 
social perspective-taking. The child can recognize that 
the other may have a perspective different from the self, 
but is unable to determine what those perspectives might be 
since the self is limited to making inferences based only 
on observable physical characteristics. That is, the child 
cannot speculate about underlying psychological processes 
that affect a mood state or an attitude of the other. The 
child is now able to differentiate between the 
intentionality and unintentionality of acts. 
Level 2 - Self reflective/second person and 
reciprocal perspective-taking (about ages 7-12). The 
cognitive prerequisite to this level is beginning formal 
operations. At this level the child is able to take a 
second person perspective, and is able to make inferences 
about the perspectives of others. The self can be 
reflected on from the perspective of the other. However, 
such perspective-taking is limited to only the interaction 
of the self and the other. 
Level 3 - Third-person or mutual perspective-taking 
(about ages 10-15). Early basic formal operations are a 
prerequisite to this level. The major ability at this 
level is the child's acquisition of a third person or 
"generalized other" perspective. The child can 
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simultaneously, and on an ongoing basis, consider the 
perspectives of the self, the other, and the generalized 
other. 
Level 4 - In-depth and societal-symbolic perspective-
taking (about ages 12 to adult}. The individual is now 
firmly enmeshed in formal operational thought. At this 
level, the individual is able to consider multiple third 
person perspectives at a societal or global level. The 
individual has an understanding and appreciation of human 
complexity and diversity and the many factors that 
contribute to personality development. 
Social Perspective-Taking, Moral 
Development, and Cognitive Development 
There is some empirical support for Selman's 
assertions that a relation exists between social 
perspective-taking, moral development, and cognitive 
development. In a study with children 8 to 10 years of 
age, Selman (1971) found that certain role-taking skills 
are prerequisites for given stages of moral development. 
More specifically, he found that children engaged in 
preconventional moral thought practiced nonreciprocal role-
taking, while children who could engage in reciprocal role-
taking, more often used conventional moral reasoning. 
Two other studies have provided support for Selman's 
ideas. In a cross-sectional study by Byrne (1973), males 
at ages 10, 13, 16, and adulthood were assigned verbal 
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role-taking tasks, logical tasks, and moral judgment tasks. 
It was found that the logical skills were prerequisite to 
the role-taking skills which were prerequisite to moral 
judgment. Walker (1980) examined this same relation with 
146 fourth through seventh grade children. Specifically, 
Walker hypothesized that only children who had attained 
beginning formal operations and stage 3 of perspective 
taking would have the ability to attain stage 3 of moral 
development. Using an experimental design in which 
treatment subjects were exposed to one-stage higher moral 
reasoning through role-playing moral dilemmas, it was found 
that only children who had achieved the cognitive and 
perspective taking prerequisites were able to make the 
transition to stage 3 of moral development. 
Social Perspective-Taking 
and Ego-Identity 
Conceptualizations of Enright and Deist (1979). It 
has been established in this review of literature that 
formal operations play some role in both identity 
development and in social perspective-taking. At this 
point an attempt is made to clarify more precisely the 
relation between these three related constructs by 
carefully reviewing the conceptualizations of Enright and 
Deist (1979). 
In exploring the relation between ego-identity and 
social perspective-taking, Enright and Deist (1979) 
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inferred from Erikson's (1968) writings that the self is 
composed of an ego and formal operational abilities. The 
ego screens incoming information which contributes to a 
view of the self. Formal operational abilities enable a 
searching of the environment for information for the ego to 
screen and synthesis to occur. Specifically, the formal 
operations skill of thinking about all possibilities allows 
such a searching of the environment to occur. In thinking 
about all possibilities the adolescent can imagine him or 
herself in a variety of identities. The kind of 
information sought in identity formation for screening and 
synthesis is social. Enright and Deist (1979) identify 
Selman's (1980) model of social perspective-taking as a 
more specific way in which formal operations allows for a 
gathering of social information. 
In establishing an identity, the adolescent must 
first acquire an understanding of other people and groups 
in society. Such an acquisition requires the use of Level 
4 social perspective-taking skills. Then, from such an 
understanding, the self is examined in terms of how it fits 
into these other groups. Two essential aspects of 
identity, which arise from engaging in social perspective-
taking, are an understanding of what one has in common with 
others and how the self is unique and different from others 
(Enright & Deist, 1979). An overemphasis on the 
perspectives of others is said to lead to rigidity, while 
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too much emphasis on the self's perspective may lead to 
adolescent egocentrism. 
Egocentrism. A related body of literature on 
egocentrism and decentering offers conceptual support for 
Enright and Deist's {1979) notions that social perspective-
taking contributes to identity formation. Egocentrism is 
defined as a lack of differentiation between one's own 
point of view and the point of view of others (Inhelder & 
Piaget, 1958). Piaget's conceptualization of the 
constructivist epistemology has relevance for this 
discussion; that is, children (and adults) construct their 
notions of reality out of their own experiences with the 
environment (Elkind, 1979). Reality is not viewed as 
objectively "out there''; rather, reality to the individual 
is the construction of one's perceptions of reality. As 
the child grows older, his or her perceptions of reality 
become more accurate and egocentric thought is replaced by 
more socially-oriented thinking (Elkind, 1979). 
According to Looft (1971, 1972) social interaction 
contributes to the child's ability to decenter and become 
less egocentric over time. A decline in egocentrism is 
marked by the ability to account for the feelings of 
others, which involves perspective-taking (Looft, 1971). 
Thus, cognitive decentering is accompanied by an awareness 
of the points of view of others (Muuss, 1982). Piaget and 
Inhelder (1958) note that it is through social interaction 
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in the peer group, especially, where the adolescent's 
egocentric theories about reality are tested and 
challenged. So, as social perspective-taking skills 
expand, childhood egocentrism diminishes. 
Social perspective-taking training. The 
conceptualizations of Enright and Deist (1979) on the 
effects of social perspective-taking training have been 
empirically investigated to some degree. In a paper-and-
pencil identity intervention, subjects were taken through 
Levels 2 through 4 of Selman's levels of social 
perspective-taking (Enright et al., 1983a; Enright et al., 
1984). The questions asked were designed to tap 
similarities and differences with a same-sex friend (day 1 
of intervention; Level 2 perspective-taking), with one's 
family (day 2 of intervention; Level 3 perspective-taking), 
with an opposite sex peer group (day 3 of intervention; 
Level 3 perspective-taking), and to society (day 4 of 
intervention; Level 4 of perspective-taking). This 
procedure was used by Enright et al. (1983a) in an 
experimental design with high school senior boys and girls. 
Pretesting, intervention, and posttesting occurred over a 
two-week period. Using Rasmussen's Ego Identity Scale, 
which gives a linear score for identity, the experimental 
group made a statistically significant gain in identity. 
The same procedure and instrumentation of Enright et 
al. (1983a) was used by Enright et al. (1984) with college 
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men and women. There was a significant gain on the 
identity subscale of the Rasmussen for treatment subjects 
initially classified in both high and low identity groups. 
In a second study reported by Enright et al. (1984) the 
same procedures were used, however, posttest scores were 
compared with one-month follow-up scores. The experimental 
group scored significantly higher on identity on the 
follow-up scores. Further, discrepancy scores were 
obtained on how the subject feels now and how he or she 
will feel in the future. The experimental group had 
greater discrepancy in scores, which Enright et al. (1984) 
interpreted as greater flexibility in identity. 
Mechanisms of change in social perspective-taking 
training. Enright and Deist (1979) and Buss and Enright 
(1987) provide information on the mechanisms of social 
perspective-taking training that produce change in ego-
identity formation. They note that with identity there is 
a solidarity with group ideals. They emphasize the point 
that in order to understand the self or to form an 
identity, one must first start by understanding others. 
Then, the self is able to determine how he or she is both 
similar to and different from others. Social perspective-
taking training establishes such a process by allowing the 
individual to reflect upon the self from the perspectives 
of others, groups, and society. It is Level 4 of 
perspective-taking, especially, that facilitates identity 
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formation since multiple perspectives may be taken at this 
Level. Social perspective-taking training also should 
reduce some of the confusion in identity formation that may 
occur from taking multiple perspectives. Such confusion is 
diminished because in social perspective-taking training 
the individual is encouraged to organize his or her 
thoughts by moving sequentially through the levels of 
social perspective-taking. At each level, then, the 
individual thinks about similarities and differences 
between the self and the other being examined. 
Critique of Enright et al. 's studies. As promising 
as the results of Enright et al. (1983a; 1984) appear, 
there are some omissions in these studies. Thus, the 
effects of social perspective-taking training on ego-
identity formation warrant further investigation. First, 
the intervention employed by Enright et al. (1983a; 1984) 
was not lengthy, in fact, it consisted of only four one-
hour sessions. Although change was observed in as short a 
period of time as two weeks, it would seem that more in-
depth training and longer sessions would promote even 
greater growth in ego-identity formation. Indeed, Buss and 
Enright (1987) provide this same critique and suggest that 
more sessions be included and opportunities be made for 
discussion and interaction in the training. 
Enright et al. (1983a; 1984) did not obtain a 
measurement of level of social perspective-taking for their 
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subjects. In using an older adolescent, normal sample they 
assumed that subjects were capable of level 4 social 
perspective-taking. This may be a reasonable assumption to 
make, however, it may be useful to measure social 
perspective-taking pre- and posttest to determine if the 
training has a positive effect on social perspective-taking 
skills as well as on ego-identity. 
Enright et al. (1983a; 1984) did not differentiate 
the interpersonal and ideological components of ego-
identity. Thus, it is unknown which aspect of ego-identity 
would be most affected by social perspective-taking 
training. Nonetheless, since social perspective-taking 
involves making interpersonal inferences, it would seem 
that interpersonal identity might be most positively 
influenced by such training. A question left unanswered 
then, is what kind of training would enhance ideological 
identity? 
Social and Ideological Perspective-Taking 
Parallel Processes of Social and 
Ideological Perspective-Taking 
Since ego-identity consists of both ideological and 
interpersonal components, the underlying processes that 
promote growth in each should be parallel. It is the 
content of the training that is different for each form of 
ego-identity. Marcia (1966) has identified crisis or 
exploration (choosing among meaningful alternatives) as 
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being central to identity formation. Enright and Deist 
(1979) propose that it is social perspective-taking that 
allows for an understanding of other social entities and 
the examination of similarities and differences between the 
self and these entities that leads to identity formation. 
These conceptualizations are quite similar in that there is 
a recognition of the need for information processing by the 
adolescent. Another way to state what these researchers 
have proposed is that integration and differentiation, as 
two components of cognitive complexity, are central 
processes of growth in ego-identity. The following 
discussion on definitions of these processes, as well as 
related research findings, should help to clarify these 
remarks. 
Ego-Identity and Cognitive Complexity 
In becoming achieved in ideological identity, the 
individual is required to think in complex terms about 
ideological issues. The individual must come to terms with 
his or her own beliefs in and commitment to domains of 
occupation, religion, politics, and philosophical life-
style. Likewise, complex thinking about interpersonal 
issues is required for advancement in interpersonal 
identity. Thus, it is being proposed that training in 
cognitive complexity as applied to the resolution of 
interpersonal and ideological issues will enhance both 
kinds of identity. 
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The origins of cognitive complexity are traced back 
to Kelly's {1955) writings on his psychology of personal 
constructs. According to Kelly (1955), constructs are 
bipolar concepts in which individuals construct their ideas 
about events that then allow for the prediction and 
understanding of reality. The term cognitive complexity 
was introduced by Bieri (1955) who defined the cognitively 
complex person as more differentiated in his or her 
construct system. In defining cognitive complexity Heinz 
Werner's {1957) orthogenetic principal has particular 
pertinence. According to Werner and Kaplan (1964), 
organisms are characterized by transformations "reflecting 
a tendency to move from a state of relative globality and 
undifferentiatedness toward states of increasing 
differentiation and hierarchic integration" (p. 7). Such a 
notion is parallel to Alan Waterman's {1984) conceptions in 
his theory of optimal psychological functioning. Waterman 
{1984) hypothesized in regard to individualism that: 
Those persons most characterized by individualistic 
qualities will be more likely than others to provide 
evidence of the use of more sophisticated and 
efficient modes of cognitive functioning. (p. 63) 
One individualistic quality identified by Waterman is 
identity. In fact, in an assessment of studies that have 
examined the relation between various cognitive variables 
and identity development, Waterman {1984) has noted that 
cognitive differentiation and integration have been studied 
in relation to ego-identity. Thus, it appears both 
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reasonable and desirable to explore the relation between 
ego-identity and cognitive complexity. 
Differentiation and integration. Two characteristics 
of cognitive complexity, differentiation and integration, 
are being identified as playing facilitative roles in ego-
identity formation. In their writings on conceptual 
systems, Harvey, Hunt, and Schroder (1961) provide cogent 
definitions of the two processes of differentiation and 
integration: 
Differentiation refers to the breaking of a novel, 
more undifferentiated, situation into more clearly 
defined and articulated parts. Integration is the 
relating or hooking of such parts to each other and to 
previous conceptual standards. (p. 18) 
Thus, differentiation precedes integration in that a 
concept or situation is defined according to its various 
parts. Integration allows for a new understanding of the 
relation between these parts that is more complex and 
articulated. The identification of differentiation and 
integration as central processes in ego-identity formation 
does not negate the role of formal operations. Clearly, in 
order to consider various integrative possibilities of the 
differentiated parts the formal operations skills of 
thinking in abstract terms, thinking about possibilities, 
and considering many combinations of the various components 
are all necessary. Further evidence for a relation between 
formal operations and cognitive complexity is found in 
Werner's (1957) writings. He notes that greater 
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differentiation means not being bound to the concrete or 
immediate. Thus, the abilities to think about the abstract 
and the possible are available to the individual. Werner 
(1957) further notes that such abilities allow for a more 
accurate assessment of others. 
The relation between ego-identity and cognitive 
complexity has received some attention in the literature. 
However, the results have oftentimes been discrepant. 
Berzonsky and Neimeyer (1987) found those in diffusion and 
moratorium as highly differentiated, and did not find a 
relation between ego-identity and integration. Similarly, 
Cote and Reker (1979) found diffused individuals 
characterized by high differentiation. When cognitive 
complexity alone (not distinguishing between 
differentiation and integration) was studied in relation to 
ego-identity, a curvilinear relation emerged (Kirby, 1977; 
Tzuriel & Klein, 1977). That is, those low and high in 
identity scored more complex than those moderate in ego-
identity. Slugoski et al. (1984) have summarized from 
these and other findings that diffused individuals appear 
the most complex, foreclosed the least, and identity 
achievers appear moderately complex. 
Due to the findings of these reports and others, 
Slugoski et al. (1984) went on to propose that it is the 
integrative component of cognitive complexity that is 
especially salient in identity development. College men 
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were given the Paragraph Completion Test (PCT) (Schroder, 
Driver & Streufert, 1967) as a measure of integration, 
along with the Identity Status Interview (ISI). As 
Slugoski et al. (1984) anticipated, subjects scoring in 
identity achievement and moratorium scored higher on their 
integrative capacities, while those in less mature ego-
identity statuses scored lower on integrative capacities. 
The findings of Slugoski et al. (1984) are important for 
speculations about what factors might enhance ego-identity. 
Exploration has been cited as an important component to 
identity achievement; however, at some point it would seem 
that integration needs to occur in order to commit to an 
identity. This phase of ego-identity formation is not 
broadly discussed in the literature. It is unclear if an 
assumption is being made that integration is automatically 
occurring with exploration. What is more likely, however, 
is that prior to Slugoski et al.'s (1984) study, the role 
of integration in ego-identity was not broadly recognized. 
Cognitive Complexity in the 
Process of Ego-Identity Formation 
Figure 1, presented in Chapter I, illustrates various 
aspects of ego-identity formation. The training phase is 
viewed as the point at which differentiation and 
integration play major roles. Exploration also is a key 
process in ego-identity formation, but exploration may be 
viewed in two different ways. If exploration refers to an 
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active searching of the environment for new information, 
then this type of exploration is minimal during the 
training. What information the subject brings into 
training is what will be capitalized on. There is another 
form of exploration, however, that has pertinence for this 
study. That is, this form of exploration is fostered 
through encouraging the individual to conceptualize in new 
ways what is already known by the self. In other words, it 
is internal, rather than external, exploration. The 
individual is brought to a level of more mature thinking by 
differentiating and integrating what is known. Since 
exploration is minimal in diffused and foreclosed identity 
statuses, such encouragement to engage in differentiation 
and integration should foster movement toward more mature 
identities for subjects in these statuses. That is, the 
individual who has not previously engaged in the processing 
of information pertinent to identity should show greater 
self-understanding after training. Likewise, subjects 
already in moratorium or achievement should show even 
greater movement toward mature identity achievement through 
engaging in processes of differentiation and integration. 
The role of cognitive complexity in ideological 
perspective-taking. The mechanisms of change in 
ideological perspective-taking, are quite parallel to the 
mechanisms of change in social perspective-taking. The 
individual is brought to a level of more mature thinking by 
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exploring several possibilities related to ideological 
issues. Like social perspective-taking training, 
ideological perspective-taking will be directed toward 
examining both the differences (differentiation) and 
similarities (integration) between the self and others. In 
social perspective-taking these others are interpersonally 
important, in that the presence of such skills provides the 
substance of how one behaves interpersonally. In 
ideological perspective-taking, the entities are of more 
intrapersonal importance. The individual considers what is 
of ideological and conceptual importance to the self. 
Ultimately such ideological perspective-taking should allow 
the individual to make satisfying life-choices for the 
self. It is important to point out, however, that even in 
ideological perspective-taking the choices one makes occur 
in a social and cultural context and are not exclusively 
individualistic. As in social perspective-taking training, 
ideological perspective-taking training should not lead to 
confusion from the consideration of too many alternatives, 
since the individual is encouraged to synthesize and 
integrate what is already known by the self. 
Summary 
In this review of the literature the relation between 
several cognitive and social cognitive constructs has been 
explored. The origins of identity theory, as 
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conceptualized through the work of Erik Erikson, James 
Marcia, and others, has been presented. Theoretical and 
empirical links between ego-identity and formal operations, 
moral development, social perspective-taking, and cognitive 
complexity have been discussed. The primary questions of 
interest addressed in this review center on identifying the 
cognitive and social cognitive factors which may promote 
advances in ego-identity. It is proposed that social 
perspective-taking training should have a positive 
influence on the growth of interpersonal identity. 
Likewise, ideological perspective-taking training, based in 
notions of cognitive differentiation and integration, 
should promote advances in ideological identity. Formal 
operational skills should be operative in both forms of 
perspective-taking training. The study was designed to 
explore these conjectures. 
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CHAPTER III 
METHODS 
Subjects 
The years shortly after high school have been found to 
be an especially important period of time for identity 
achievement to occur (Meilman, 1979; Marcia, 1976). Thus, 
subjects for this study included men and women college 
students between the ages of 18 and 21. Participants were 
recruited from a variety of undergraduate courses taught at 
Utah State University. Five to ten minutes of class time 
were taken as the study was explained to students. They 
were told that this was a study on enhancing self-
understanding, and that if they participated in the study 
they had the option of taking one pass/fail credit in 
either Psychology or in Family and Human Development for 
their efforts. It was explained that they must register 
for the credit in a quarter after they had completed all 
requirements for the study. This procedure was adopted in 
the event that if circumstances prevented a student from 
completing the study, he or she would not be penalized by 
receiving a failing grade. A brief description of the 
nature of the study activities, as well as the time 
commitment were described. It was noted prescreening would 
occur for the study (based on pretest scores), thus, some 
participants would be eliminated from the study at that 
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point. It was explained that all efforts would be made to 
insure confidentiality in the study by assigning each 
participant an identification number. Further, it was 
explained that only project personnel would have access to 
the materials completed by participants. 
A sign-up sheet (see Appendix A) was passed around in 
the classes after the study was explained. students were 
told to take an accompanying information sheet which 
provided information on the dates and times for pretesting 
(see Appendix B). In addition, all students who signed up 
to participate in the study were telephoned and reminded 
about the pretesting sessions. A total of 135 students 
signed up to participate in the study. 
Of the 135 students who signed up to participate in 
the study, 96 came in for at least one of two pretesting 
sessions. Twelve individuals did not return for the second 
pretesting session. Thus, a total of 84 students (25 men 
and 59 women) completed both pretesting sessions. 
Instrumentation 
The same instruments were completed by the subjects at 
the time of pretesting and at posttesting. A summary table 
of these instruments and the constructs that they measure 
are shown in Table 1. All of the instruments included in 
the study yield continuous scores. In addition, the EOM-
EIS provides ranked categorical data in classifying a 
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Table 1 
Instrumentation and Scoring 
Instrument 
Number of 
Items 
Ego-Identity 
EOM-EIS: 
Interpersonal Identity 
1. Achievement Subscale 
2. Moratorium Subscale 
3. Foreclosure Subscale 
4. Diffusion Subscale 
Ideological Identity 
1. Achievement Subscale 
2. Moratorium Subscale 
3. Foreclosure Subscale 
4. Diffusion Subscale 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
Rasmussen Ego-Identity Scale 72 
Scoring 
1-6 
1-6 
1-6 
1-6 
1-6 
1-6 
1-6 
1-6 
Agree/Dis. 
Social Perspective-Taking 
Interoersonal Reactivity Index 
1. Social Perspective-Taking 
Subscale 7 0-5 
Ideological Perspective-Taking 
Paragraph Completion Test 6 
Formal Operations 
Piagetian Objective Formal 
Instrument 24 
Critical Thinking Appraisal 80 
1-7 
Correct or 
Incorrect 
Correct or 
Incorrect 
Limits of 
Range 
8-48 
8-48 
8-48 
8-48 
8-48 
8-48 
8-48 
8-48 
0-72 
0-35 
6-42 
0-24 
0-80 
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respondent into a dominant identity status. Since some of 
the instruments contain both negative and positive items, 
negative items were reverse weighted. This procedure 
allowed for consistency across instruments in that higher 
scores reflected a greater degree of the construct being 
measured by a particular instrument. The two instruments 
in which reverse weighting occurred were the Rasmussen Ego-
Identity Scale and the Interpersonal Reactivity Index. 
Ego-Identity 
Extended Objective Measure of Ego-Identity Status 
(EOM-EIS). The EOM-EIS is a quantitative measure of ego-
identity status in a self-report form. The instrument 
consists of 64 items that allow for an examination of both 
interpersonal and ideological identities. Ideological 
identity is assessed in the domains of occupation, 
politics, religion, and philosophical life-style, while 
interpersonal identity is assessed in the domains of 
friendship, dating, sex roles, and recreation. For each of 
the eight domains, identity statuses (achievement, 
moratorium, foreclosure, and diffusion) are assessed by two 
questions for each status (see Appendix C). Responses to 
the items are answered by selecting one of six responses 
ranging from strongly agree to strongly disagree. 
Interpersonal and ideological identity status scores are 
determined by the degree of commitment and exploration 
indicated in respondents' answers to the items that pertain 
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to the eight domains. 
The EOM-EIS was derived from an earlier form called 
the Objective Measure of Ego-Identity Status (OM-EIS) 
(Adams et al., 1979). Domains of occupation, religion, and 
politics were assessed in order to match the aspects of 
identity tapped by Marcia (1966) in his identity interview. 
Distinctions between ideological and interpersonal 
identities were not made in the OM-EIS. 
The EOM-EIS was devised in order to extend the OM-EIS 
into interpersonal domains. An assessment of the EOM-EIS, 
including both interpersonal and ideological aspects of 
identity, was carried out in three studies reported by 
Grotevant and Adams (1984) who found the instrument to have 
acceptable reliability and validity. The instrument was 
found to be adequate in assessing ideological and 
interpersonal identities in the broader sense. However, 
due to the small number of items for each domain, ego-
identity status cannot be determined for each of the eight 
domains separately. In a refinement study of the EOM-EIS, 
Bennion and Adams (1986) sought to correct what were 24 
confusing interpersonal items. These items were rewritten 
and further tests of reliability and validity were 
undertaken. Cronbach alphas for the four identity statuses 
were found to range from .62 to .75 for ideological items 
and from .58 to .80 for interpersonal items. Discriminant 
validity was assessed through tests of independence of the 
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four identity statuses. The identity achieved status was 
found not to correlate or to correlate negatively with the 
other identity statuses, for both interpersonal and 
ideological identities. Although diffusion and achievement 
were expected to correlate negatively, an unexpected 
finding was that moratorium and diffusion were positively 
related. Convergent validity was assessed by the degree of 
convergence between the four identity subscales (i.e., 
achievement, moratorium~ foreclosure, and diffusion) of 
ideological and interpersonal identities. The values 
ranged from .38 to .66 for the four identity subscales. In 
regard to factorial validity, achievement and foreclosure 
emerged as pure factors, with moratorium and diffusion 
loading on the same factor. In explaining this latter 
finding and the positive correlation between diffusion and 
moratorium, it was suggested that greater conceptual 
distinction between these two subscales is needed. 
Further, there may not have been truly diffused people in 
this particular sample which consisted of college students. 
There is further evidence of the reliability and 
validity of the EOM-EIS or its earlier version in a 
synopsis of over 30 studies in which various researchers 
investigated the psychometric properties of the instrument 
(Adams, Bennion & Huh, 1987). This publication also 
includes detailed instructions on the implementation, 
computer scoring, and interpretation of the EOM-EIS. 
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Rasmussen's Ego Identity Scale (EIS). The EIS 
(Rasmussen, 1964) was included as an additional measure of 
identity (see Appendix D). In contrast to the EOM-EIS from 
which a differentiation of identity statuses may occur, an 
overall ego-identity score, as well as individual 
psychosocial stage scores may be obtained from the EIS. 
Another way to state the distinction between these two 
measures of ego-identity is that in the EOM-EIS the process 
of identity is examined, while in the EIS it is the degree 
of a healthy identity that is specified. Although there 
are several ego-identity instruments from which to select 
in doing research, the Rasmussen Ego Identity Scale was 
selected in order to replicate, in part, some of Enright et 
al. 's (1983a; 1984) findings. Since the social 
perspective-taking training used in the present study was 
partially based on Enright et al.'s (1983a; 1984) training, 
it seemed reasonable to employ the same ego-identity 
instrument that they utilized. 
The EIS was developed in order to examine the 
resolution of the first six psychosocial stages of 
Erikson's theory. In Rasmussen's (1964) interpretation of 
Erikson's theory, ego-identity is regarded as a central 
construct of psychosocial development. In particular, 
Rassmussen was interested in the notion that part 
resolutions of the earlier psychosocial stages contributed 
to overall ego-identity. Thus, the EIS was developed in 
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order to obtain an overall ego-identity score based on 
resolutions of the first six psychosocial stages, and to 
obtain an individual score for each of the stages measured 
by the instrument. The instrument consists of 72 items 
which are based on derivatives from Erikson's writings 
representing health and ill-health in relation to ego-
identity. Twelve items measure each of the first six 
psychosocial stages, for a total of 72 items. Equal 
numbers of items reflect positive and negative responses, 
and are responded to by indicating general agreement or 
disagreement with the statement. 
Evidence for the content validity of the EIS was cited 
by Rasmussen (1964) by the fact that the items were derived 
explicitly from Erikson's theory. Efforts were made to 
keep the items as literal as possible to Erikson's 
conceptualizations. Further, two judges unanimously agreed 
that the items reflected the stages of psychosocial 
development for which they were designed. The EIS was 
initially administered in two forms to Navy recruits. Non-
discriminating or weak items were eliminated from the 
instrument. The internal reliability of the final form of 
the EIS was .849 in one sample and .851 in another sample 
using the Spearman-Brown prophecy formula. Construct 
validity was shown through positive associations between 
ego-identity and other measures of psychosocial maturity 
[the Adjective Check List that measures self-acceptance 
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(Gough, 1950) and the Peer Nomination Form (Wilkins, Rigby 
& Ossorio, 1958)]. 
The EIS has been employed in a number of studies in 
which ego-identity in adolescence was measured. Higher 
ego-identity, as measured by the EIS, has been found to be 
related to leaving home strategies (Anderson & Fleming, 
1986a), greater individuation from families (Anderson & 
Fleming, 1986b), less alienation (Wilkerson, Protinsky, 
Maxwell & Lentner, 1982), and less peer conformity (Brown, 
Eicher & Petrie, 1986). Higher ego-identity, as measured 
by the E~S, also has been found to be more common among 
non-pregnant as distinct from pregnant teenagers 
(Protinsky, Sporakowski & Atkins, 1982). Bach and Verdile 
(1975) compared the EIS with Constantinople's (1969) 
measure of Erikson's theory called the Inventory of 
Psychosocial Development (IPD). The EIS was found to 
correlate with the IPD's psychosocial maturity score, total 
identity score, and identity/diffusion subscale. Both 
measures have significant positive relations with the 
Adjective Checklist, and negative relations with external 
locus of control and anxiety. 
A psychometric assessment of the EIS was carried out 
by Enright, Lapsley, Cullen, and Lallensack (1983b) among 
114 subjects in the 7th and 12th grades. For the EIS 
items, Cronbach's alpha was .82. For the six psychosocial 
stages measured in the EIS, Cronbach's alphas ranged from 
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.56 to .57. As anticipated, the EIS was positively 
correlated with moral development, an additional measure of 
ego-identity, and grade. An unexpected finding was that 
the EIS was correlated with social desirability. Only one 
factor was produced, accounting for 46% of the variance, 
when a principal component factor solution was performed on 
the items. The conclusion to be drawn from this finding is 
that although an overall ego-identity score may be obtained 
from the EIS, individual psychosocial stage scores are 
obtained with less confidence. Thus, in the present study 
only the overall ego-identity score is examined. In 
eliminating several questionable items from the EIS, 
Enright et al. (1983b) were able to eliminate the 
significant relation between the EIS and social 
desirability, while maintaining reasonable internal 
consistency (alpha=.74). 
Social Perspective-Taking 
The construct of interest in this study was ego-
identity; that is, the primary aim in employing the two 
forms of experimental training was to show advances in ego-
identity formation. Nonetheless, in order to show evidence 
of the validity of the two forms of training, it was 
important to measure changes in social and ideological 
perspective-taking that also should occur as a result of 
the training. A problem, however, was in finding 
instrumentation appropriate to measure the two forms of 
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training. In regard to the social perspective-taking 
training, there is a pronounced void in the research 
literature of instrumentation appropriate for measuring 
social perspective-taking among older adolescents. 
Selman's (1980) social perspective-taking interview is the 
only form of measurement suitable for adolescents and 
adults in which a delineation of his social perspective-
taking levels may be obtained. However, this interview is 
lengthy (two to three hours) and transcription of the 
interview may take up to 10 hours, with another two to 
three hours devoted to scoring (Selman, 1980). Given the 
number of subjects in the present study and the limited 
amount of time available for pre- and posttest periods, 
Selman's social perspective-taking interview was an 
unrealistic choice of instrumentation. As an alternative 
to the social perspective-taking interview, the social 
perspective-taking subscale of the Interpersonal Reactivity 
Index (Davis, 1980, 1983a) was employed. This measure is 
not based on Selman's levels; nonetheless, the construct of 
interest is similar and an overall indication of social 
perspective-taking ability may be obtained. 
Interpersonal Reactivity Index (IRI). In an attempt 
to take a multidimensional approach to empathy, Davis 
(1980, 1983a) developed the Interpersonal Reactivity Index 
(IRI). The IRI consists of four subscales, each measuring 
a different component of empathy. These subscales are 
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Perspective-Taking (PT), Fantasy (FS), Empathic Concern 
(EP), and Personal Distress (PD). Each subscale is 
measured by seven items, for a total of 28 items in the 
IRI. Since the Perspective-Taking (PT) subscale was used 
in the present study, this subscale will be discussed in 
greater depth. 
The PT subscale was devised to measure perspective-
taking in the tradition of Piaget and Mead. These are the 
same theoretical bases used by Selman (1980) in developing 
his model of interpersonal understanding. Further 
parallels between Selman's and Davis' conceptions of social 
perspective~taking are observed in Davis' (1983a) 
description of what the PT subscale measures, that is, "the 
tendency to adopt the point of view of other people in 
everyday life" (p. 117). Davis (1980) also makes a 
distinction between affective and cognitive empathy, 
designating the perspective-taking items as those measuring 
a cognitive form of empathy. The seven-item PT subscale is 
found in Appendix E. Items are scored on a five-point 
scale where "does not describe me well" is given a o and 
"describes me very well" is given a 5. 
In an assessment of the final version of the IRI, 
Davis (1980) reported four factors to emerge in a factor 
analysis of the 28 items. Each item loaded on the expected 
subscale of the IRI. Standardized alpha coefficients for 
the social perspective-taking items were overall .75 for 
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males and .78 for females. Test-retest reliabilities (60 
to 75 day intervals) of the perspective-taking subscale 
were ~=.61 for males (n=500) and ~=.62 for females (n=582). 
Discriminant and convergent validity of the IRI was 
assessed in a study among college men (n=677) and women 
(n=667) by Davis (1983a). In regard to the PT subscale, 
higher social perspective-taking was found to be modestly, 
but not significantly related to more positive 
interpersonal functioning as assessed by a variety of 
measures. A significant correlation was reported between 
the PT subscale and measures of self-esteem (~=.23) A 
relation was not found between the PT subscale and one 
measure of emotionality (emotional invulnerability) . 
However, a modest negative correlation was found between 
the PT subscale and a fearfulness scale (~=-.21). PT 
subscale scores were not related to measures of intellect 
(SAT-Quantitative and Verbal and WAIS Vocabulary). 
Correlations with other empathy instruments also were 
reported by Davis (1983a). The PT subscale was 
hypothesized to and found to have a greater relation 
(~=.40) to the Hogan Empathy Measure (a more cognitive-
focused empathy measure), than to the Mehrabian and Epstein 
Emotional Empathy Scale (a more affective measure of 
empathy) for which its correlation with the PT subscale was 
~=.20. 
The IRI has been used as a measure in additional 
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studies. Davis (1983b) found that the only subscale of the 
IRI related to viewing and contributing to a telethon was 
empathic concern, not any of the other three subscales of 
the IRI. The relation between perspective-taking and self-
disclosure has been studied using the PT subscale as a 
measure. Franzoi and Davis (1985) found a weak relation 
between perspective-taking and peer self-disclosure. In a 
study by Franzoi, Davis, and Young (1985) perspective-
taking was found to be related to greater satisfaction in 
relationships, independent of self-disclosure. One 
conclusi~n drawn by the researchers of this study was that 
perspective-taking helps to eliminate negatives in 
relationships (e.g., helps to minimize friction). 
Ideological Perspective-Taking 
Since ideological perspective-taking training was an 
experimental procedure specifically developed for the 
purpose of this study, there has not been an instrument 
devised to measure changes that may occur from this form of 
training. One alternative, however, was to use a measure 
of integrative complexity to assess change in ideological 
perspective-taking. Since the training involved high usage 
of integrative skills on the part of the participant, 
subsequent changes in one's integrative abilities should 
result from the training. Indeed, Slugowski et al. (1984) 
have argued that integrative complexity is the key 
component of cognitive complexity that leads to advances in 
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ego-identity. 
Paragraph Completion Test. The Paragraph Completion 
Test was designed to measure the integrative component of 
cognitive complexity (Schroder et al., 1967). Subjects 
were presented with six sentence stems (see Appendix F for 
stems) for which they were told to write two to three 
sentences in response. Each stem is presented on a 
separate page, and it is recommended that college students 
have a time limit of 100 seconds in completing each stem. 
Each of the six stems falls into one of three broader 
classification in which there is implication of "the 
presence of alternatives, uncertainty, or absence of 
structure", "the imposition of external standards", or 
"interpersonal conflict" (Schroder et al., 1967, p. 190). 
It is the resolution of the uncertainty or discrepancy 
raised in the individual, by responding to the stem, from 
which integrative capacity is scored. 
Responses are scored on a scale from 1 (low 
integration index) to 7 (high integration index). The 
total integration score may be obtained from either a mean 
scale score based on the scores of all six stems or the 
mean of the highest two scores. Schroder et al. (1967) 
recommend the latter procedure because they believe the 
higher scores are a more accurate reflection of the 
individual's integrative capacity. However, in using 
either scoring procedure, correlations between the total 
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scores and individual stem scores are quite similar ranging 
from .57 to .76. Split-half reliability yielded a 
correlation of .70. Inter-correlations between the six 
stems ranged from .21 to .62. In a series of studies by 
Schroder et al. (1967) two raters scored each sentence stem 
with inter-rater reliability of .80 to.95. Guidelines for 
scoring and scoring protocols for the 7-point scale are 
available (Schroder et al., 1967). 
The relation between cognitive complexity (using the 
Paragraph Completion Test) and ego-identity has been 
assessed among college males in Rogow, Marcia, and Slugoski 
(1983) and Slugoski et al. (1984). Hypothesizing that 
integrative complexity is an important component to ego-
identity establishment, Slugoski et al. (1984) found that 
subjects at the higher ego-identity statuses (achievement 
and moratorium) scored significantly higher on integrative 
complexity than those at low ego-identity statuses 
(foreclosure and diffusion). Rogow et al. (1983) 
delineated ego-identity into the domains of occupation, 
religion, politics, sex-role beliefs, and sexual 
expression, and found integrative complexity significantly 
related to each of these domains as well as being related 
to overall identity. However, a stronger significant 
correlation was found to exist for the domains of 
occupation, religion, and politics--three of the 
ideological domains in the EOM-EIS. Although integrative 
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complexity also was significantly related to sex-role 
beliefs and sexual expression, what might be termed two 
interpersonal domains, this relation was not as strong as 
it was with the ideological domains of ego-identity. It is 
important to note, however, that Rogow et al. (1983) used 
the Identity Status Interview and not the EOM-EIS. 
Nonetheless, strong agreement between these two measure of 
ego-identity has been reported (Adams & Montemayor, 1987; 
Adams, Ryan, Hoffman, Dobson & Nielson, 1985). 
In scoring the Paragraph Completion Test for the 
present study, two raters were trained on scoring 
procedures. First, the scoring manual in Schroder et al. 
(1967) was read through verbally by the trainer and two 
scorers. Then, the scoring manual was studied 
independently by each rater. Sample paragraph stems were 
scored by each of the raters. Scores were compared and 
further discussion centered on discrepancies in scores 
between the two raters. In reference to ambiguous features 
of the scoring manual, the two raters agreed upon more 
specific scoring rules. 
Inter-rater agreement was generated based on rules 
outlined by Hamerlynck, Handy, and Marsh (1973). Perfect 
matches and scores one point off were added together. This 
sum was divided by the total number of sentence stems. 
Using such a formula, it was determined that at least 85% 
agreement between the two raters must emerge before actual 
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scoring of the responses from the study would occur. 
Inter-rater agreement was calculated on the paragraph stems 
of 22 of the 84 pretested participants. Thus, a total of 
132 stems from pretest scores were scored by both raters. 
Inter-rater agreement for these stems was 95%. After a 
brief retraining, 95% agreement also occurred in the joint 
scoring of 24 of the posttest stems. 
In determining a subject's final score on the PCT, the 
mean of the six sentence stems were taken. It was decided 
to use this procedure, rather than taking the mean of the 
top two scores as suggested by Schroder et al. (1967), 
because in the latter procedure not all of the respondents 
would be compared on the same sentence stems. By taking 
the mean of all six stems, it could be insured that scores 
were equally determined. 
Formal Operations 
As with social perspective-taking and integrative 
complexity, formal operations is not the primary construct 
of interest when the effects of social and ideological 
perspective-taking training are considered. However, since 
the use of the formal operational ability of thinking in 
abstract terms was required in the training, there should 
have been accompanying advances in formal operational 
skills as a result of the training. Thus, this construct 
of development was also measured pre- and posttest. 
Piagetian Objective Formal Instrument. The Piagetian 
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Objective Formal Instrument is a widely used paper-and-
pencil test of formal operations (see Appendix G). In 
selecting the instrument, Burney (1974) reviewed the 
literature on several tests designed to measure formal 
operations. Out of this search, a pool of 42 items, based 
on Piaget's tests and tests of others on formal operations, 
were selected for preliminary analyses. A criterion test 
of five Piagetian tasks was given to 50 9th, 11th, and 13th 
graders, along with the 42 items devised by the author. 
The 24 items with the highest biserial~ coefficient, using 
the Piagetian tasks as the criterion measure, were selected 
as items for the final instrument. The final items were 
then given to 78 9th, 11th, and 13th graders. The Pearson 
product-moment correlation between the 24-item Piagetian 
Objective Formal Instrument and the initial criterion 
measure was .853. There was 88.5% agreement between these 
two measures when subjects were classified as formal or 
non-formal. Internal consistency of the Piagetian 
Objective Formal Instrument, using the Kuder-Richardson 
Formula, was .528 for the . same sample. 
The Piagetian Objective Formal Instrument is scored by 
giving a point for each correct answer. Thus, scores may 
range from Oto 24. 
Critical Thinking Appraisal. The Critical Thinking 
Appraisal (Watson & Glasser, 1980) was designed to measure 
degree of abstract and critical thinking. There are 80 
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items in the most recent version of the test [the original 
test was comprised of 100 items (Watson & Glasser, 1964)]. 
The 80 items include exact duplications and modified items 
from the earlier tests. Five subtests of the Critical 
Thinking Appraisal measure inference, recognition of 
assumptions, deduction, interpretation, and evaluation of 
arguments (see Appendix H). The items involve either 
"neutral" content in which strong feelings are not evoked 
(e.g., weather, scientific facts, and experiments), while 
other items, although parallel in logical structure are 
termed "controversial" (e.g., political, economic, and 
social issues). 
Although Watson and Glasser (1980) do not explicitly 
identify the Critical Thinking Appraisal as a measure of 
formal operations, subjects were given this instrument as a 
measure of their ability to apply formal or logical thought 
to social issues. In assessing formal operational 
abilities, as defined by Piaget, it becomes apparent that 
the skills being measured in the Critical Thinking 
Appraisal parallel such formal abilities. For example, 
Inhelder and Piaget (1958) note that, in formal operations, 
second-order thought or the ability to think about thinking 
allows the adolescent to think critically. Further, the 
ability to engage in hypothetico-deductive, as well as 
inductive reasoning, propositional logic, and thinking 
about what is possible, as opposed to what is actual, are 
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about what is possible, as opposed to what is actual, are 
characteristics of formal operations. Such abilities are 
measured directly or indirectly in the Critical Thinking 
Appraisal. Watson and Glasser (1980) suggested that the 
Critical Thinking Appraisal be used in studying advances in 
critical thinking ability due to various training programs. 
The Critical Thinking Appraisal may be administered 
individually or in a group manner. It takes approximately 
40 minutes to complete. The raw score on the test is the 
total number of correct responses. Test-retest reliability 
of the instrument, when administered to college students, 
was ~=.73. Split-half reliability coefficients for form A 
of the Critical Thinking Appraisal (the form used in the 
present study) ranged between .80 to .83 for undergraduates 
at three different institutions. Watson and Glasser (1980) 
report that although the Critical Thinking Appraisal was 
found, in several studies, to be related to various 
intelligence tests, in factor analysis with these other 
measures it has been found to be measuring an ability 
distinct from those measured on intelligence tests. 
Experimental Design and Procedures 
Testing Procedures and 
Screening of Subjects 
Blocks of time were arranged when students could come 
in to complete their pretesting testing. It was 
anticipated that each of the two pretesting sessions would 
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last approximately one hour. Students completed the two 
testing sessions on two different days. When students 
arrived for their first testing session, they were reminded 
about confidentiality and that the two pretesting sessions 
were also prescreening sessions to determine the final 
participants for the study. 
In the first testing session, participants completed 
the following questionnaires in the order given: 
1. A schedule sheet (see Appendix I). 
2. A background information sheet (see Appendix J). 
3. The Extended Objective Measure of Ego-Identity 
Status. 
4. The Paragraph Completion Test. 
5 . The Ego-Identity Scale. 
6. The Interpersonal Reactivity Index. 
In scoring the Paragraph Completion Test, procedures 
recommended by Schroder et al. (1967) were followed in 
allowing participants 100 seconds to complete each sentence 
stem. The testing assistant would have a subject stop 
writing a response to a stem in the event more than 100 
seconds were spent on a particular stem. 
After the first pretesting sessions, subjects were 
reminded to come in for a second testing session. In the 
second session, participants completed the Piagetian 
Objective Formal Instrument and then the critical Thinking 
Appraisal. 
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After pretesting was completed, pretest data were 
statistically analyzed to make a final determination of who 
would be included in the study. Subjects who scored 
achieved in either or both interpersonal or ideological 
identities were not included in the study. This affected 
22 of the 84 who completed both pretesting sessions. 
Additionally, participants who scored more than one 
standard deviation and a half above the mean on the Ego-
Identity Scale, the Paragraph Completion Test, or the 
Interpersonal Reactivity Index also were excused from the 
study. This affected four subjects, all scoring above the 
set criteria on the Paragraph Completion Test. Thus, 26 
subjects were not included in the complete study due to 
advanced scores on one or more of the instruments 
designated. These subjects were told that although their 
scores on certain instruments were in the normal range, 
they were not in the range needed for the study. The 
rationale for the elimination of subjects based on this 
criteria was that these subjects were already scoring in 
the advanced levels on one or more of the designated 
measures, thus, they were not in need of training. 
Six of the students pretested who were eligible to 
participate in the study, chose not to be involved. This 
left 52 participants who were assigned to one of three 
groups (a social perspective-taking group, an ideological 
perspective-taking group, and a control group), with two of 
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that number dropping out during the training phase of the 
study. Thus, a total of 50 subjects completed pretesting, 
training, and posttesting. Of that number, 18 were in the 
social perspective-taking group (11 women and 7 men), 17 in 
the ideological perspective-taking group (10 women and 7 
men), and 15 in the control group (9 women and 6 men). 
Design of the study 
Participants were pretested three to four weeks 
before the actual training began. After prescreening 
occurred, the remaining subjects were assigned to one of 
the three groups. An attempt was made to insure 
equivalence between groups in gender and in identity status 
as measured by the EOM-EIS. However, even with such 
efforts, concessions had to be made to students' schedules 
and when they were available to attend their sessions. 
Subjects were engaged in the training phase of the 
study for two sessions a week - for four weeks. Each session 
was approximately one hour in length. During the four-week 
treatment phase, each of the two treatment groups and the 
control group, with the exception of content (which will be 
described in the next section), followed similar procedures 
in their sessions. The first session of each week 
consisted of an individual written exercise. Participants 
were instructed to come in anytime between noon and 5 p.m. 
on Monday or Tuesday of each week to complete their 
individual assignments. Participants signed an informed 
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consent statement (see Appendix K) the first time they came 
in for their individual sessions. 
For the second session of the week, each participant 
was assigned to a specific day and time for a small group 
activity which was based on the written assignment 
completed earlier in the week. Groups ranged in size from 
3 to 7 participants, excluding group leaders. Attempts 
were made to keep group sizes equivalent, however, 
scheduling participants according to when they were 
available and the withdrawal of two subjects contributed to 
the unevenness in group sizes. Groups were held on 
Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday afternoons. Participants 
remained in the same groups for the four week duration. 
There were three social perspective-taking groups, four 
ideological perspective-taking groups, and four control 
groups. Two trained group leaders (a man and a woman) led 
all of the sessions for the two experimental groups and the 
control group. Thus, all of the participants of the study 
participated in their respective groups with the same group 
leaders. 
At the first group session, the group leaders 
explained confidentiality and what format the group would 
follow. The structure of the groups was such that 
particular questions were pinpointed from the written 
training by the group leaders, and group members took turns 
responding to the questions. The group leaders insured 
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that each participant had an opportunity to respond to each 
question posed. When hesitancy was shown in giving 
responses, probing questions were directed toward 
individual respondents. Group discussion was encouraged 
and participants were encouraged to compare their responses 
with the responses of others. Oftentimes, group 
interaction occurred spontaneously as group members 
discussed among themselves their thoughts or feelings on a 
particular topic. Even with such spontaneity, group 
leaders maintained control of the group and insured that 
each participant responded to each question raised in the 
session. The same questions were raised in each of the 
groups corresponding to a particular training. The unique 
activities of the two forms of perspective-taking training 
and the control group will now be described. 
Social Perspective-Taking Training 
Social perspective-taking training included the 
paper-and-pencil tasks developed and employed by Enright et 
al. (1983a; 1984). There are four different paper-and-
pencil tasks which progress in a sequence from Level 2 to 
Level 4 of Selman's (1980) social perspective-taking levels 
(see Appendix L). The first task is centered at Level 2, 
where the individual is required to take the second-person 
perspective of a friend. The second two tasks focus on 
third-person perspectives (Level 3) of the family and of 
the opposite sex group. The final task requires the 
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participant to take and to write about a societal 
perspective (Level 4). 
Since there are four social perspective-taking tasks, 
one task was covered in each of the four weeks of training. 
The training was implemented as described earlier. 
Respondents completed the individual written exercises 
earlier in the week, and participated in a group discussion 
later in the week. The asterisked items in Appendix L 
indicate which questions were raised for discussion in the 
group component of the training. 
There are two major ways Enright's social 
perspective-taking training were modified for use in the 
present study. First, in Enright's instructions it was 
indicated that respondents did not have to answer all of 
the questions and that it was a matter of personal choice 
which items they could answer. Such instructions were 
omitted from the present study in order to control for 
uniformity of experience in training. The second change 
was the addition of the group component in this study. In 
Enright et al. 's (1983a; 1984) studies, subjects only 
completed the paper-and-pencil phase used in the training 
of this study. Thus, the use of discussion groups was a 
procedure unique to the present study and was thought to 
provide further intensification of training. 
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Ideological Perspective-
Taking Training 
For each week of the training, one of the four 
domains of ideological identity (occupation, politics, 
religion, and philosophical life-style) was the focus of 
that particular week's topic. For the first session of the 
week, participants individually responded to a paper-and-
pencil task consisting of questions related to one of the 
four domains of ideological identity (see Appendix M). The 
questions were designed to encourage respondents to think 
carefully about the different components of each domain. 
What was known by the respondent about that domain was 
articulated on paper. Then, the respondent answered 
questions related to examining differences and similarities 
between these components and how they were related to 
beliefs and attitudes accepted by the self. 
For the second session of the week, respondents 
engaged in small group activities. The format and 
structure of the ideological perspective-taking groups were 
like that previously described. Items that were used for 
discussion purposes in this group are indicated by an 
asterik in Appendix M. When occupation was discussed, 
items were responded to individually by the subjects. The 
format varied for some of the other sessions. For 
religion, each respondent answered question 1. Then the 
whole group jointly discussed items 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6. A 
chalkboard was used to write down responses from the group 
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and to facilitate discussion. Questions 9 and 10 were 
answered personally. When politics was the topic of 
discussion, all of the items were responded to 
individually. Everyone shared only three political issues 
on question 3, and each person selected one of the three 
issues to discuss in conjunction with question 4. 
Responses were written on a chalkboard. In philosophical 
life-style, individual responses were obtained to question 
1. For question 2, everyone shared two to three items and 
these were written on a chalkboard. Using the items on the 
chalkboard as a basis, questions 3, 4, 5, and 6 were 
responded to by the group as a whole. Then questions 9, 
10, and 11 were addressed individually. 
Control Group 
The control group was included in order to study 
change in ego-identity attributable to maturation and not 
due to any form of training. Care was taken to ensure that 
any activity in which the control group engaged would not 
have an influence on changes measured in the dependent 
measures. For example, activity that would encourage 
exploration and cognitive complexity, beyond that which 
should normally occur, was avoided. Nonetheless, subjects 
were engaged in activities during the training phase in 
order to determine that change in the treatment subjects 
was not due to the Hawthorne Effect. 
Control subjects attended two sessions a week for 
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four weeks, similar to the experimental subjects. During 
the first session of each week in which treatment subjects 
were engaged in individual activities, control subjects 
also were engaged in individual activities. Each week they 
were given a different article to read from Annual 
Editions: Human Development (Fitzgerald & Walraven, 1987) 
(see Appendix N). A corresponding worksheet (see Appendix 
O) was completed by the participant at the same time. In 
order to keep the content of the control group distinct 
from any topics of the experimental groups, articles were 
selected which addressed topics of physical and biological 
aspects of human development. They were judged to be 
unrelated to identity or any other aspects of psychosocial 
development. Further, it seemed that the articles selected 
would not stimulate self-reflection or self-analysis as did 
the content of the experimental groups. 
For the second session of the week, control group 
subjects engaged in small group discussion of the articles 
and the worksheets they completed individually. All of the 
questions on the worksheets were addressed in the small 
group sessions. Again, care was taken by the group leaders 
to insure that each group member had the opportunity to 
present his or her answers to each question. 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS 
Several statistical procedures were employed to test 
the predictions of the study and their results will be 
presented in this section. An assessment and analysis of 
these findings will follow in the discussion section. The 
results section also includes the results of correlational 
tests between the various dependent measures. These tests 
assess certain aspects of the validity and reliability of 
the instrumentation employed. In addition, the results of 
nonparametric tests designed to explore between-status 
identity change, as a result of the training, will be 
given. The results section will conclude with a 
presentation of the findings from a series of repeated 
measures ANOVA performed on the remaining dependent 
measures. 
Correlational Analyses 
In preliminary analyses, correlational tests were 
carried out between all of the dependent measures (Tables 
2-4). The correlational tests were performed on the 
pretest scores of the entire sample of 50 subjects. These 
tests were performed to understand the criterion-related 
validity (e.g., concurrent validity) and the construct 
validity (e.g., convergent validity and disciminant 
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Table 2 
Correlations Between Ideological Identity Subscales and 
Additional Dependent Measures for Pretest Scores (n=50) 
Dependent 
Measures 
Achievement 
Ideological 
Diffusion 
Ideological 
Foreclosure 
Ideological 
Moratorium 
Ideological 
Achievement 
Interpersonal 
Diffusion 
Interpersonal 
Foreclosure 
Interpersonal 
Moratorium 
Interpersonal 
Achievement 
Ego Identity 
Scale 
Interpersonal 
Reactivity Index 
Paragraph 
Completion Test 
Piagetian Obj. 
Formal Instrument 
Critical Thinking 
Appraisal 
Ideological Identity Subscales 
Diff. Fore. Mor. Achiev. 
J;:= .08 
12= .286 
J;:= .45 -.06 
12 =.000 .320 
J;:=-.22 -.00 -.60 
12= .062 .486 .000 
J;:= .36 .22 .18 -.28 
12= .005 .058 .098 .022 
J;:=-.06 .61 -.19 .05 
12= .316 .000 .086 .345 
J;:= .10 -.17 .19 -.00 
12= .225 .109 .08 .478 
];:= .09 .18 -.23 .51 
12= .253 .100 .050 .000 
J;:=-.32 .03 -.44 .50 
12= .011 .412 .001 .000 
J;:=-.12 -.12 -.16 .00 
12= .199 .185 .122 .497 
];:= .00 -.21 .01 -.14 
12= .499 .065 .461 .165 
J;:=-.10 -.07 .06 -.14 
12= .230 .298 .340 .162 
J;:=-.38 -.32 .02 -.18 
12= .003 .011 .422 .095 
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Table 3 
Correlations Between Interpersonal Identity Subscales and 
Additional Dependent Measures for Pretest Scores (n=50) 
Dependent 
Measures 
Interpersonal 
Diffusion 
Interpersonal 
Foreclosure 
Interpersonal 
Moratorium 
Interpersonal 
Achievement 
Ideological 
Diffusion 
Ideological 
Foreclosure 
Ideological 
Moratorium 
Ideological 
Achievement 
Ego-Identity 
Seal 
Interpersonal 
Reactivity Index 
Paragraph 
Completion Test 
Piagetian Obj. 
Formal Instrument 
Critical Thinking 
Appraisal 
Interpersonal Identity Subscales 
Diff. Fore. Mor. Achiev. 
1:= .23 
2= .052 
1:=-.23 · -.13 
2= .049 .174 
1:=-.0l .18 .13 
2= .46 .095 .166 
];:= .36 -.06 .10 -.09 
2= .005 .316 .225 .253 
1:= .22 .61 -.17 .18 
2= .058 .coo .109 .100 
1:= .18 -.19 .19 -.23 
2= .098 .086 .08 .050 
1:=-.28 .05 -.oo .51 
2= .022 .345 .478 .000 
1:=-.56 -.06 -.06 .25 
2= .000 .322 .318 .039 
1:=-.34 -.31 .11 .08 
2= .007 .012 .209 .275 
];:= .01 -.04 -.11 -.11 
2= .470 .379 .220 .211 
];:= .16 .11 -.13 -.20 
2= .131 .223 .172 .077 
1:=-.15 -.10 -.01 -.43 
2= .148 .240 .451 .001 
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Table 4 
Correlations Between Ego-Identity Scale, Interpersonal 
Reactivity Index, Paragraph Completion Test. Critical 
Thinking Appraisal, and Piagetian Objective Formal 
Instrument for Pretest Scores (n=50) 
Dependent 
Measures 
Ego-Identity Scale 
Interpersonal 
Reactivity Index 
Paragraph 
Completion Test 
Piagetian Objective 
Formal Instrument 
Critical Thinking 
Appraisal 
J.:= .14 
p= .520 
J;.:=-.23 
p= .052 
J;.:=-.12 
p .190 
J.:= .04 
p= .368 
.06 
.329 
-.27 
.025 
-.05 
.364 
.20 
.076 
.33 
.008 
.37 
.004 
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validity) of the instrumentation included in the study. In 
multivariate research, multicollinearity may create 
problems in statistical analysis. However, as shown in 
Tables 2, 3, and 4, many of the measures are negatively 
correlated and positive correlations range from ~=.00 to 
~=.61. By squaring these correlations one finds an 
estimate of shared variance. The maximum shared variance 
for all of these measures is only .37. Therefore, there is 
more unique variance than shared variance, leaving the 
issue of multicollinearity a relatively mute point. 
Test-retest reliabilities (seven to eight week 
intervals) also were assessed for all of the dependent 
measures (see Table 5). In the test-retest procedure, only 
the scores of the control subjects were included in the 
analysis in order to avoid any contamination from treatment 
effects. Nonetheless, a qualifier must be given in that 
this was not a true control group as they were engaged in 
structured activities for four weeks during the treatment 
phase of the study. It is unknown what effects, if any, 
the activities had on the test-retest reliabilities. 
Pretest to Posttest Change Between Identity statuses 
Pretest to posttest changes in the dependent measures 
were analyzed with a variety of tests. For the identity 
statuses, as measured by the EOM-EIS, both movement between 
identity statuses and within identity subscale changes were 
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Table 5 
Test-Retest Reliabilities of Dependent Measures for Control 
Group Subjects (n=15) 
Measure 
Extended Objective Measure of Ego-Identity Status: 
Ideological Identity .84 .000 
Ideological Diffusion .53 .021 
Ideological Foreclosure .43 .052 
Ideological Moratorium . 85 .000 
Ideological Achievement .78 .000 
Interpersonal Identity .18 .250 
Interpersonal Diffusion .66 .003 
Interpersonal Foreclosure .35 .099 
Interpersonal Moratorium .40 .065 
Interpersonal Achievement .61 .008 
Ego-Identity Scale .68 .002 
Interpersonal Reactivity Index .71 .001 
Paragraph Completion Test -.07 .402 
Piagetian Objective Formal Instrument .74 .001 
Critical Thinking Appraisal .88 .000 
analyzed. In this subsection, between identity status 
change will be addressed. Later in the results section, 
analysis of within subscale change will be presented. 
For between status change, subjects were classified into 
their dominant identity status (i.e., achievement, 
moratorium, foreclosure, or diffusion) based on their 
scores on the EOM-EIS. The rules for such classification 
are given in Adams et al. (1987). Briefly these rules 
involve comparing a respondent's raw scores on each 
subscale to predetermined means and standard deviations. 
The individual may then be classified as (a) in a pure 
identity status, i.e., achievement, moratorium, 
foreclosure, or diffusion (where one subscale score is 
greater than one standard deviation above the mean and all 
other subscales are below a particular comparison cutoff), 
(b) a low profile moratorium (where all subscale scores 
fall less than one standard deviation above the mean), or 
(c) in a transitional status (where more than one subscale 
score is greater than one standard deviation above the 
mean). According to rules generated by Adams et at. 
(1987), those in transitional statuses may be classified 
into a pure identity status by collapsing the transitional 
status into the least advanced status represented in the 
transition. For example, a diffusion-foreclosure 
transitional status would be classified as a diffusion 
status. Low profile moratoriums are classified as 
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moratorium. These rules were followed in the present study 
in order to categorize subjects into one of the four 
identity statuses. Adams et al. (1987) recommend that 
those scoring as diffusion-foreclosure-moratorium-
achievement transition not be included in analysis because 
they are probably not taking the task seriously. One 
subject in the present study fell into this classification 
in interpersonal identity and was excluded based on this 
recommendation. The procedures outlined here for identity 
status classification were performed separately for 
ideological and interpersonal identities. Figure 3 gives 
information on the pretest statuses across both ideological 
and interpersonal identities for the study. 
Crosstabulations and 
Chi-Square Tests 
Once subjects were classified into their dominant 
identity statuses, the SPSSX Crosstabulations (Norusis, 
1983) procedure was utilized in order to gain a descriptive 
sense of movement between identity statuses for each 
treatment group and the control group. Crosstabulations 
for ideological identity are shown in Table 6, and for 
interpersonal identity in Table 7. Identity statuses were 
given scores of diffusion, foreclosure, moratorium, and 
achievement. Achievement is the most mature status, 
followed by moratorium, foreclosure, and finally diffusion. 
Pretest status classifications are indicated on the 
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Figure 3. Number of pretest subjects across both 
ideological and interpersonal identity statuses (n=50). 
Ideological Identity: 
Diffusion Foreclosure Moratorium 
Inter2ersonal 
Identity: 
Diffusion 2 5 7 
Foreclosure 0 0 1 
Moratorium 1 1 33 
Table 6 
Crosstabulation of Ideological Identity Pretest and 
Post test 
Scx::ial Persoective-TaJdnq Gro:i,m 
Post test 
Diff. Fore. Mor. Acluev. 
Pretest 
Diffusion 1 0 2 0 
Foreclosure 0 2 0 1 
Moratorium 0 0 8 4 
Ideological Persoective-Takim Group 
Post test 
Diff. Fore. Mor. Acluev. 
Pretest 
Foreclosure 0 1 1 0 
Moratorium 4 0 7 4 
Control Group 
Post test 
Diff. Fore. Mor. Acluev. 
Pretest 
Foreclosure 1 0 0 0 
Moratorium 0 0 12 2 
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Table 7 
crosstabulation of Interpersonal Identity Pretest and 
Post test 
Social Persoective-Taki.m Group 
Post test 
Diff. Fore. Mor. Achiev. 
Pretest 
Diffusion 2 2 1 1 
Moratorit.nn 3 0 6 3 
IdeolQ;Iical Persoective-JI'akim Group 
Post test 
Diff. Fore. Mor. Achiev. 
Pretest 
Diffusion 3 0 0 0 
Foreclosure 0 0 0 1 
Moratorit.nn 1 0 9 3 
Control Group 
Posttest 
Diff. Fore. Mor. Achiev. 
Pretest 
Diffusion 0 1 3 1 
Moratorit.nn 0 0 8 2 
vertical axis, and posttest statuses are shown on the 
horizontal axis. For ideological identity, Chi-square 
tests were significant for the social perspective-taking 
group (2=.006), the ideological group (2=.035), and the 
control group (2=.000). Significance was found in 
interpersonal identity for the ideological group only 
(2=.004). Significant Chi-square tests in the 
crosstabulation procedure indicate that independence 
between pretest and posttest scores does not exist. 
For ideological identity, there were no regressions in 
status in the social perspective-taking group. While 24% 
of the ideological perspective-taking group regressed, only 
7% of the control group showed regression in status. 
Change in status was shown for 39% of the social 
perspective-taking group, 53% of the ideological 
perspective-taking group, and 20% of the control group. In 
regard to advancing in identity status, 39% advanced in the 
social perspective-taking group, 29% in the ideological 
perspective-taking group, and 13% in the control group. 
In interpersonal identity, 17% of the social 
perspective-taking group regressed, 6% of the ideological 
perspective-taking group regressed, and none of the control 
group regressed. Movement in status was observed for 56% 
of the of the social perspective-taking group, 29% of the 
ideological perspective-taking group, and 47% of the 
control group. Advances in identity status occurred for 
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39% of the social perspective-taking group, 23% of the 
ideological perspective-taking group, and 47% of the 
control group. 
Wilcoxon Matched-Pairs 
Signed-Ranks Test 
An additional non-parametric test was performed in 
order to assess change in identity status from pretest to 
posttest. Non-parametric tests were the appropriate 
statistics since the four identity status classifications 
are ranked categorical data. Within status change, pretest 
to posttest, was assessed using the Wilcoxon Matched-Pairs 
Signed-Ranks Test. In this procedure the difference 
between pretest and posttest scores was computed. Then, 
the absolute differences are ranked and the positive and 
negative ranks are summed (Norusis, 1983). Ideological and 
interpersonal identities were computed separately. A 
significant Z test statistic was observed for the social 
perspective-taking group in ideological identity (k=-2.366, 
p=.018) (see Table 8) and the control group in 
interpersonal identity (k=-2.366, p=.018) (see Table 9). 
Pretest to Posttest Change in 
Additional Dependent Measures 
The additional dependent measures are all continuous 
variables, thus, it was appropriate to carry out analysis 
of variance procedures. Initially, analysis of covariance 
was carried out on the dependent measures. However, the 
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Table 8 
Wilcoxon Matched-Pairs Signed-Ranks Test: Ideological 
Identity Pretest with Ideological Identity Posttest 
A. Ideological Perspective-Taking Group 
Mean Rank 
7.50 
3.00 
Cases 
4 - Ranks 
5 + Ranks 
8 Ties 
17 Total 
z = -.8885, 2-tailed 12....=.3743 
B. Social Perspective-Taking Group 
Mean Rank 
.00 
4.00 
Cases 
o - Ranks 
7 + Ranks 
11 Ties 
18 Total 
Z = -2.3664, 2-tailed p=.018 
c. Control Group 
Mean Rank 
2.00 
2.00 
Cases 
1 - Ranks 
2 + Ranks 
12 Ties 
15 Total 
z = -.5345, 2-tailed p=.5930 
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Table 9 
Wilcoxon Matched-Pairs Signed-Ranks Test: Interpersonal 
Identity Pretest with Interpersonal Identity Posttest 
A. Ideological Perspective-Taking Group 
Mean Rank 
4.50 
2.63 
cases 
1 - Ranks 
4 + Ranks 
12 Ties 
17 Total 
Z = -.8090, 2-tailed p=.4185 
B. Social _Perspective-Taking Group 
Mean Rank 
7.50 
4.64 
Cases 
3 - Ranks 
7 + Ranks 
8 Ties 
18 Total 
z = -.5096, 2-tailed p=.6103 
c. Control Group 
Mean Rank 
.00 
4.00 
Cases 
o - Ranks 
. 7 + Ranks 
8 Ties 
15 Total 
Z = -2.3664, 2-tailed p=.0180 
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assumption of homogeneity of slopes was violated for three 
of the measures at 2<.05 (interpersonal foreclosure 
subscale, Piagetian Objective Formal Instrument and 
Paragraph Completion Test), and for two of the measures at 
2<.10 (interpersonal diffusion subscale and the Ego 
Identity Scale). Further, although between group 
differences could be observed in analysis of covariance, 
within group change could not. Given these circumstances, 
a repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was 
selected for use with the dependent measures. 
The measures on which repeated measures ANOVAs were 
performed included each of the eight identity status 
subscales (e.g., achievement, moratorium, foreclosure, and 
diffusion) for ideological and interpersonal identities, 
the Rasmussen Ego-Identity Scale, the Social Perspective-
Taking Subscale of the Interpersonal Reactivity Index, the 
Paragraph Completion Test, the Piagetian Objective Formal 
Instrument, and the Critical Thinking Appraisal. For each 
repeated measures ANOVA, there was one between subjects 
effect (i.e., group at three levels), and one within 
subjects effect (i.e., time at two levels). A two-way 
interaction (group x time) also was computed. For all of 
the analyses, Time 1 refers to the pretest scores and Time 
2 to the posttest scores. Means and standard deviations 
for the time variable may be viewed in Table 10, and for 
the group variable in Table 11. The group x time 
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Table 10 
Means. Standard Deviations. F Values. and Significance 
Levels for Main Effect of Time 
Dependent Variables Time 1 
Ideological X: 31.46 
Achievement SD: 4.58 
Ideological X: 27.88 
Moratorium SD: 5.01 
Ideological X: 18.52 
Foreclosure SD: 5.22 
Ideological X: 22.24 
Diffusion SD: 4.14 
Interpersonal X: 31.50 
Achievement SD: 4.60 
Interpersonal X: 29.76 
Moratorium SD: 4.18 
Interpersonal X: 18.46 
Foreclosure SD: 5.63 
Interpersonal X: 21.50 
Diffusion SD: 5.62 
Ego Identity X: 53.80 
Scale SD: 4.14 
Interpersonal X: 17.88 
Reactivity Index SD: 3.68 
Paragraph 
Completion Test 
X: 1.99 
SD: . 3 7 
Piagetian Objective X: 16.94 
Formal Instrument SD: 3.23 
Critical Thinking X: 56.64 
Appraisal SD: 8.06 
Time 2 
33.30 
5.71 
26.04 
5.75 
17.66 
5.72 
21.54 
4.76 
32.42 
6.03 
28.60 
4.25 
17.98 
6.46 
20.84 
5.61 
55.86 
4.76 
18.80 
4.40 
2.05 
.41 
17.62 
2.91 
57.86 
7.57 
F Value 
df=(l,47) 
10.378 
8.988 
2.469 
.997 
1. 718 
2.441 
.619 
1.192 
5.807 
3.752 
.686 
3.245 
2.199 
Sig. 
Level 
.002 
.004 
.123 
.323 
.196 
.125 
.435 
.280 
.020 
.059 
.411 
.078 
.145 
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Table 11 
Means, Standard Deviations, F Values, and Significance 
Levels for Main Effect of Grou:r2 
Dependent F Value Sig. 
Variables S.P.T I.P.T. Control df=(l,47) Level 
Ideological X: 32.69 32.17 32.23 .279 .757 
Achievement SD: 5.03 4.30 5.24 
Ideological X: 26.75 27.47 26.63 .542 .585 
Moratorium SD: 4.72 4.70 5.69 
Ideological X: 19.44 17.85 16.73 1. 035 .363 
Foreclosure SD: 5.54 5.49 4.01 
Ideological X: 22.80 21. 94 20.73 1. 237 .299 
Diffusion SD: 3.99 3.65 3.63 
Interpersonal X: 32.91 31. 79 31. 00 .380 .686 
Achievement SD: 4.15 5.04 5.14 
Interpersonal X: 30.08 28.70 28.63 1. 283 .287 
Moratorium SD: 3.09 3.13 3.80 
Interpersonal X: 18.58 18.44 17.53 .434 .650 
Foreclosure SD: 6.12 5.98 4.79 
Interpersonal X: 22.22 19.70 21. 56 .719 .492 
Diffusion SD: 4.34 5.74 5.06 
Ego Identity X: 55.55 55.23 53.50 .259 .772 
Scale SD: 9.25 9.90 9.84 
Interpersonal X: 19.00 18.85 16.96 .656 .525 
React. Index SD: 3.29 3.75 3.99 
Paragraph X: 1. 94 2.10 2.03 .878 .422 
Compl.Test SD: .67 .40 .30 
Piag. Obj. X: 16.88 16.44 18.70 .918 .406 
Formal Inst. SD: 1. 89 2.76 3.35 
Critical X: 54.05 57.70 60.56 2.528 .091 
Thinking Ap. SD: 6.11 5.85 8.78 
interaction means and standard deviations are located in 
Tables 12-15. Appendix P gives the full ANOVA tables for 
these analyses. 
EOM-EIS Ideological Identity 
Subscales Within Status Change 
For ego-identity, as assessed by the EOM-EIS, scores 
for each status (subscale) were generated for subjects' 
pretest and posttest data. Separate ANOVAs were performed 
for each status for bot~ ideological and interpersonal 
identities. In ideological achievement, the main effect of 
time was significant, E(l,47) = 10.378, 2=.002. Subjects 
scored higher on ideological achievement at Time 2 
(mean=33.22) than at Time 1 (mean=31.51) (see Table 10). 
The group x time interaction also was significant, E(2,47) 
= 4.85, 2=.012 (see Figure 4). For the interaction, 
pairwise mean comparisons were made with one-tailed 
significance set at the 2<.05 level. There were 
significant within group differences for the social 
perspective-taking group at Times 1 and 2 and the 
ideological perspective-taking group at Times 1 and 2. In 
both cases, Time 2 scores were higher than Time 1 scores. 
No significance from Time 1 to Time 2 occurred for the 
control group. Between group differences were observed for 
the social perspective-taking group at Time 1 and the 
control group at Time 1, as well as the social perspective-
taking group at Time 2 and the control group at Time 2. 
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Table 12 
Means, Standard Deviations, F Values, and Significance 
Levels for Group x Time 
Identity Subscales 
Dependent Variable 
Social Group: 
Ideol. Achievement a 
Ideol. Moratoriumb 
Ideol. ForeclosureC 
Ideol. Diffusiond 
IdeologicaL Group: 
Ideol. Achievement a 
Ideol. Moratoriumb 
Ideol. Foreclosurec 
Ideol. Diffusiond 
Control Group: 
Ideol. Achievement a 
Ideol. Moratoriumb 
Ideol. ForeclosureC 
Ideol. Diffusiond 
aE(2,47)=4.852,g=.012 
bE(2,47)=2.405,g=.101 
CE(2,47)=.173,g=.842 
dE(2,47)=.205,g=.815 
Interactions for Ideological 
Pre Post 
x SD x 
30.88 5.18 34.50 
28.44 5.12 25.05 
20.00 5.61 18.88 
23.44 4.98 22.16 
31.17 3.84 33.17 
27.58 4.66 27.35 
18.05 5.75 17.64 
22.11 3.29 21. 76 
32.46 4.73 32.00 
27 . 53 5.52 25.73 
17.26 3.82 16.20 
20.93 3.71 20.53 
SD 
5.35 
5.01 
.65 
3.77 
5.55 
6 . 09 
5.93 
5.86 
6.35 
6.29 
5.58 
4.58 
Table 13 
Means, Standard Deviations, F Values, and Significance 
Levels for Group x Time Interactions for Interpersonal 
Identity Subscales 
Dependent Variable 
Social Group: 
Inter. Achievement a 
Inter. Moratoriumb 
Inter. Foreclosurec 
Inter. Diffusiond 
Ideological Group: 
Inter. Achievement a 
Inter. Moratoriumb 
Inter. Foreclosurec 
Inter. Diffusiond 
Control Group: 
Inter. Achievement a 
Inter. Moratoriumb 
Inter. ForeclosureC 
Inter. Diffusiond 
af(2,47)=.184,p=.832 
bf(2,47)=.054,p=.947 
cf(2,47)=.301,p=.741 
df(2,47)=1.35,p=.269 
Pre Post 
x SD x 
32.72 4.26 33.11 
30.72 3.93 29.44 
18.55 5.68 18.61 
22.27 4.68 22.16 
31. 29 4.15 32.29 
29.11 4.16 28.29 
18.64 5.99 18.23 
19.58 5.28 19.82 
30.26 5.37 31. 73 
29.33 4.54 27.93 
18.13 5.52 16.93 
22.73 6.74 20.40 
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SD 
5.23 
3.51 
6.85 
5.29 
6.99 
4.80 
6.59 
6.87 
6.08 
4.51 
6.13 
4.29 
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Table 14 
Means. Standard Deviations, F Values, and Significance 
Levels for Group x Time Interactions for Ego-Identity 
Scale. Interpersonal Reactivity Index, and Paragraph 
Completion Test 
Dependent Variable Pre Post 
x SD x SD 
Social Group: 
Ego Identity Scalea 54.61 9.12 56.50 9.93 
Interpersonal 
Reactivity Indexb 18.33 3.61 19.66 3.89 
Paragraph 
Completion TestC 1. 93 .33 1. 95 .26 
Ideological Group: 
Ego Identity Scalea 54.05 10.34 56.41 9.91 
Interpersonal 
Reactivity Indexb 18.70 3.53 19.00 4.48 
Paragraph 
Completion TestC 2.04 .38 2.16 .47 
Control Group: 
Ego Identity Scalea 52.53 11. 72 54.46 9.67 
Interpersonal 
Reactivity Indexb 16.40 3.73 17.53 4.88 
Paragraph 
Completion TestC 2.02 .41 2.05 .47 
aE(2,47)=.030,p=.970 
bE(2,47)=.464,p=.631 
CE(2,47)=.234,p=.792 
Table 15 
Means, Standard Deviations, F Values, and Significance 
Levels for Group x Time Interactions for Piagetian 
Objective Formal Instrument and Critical Thinking Appraisal 
Dependent Variable 
Social Group: 
Piagetian Objective 
Formal Instrument a 
Critical Thinking 
Appraisalb 
Ideological Group: 
Piagetian Objective 
Formal Instrument a 
Critical Thinking 
Appraisalb 
Control Group: 
Piagetian Objective 
Formal Instrument a 
Critical Thinking 
Appraisalb 
a~(2,47)=.2.820,R=.07 
b~(2,47)=.102,R=·903 
x 
16.05 
53.44 
16.17 
56.88 
18.86 
60.20 
Pre Post 
SD x SD 
2.81 17.72 1. 60 
6.31 54.66 7.15 
2.87 16.70 3.03 
7.33 58.52 6.05 
3.44 18.53 3.75 
9.54 60.93 8.85 
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Figure 4. Ideological achievement: Group x time 
interaction. 
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The social perspective-taking group scored lower than did 
the control group on ideological achievement at Time 1, but 
scored higher at Time 2. 
For ideological moratorium, there was a significant 
main effect for time, ~(1,47) = 8.98, p=.004. Ideological 
moratorium was lower at Time 2 (mean=26.04) than at Time 1 
(mean=27.85) (see Table 10). A nonsignificant trend was 
found for the group x time interaction, ~(2,47) = 2.40, 
p=.101. However, there were two significant findings when 
mean comparisons were made for one-tailed t-tests at the 
p<.05 level. In regard to within group differences, the 
social perspective-taking group was higher on ideological 
moratorium at Time 1 than at Time 2 (see Figure 5). 
Further, in assessing between group differences, the 
social-perspective-taking group was significantly lower 
than the ideological perspective-taking group at Time 2 
(see Figure 5). 
No significant main effects or interaction effects 
were noted for ideological foreclosure or ideological 
diffusion (see Figures 6 and 7). 
EOM-EIS Interpersonal Identity 
Subscales Within Status Change 
No significant main effects or interaction effects 
were found for interpersonal achievement, moratorium, 
foreclosure, or diffusion (see Figures 8-11). 
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Figure 5. Ideological moratorium: Group x time 
interaction. 
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Figure 6. Ideological foreclosure: Group x time 
interaction. 
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Figure 7. Ideological diffusion: Group x time 
interaction. 
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Figure 8. Interpersonal achievement: Group x time 
interaction. 
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Figure 9. Interpersonal moratorium: Group x time 
interaction. 
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Figure 10. Interpersonal foreclosure: Group x time 
interaction. 
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Figure 11. Interpersonal diffusion: Group x time 
interaction. 
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Rasmussen Ego-Identity Scale 
There was a significant main effect for time for the 
Rasmussen Ego-Identity Scale, f(l,47) = 5.80, p=.02. Ego-
identity scores at Time 2 (mean=55.79) were higher than at 
Time 1 (mean=53.73) (see Table 10). As can be seen in 
Figure 12, all three groups displayed increases from Time 1 
to Time 2. No other significant findings were observed for 
this Scale. 
Interpersonal Reactivity · Index 
There was a nonsignificant trend for the main effect 
of time in the Social Perspective-Taking Subscale of the 
Interpersonal Reactivity Index, f(l,47) = 3.75, p=.059. 
Subjects scored higher at Time 2 (mean=18.73) than at Time 
1 (mean=17.81) (see Table 10). Although nonsignificant, 
the trend for the group x time interactions was such that 
all groups showed an increase from Time 1 to Time 2, 
however, the social perspective-taking and control groups 
exhibited the greatest change (see Figure 13). 
Paragraph Completion Test 
No significant main effects or interaction effects 
wereobserved for the Paragraph Completion Test. The group 
x time mean scores may be viewed in Figure 14. 
Piagetian Objective Formal Instrument 
A nonsignificant trend was found for the Piagetian 
Objective Formal Instrument for the main effect of time, 
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Figure 12. Ego Identity Scale: Group x time interaction . 
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Figure 13. Interpersonal Reactivity Index: Group x time 
interaction. 
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Figure 14. Paragraph Completion Test: Group x time 
interaction. 
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f(l,47) = 3.24, 2=.078. Scores were higher at Time 2 
(mean=17.65) than at Time 1 (mean=17.03) (see Table 10). A 
nonsignificant trend in the group x time interaction also 
was observed, f(2,47) = 2.82, 2=.070. There also were 
several significant mean comparison tests between group and 
time (see Figure 15). Pairwise mean comparison procedures 
revealed that the social perspective-taking group scored 
higher at Time 2 than at Time 1. Both the social and 
ideological perspective-taking groups scored significantly 
lower than the control group at Time 1. The social 
perspective-taking group and the control group scored 
significantly higher than the ideological perspective-
taking group at Time 2. 
Critical Thinking Appraisal 
A nonsignificant trend for the main effect of group 
was found for the Critical Thinking Appraisal, f(2,47) = 
2.52, 2=.091. Pairwise mean comparisons revealed that the 
social perspective-taking group (mean=54.05) scored 
significantly lower than the control group (mean=60.56) 
(see Table 10). The group x time mean scores may be viewed 
in Figure 16 for the Critical Thinking Appraisal. 
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Figure 15. Piagetian Objective Formal Instrument: Group x 
time interaction. 
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Figure 16. Critical Thinking Appraisal: Group x time 
interaction 
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CHAPTER V 
DISCUSSION 
The six predictions of the study stated in the 
introduction will be reviewed and discussed in relation to 
both significant findings and nonsignificant trends 
presented in the results section. The discussion of each 
prediction will first center on the validity and 
reliability of the instrumentation employed in testing the 
prediction. The findings of the nonparametric tests and 
the repeated measures ANOVAs will then be assessed in light 
of the presence or absence of validity and reliability in 
the instrumentation. Directives for future research will 
then be given, followed by concluding comments. 
Predictions 
Prediction 1 
Prediction 1 was that social perspective-taking 
ability would show an increase as a result of social 
perspective-taking training. 
Social perspective-taking ability was specifically 
measured by the Social Perspective-Taking Subscale of the 
Interpersonal Reactivity Index. This measure was included 
in order to provide some validity to the social 
perspective-taking training. Hypothetically, advances in 
social perspective-taking should be shown if the content of 
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this form of training is indeed based in social 
perspective-taking. Before this prediction is addressed, 
however, the reliability and validity of the Interpersonal 
Reactivity Index will be explored. 
Tests of validity and reliability. The reliability of 
the Interpersonal Reactivity Index was found to be quite 
adequate as shown through test-retest reliabilities 
reported earlier on the data of this study. Therefore, 
this instrument was shown to be stable over the period of 
time from pretesting to posttesting. 
Convergent validity and discriminant validity also may 
be examined from the correlational tests performed. In 
relation to convergent validity, it would seem that social 
perspective-taking ability would be associated with higher 
levels of identity formation. For instance, it is 
reasonable to expect that identity achieved subjects would 
exhibit greater social perspective-taking skills. This was 
not found to be the case, however, as significant relations 
did not emerge between interpersonal and ideological 
achievement, as measured by the EOM-EIS, and the 
Interpersonal Reactivity Index. Further, no relation was 
found between the Ego-Identity Scale and the Interpersonal 
Reactivity Index. Either the Interpersonal Reactivity 
Index has poor convergent validity with identity 
development or a positive relation between social 
perspective-taking and identity does not exist. 
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A significant negative relation was found between the 
Interpersonal Reactivity Index and the Piagetian Objective 
Formal Instrument. In many ways, this finding is 
supportive of the stereotype that individuals who exhibit 
greater scientific inclinations display poorer social 
skills. If such an argument is accepted, then the relation 
between these two instruments may provide discriminant 
validation for the Interpersonal Reactivity Index. 
Although test-retest reliability of the Interpersonal 
Reactivity Index was found to be very good, convergent 
validity with identity development was not found to exist. 
Discriminant validity was shown through a negative relation 
between the Interpersonal Reactivity Index and the 
Piagetian Objective Formal Instrument. 
Significant findings. There were no statistically 
significant findings related to social perspective-taking 
skills as measured by the Interpersonal Reactivity Index. 
Nonsignificant trends. Overall, social perspective-
taking ability was found to be greater at the time of 
posttesting than at pretesting. The advances made by the 
three groups may have been reflective of normal 
maturational processes. What also may account for the 
advances made by these groups in social perspective-taking 
ability is the group interaction component of the training. 
Although the content of such interactions was unrelated to 
social perspective-taking for the ideological and the 
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control groups, ~he group process itself may have been 
sufficient to promote advances in social perspective-taking 
ability. 
A nonsignificant trend was shown with the greatest 
advancement in social perspective-taking being made by the 
social perspective-taking group. Thus, there is partial 
support for the validity of the social perspective-taking 
training, that is, advances in social perspective-taking 
ability were greatest for the group undergoing this form of 
training. Further, since both the content and the process 
of the training of this group were reinforcing of social 
perspective-taking ability, it seems logical that the 
social perspective-taking group would then demonstrate the 
greatest advances in this ability. 
Conclusions. In order to test the hypothesis of 
whether the advances shown by the three groups are merely 
due to maturation or to the group interaction component, an 
additional control group would need to be engaged for 
pretest and posttest activities only. Thus, if the 
performance of such a control group was not significantly 
different from that of the other groups on social 
perspective-taking ability, then change in social 
perspective-taking ability could be attributed solely to 
maturation. On the other hand, if a non-engaged control 
group did not demonstrate significant advances in social 
perspective-taking ability and the socially engaged groups 
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did, then it could be concluded that group interaction is a 
contributing factor to social perspective-taking ability. 
Even with the promising nonsignificant trends shown in 
relation to this prediction, a conclusive statement cannot 
be made regarding the validity of the social perspective-
taking training without further research. Perhaps the 
particular measure of social perspective-taking used in the 
present study taps into other areas of social perspective-
taking than are tapped in the training. Although test-
retest reliability and discriminant validity with a measure 
of formal operations were shown for the Interpersonal 
Reactivity Index, relations were not found with the 
measures of identity development. Thus, the Interpersonal 
Reactivity Index may not be an appropriate measure to use 
in relation to identity formation. 
The desirable measure of social perspective-taking to 
use in relation to identity and the social perspective-
taking training may be Robert Selman's interviews. Given 
that the stages of social perspective-taking are the basis 
for this form of ego-identity training, this makes the use 
of his interviews especially salient. The shortcoming in 
utilizing this procedure, however, is the enormous amount 
of time needed to carry out such interviews. Thus, it is 
not always the most expedient or realistic measure to use. 
Prediction 2 
Prediction 2 was that cognitive complexity, as 
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measured by integrative complexity, would show an increase 
as a result of ideological perspective-taking training. 
The Paragraph Completion Test was employed as a 
measure of integrative complexity. This particular measure 
was included in order to provide some validity to the 
ideological perspective-taking training. Presumably, if 
integrative complexity is an underlying mechanism of 
ideological perspective-taking, then advances in this 
construct should be apparent from pretest to posttest. 
Prediction 2 will be discussed after a review of the 
evidence for the validity and reliabity of the Paragraph 
Completion Test. 
Tests of validity and reliability. The Paragraph 
Completion Test was not found to be a reliable instrument 
as assessed through test-retest reliability. In fact, a 
nonsignificant negative relation emerged in this test. 
Evidence for the convergent validity and discriminant 
validity of the Paragraph Completion Test also was 
disappointing. It would seem that higher levels of 
integrative complexity would be operative at more mature 
levels of identity formation. Such evidence for convergent 
validity was not found between the Paragraph Completion 
Test and the identity achievement subscales in both 
interpersonal and ideological identities as measured by the 
EOM-EIS. Further, a significant negative relation was 
found between the Paragraph Completion Test and the Ego 
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Identity Scale. This finding is opposite to what was 
expected. Discriminant validity also should have been 
shown through negative relations between integrative 
complexity and the diffusion and foreclosure subscales of 
the EOM-EIS. No significant relations were found in this 
regard, with the exception of a marginally significant 
negative relation between ideological foreclosure and the 
Paragraph Completion Test. 
Some evidence for convergent validity was found 
between the Paragraph Completion Test and the two measures 
of formal operations. The suggestion is that greater 
integrative complexity skills are operating at higher 
levels of formal operational thought. However, the 
previous findings discussed in relation to the validity and 
reliability of this instrument certainly temper this 
finding. 
The reliability of the Paragraph Completion Test is 
seriously called into question in this analysis. Evidence 
for the validity of this measure also is mixed. Thus, the 
results in relation to Prediction 2 are questionable in 
light of the lack of evidence for the reliability and 
validity of this measure. 
Significant findings. There were no statistically 
significant findings related to the role of integrative 
complexity for any of the three groups. 
Nonsignificant trends. The ideological perspective-
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taking group showed the greatest advance in integrative 
complexity from pretest to posttest. This trend, although 
nonsignificant, is consistent with the prediction made 
earlier in the paper. It was further proposed that the 
underlying process of change in the ideological 
perspective-taking training is the use of complex cognitive 
strategies. There is partial support for the validity of 
such earlier assertions made regarding the role of 
cognitive complexity in ideological perspective-taking 
training. 
Another point regarding the nature of the findings 
needs to be made. It is apparent that mean scores for all 
three groups at both pretest and posttest were quite low in 
integrative complexity. This is somewhat surprising in 
that greater advances were expected post-training. 
However, there is a possible range of only seven points in 
the Paragraph Completion Test, so slight advances are more 
meaningful than if the scale consisted of a much larger 
possible range. Yet, it is clear that at both time of 
pretesting and posttesting the participants exhibited poor 
integrative complexity skills as measured by this 
instrument. 
Conclusions. Given the lack of validity and 
reliability of the Paragraph Completion Test and the 
absence of significance from the repeated measures ANOVA, 
an unequivocal statement cannot be made in regard to 
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Prediction 2. Although the nonsignificant trend provides 
slight support for this prediction, the other findings call 
this trend into question. It seems obvious that additional 
research studies, employing perhaps different measures of 
cognitive complexity, will need to be carried in order to 
acquire an understanding of the role of cognitive 
complexity in ideological perspective-taking training. 
Prediction 3 
Prediction 3 was that formal operations, as measured 
in both a traditional Piagetian manner and as applied to 
psychosocial issues, would show an increase as a result of 
both kinds of ego-identity training. However, formal 
operations measured psychosocially should show a greater 
increase than when measured in a traditional Piagetian 
sense. 
Measures of formal operations were included for 
similar purposes that measures of social perspective-taking 
and integrative complexity were completed. The use of 
formal operational skills is thought to be a necessary, but 
not sufficient component of ego-identity formation. 
Through the experience of either form of perspective-taking 
training, subsequent advances in formal operational 
abilities should occur. This was predicted to be the case 
especially for formal operations measured in a psychosocial 
sense. Support for this prediction would provide validity 
for the two forms of perspective-taking training. 
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Tests of validity and reliability. Test-retest 
reliability was found to be very good for both the Critical 
Thinking Appraisal and the Piagetian Objective Formal 
Instrument. Thus, there is evidence for the stability of 
these measures. 
Concurrent validity was shown for these two measures 
through a significant positive relation between the 
Critical Thinking Appraisal and the Piagetian Objective 
Formal Instrument. It is reasonable to expect that these 
two measures of abstract thinking would be highly 
correlated. 
Evidence for convergent validity and discriminant 
validity with the measures of ego-identity is mixed. It 
seems reasonable to expect that identity achievers would 
demonstrate greater formal operational skills. Convergent 
validity in this regard was not shown, however. In fact, 
significant negative relations emerged between the Critical 
Thinking Appraisal and interpersonal achievement, and 
marginally significant negative relations emerged between 
the Critical Thinking Appraisal and ideological achievement 
and the Piagetian Objective Formal Instrument and 
interpersonal achievement. Further, no relations emerged 
between the Ego Identity Scale and the two measures of 
formal operations. It can be concluded from these findings 
that (a) the two measures of formal operations are 
characterized by poor convergent validity with measures of 
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identity development, (b) the relation between formal 
operations and ego-identity is nonlinear, or (c) greater 
formal operational skills are not characteristic of 
identity achievers. 
Evidence for the convergent validity between the 
Paragraph Completion Test and the two measures of formal 
operations has already been noted. It is not surprising 
that advances in formal operations would be associated with 
greater integrative complexity. 
The discriminant validity between the Interpersonal 
Reactivity Index and the Piagetian Objective Formal 
Instrument also has been noted and discussed. A negative 
relation between these two measures suggests that greater 
formal skills, in the Piagetian manner, are associated with 
poorer social perspective-taking skills. 
There is reasonable evidence for the reliability and 
validity of the Critical Thinking Appraisal and the 
Piagetian Objective Formal Instrument. The one area that 
lacks clarity, however, is in relation to the measures of 
ego-identity and the measures of formal operations. The 
problem may be one of conceptualization, however. The role 
of formal operations in ego-identity has not been clarified 
in the research literature, and the findings of this study 
fail to aid conceptual contributions to the literature. 
Significant findings. There were no statistically 
significant findings related to the Piagetian Objective 
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Formal Instrument or the Critical Thinking Appraisal. 
Nonsignificant trends. Although the findings did not 
emerge exactly as according to the prediction, there is 
marginal support for an increase in formal operational 
ability due to treatment effects. The trend was such that 
the social perspective-taking group showed the greatest 
advances pretest to posttest on the Piagetian Objective 
Formal Instrument. Since the social perspective-taking 
stages are based on, in part, Piaget's stages of cognitive 
development, it is not completely surprising that advances 
in formal operations should occur as a result of such 
training. The training necessitates the use of formal 
operational abilities and one's formal operational skills 
are subsequently sharpened. 
It was predicted that greater advances would be 
observed in the Critical Thinking Appraisal, a more 
psychosocially pertinent measure of formal operational 
skills, than in the Piagetian Objective Formal Instrument. 
This prediction was not supported in that only 
nonsignificant trends demonstrating advances in the latter 
were obtained, and no significant advances were observed in 
the former. However, there was a nonsignificant trend in 
the Critical Thinking Appraisal, in that advances made by 
the ideological perspective-taking group were greater than 
those made by the social perspective-taking group and the 
control group. This is not an altogether surprising 
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finding in that many of the problems presented in the 
Critical Thinking Appraisal require an analysis of 
ideologically oriented issues. Thus, the utilization of 
complex cognitive strategies in the ideological 
perspective-taking group may have enhanced an individual's 
overall formal operational abilities. 
The social perspective-taking group, as well, 
demonstrated nonsignificant advances in the Critical 
Thinking Appraisal greater than that of the control group. 
Conclusions. It is interesting to note the advances 
shown by the social perspective-taking group in formal 
operations as measured by the Piagetian Objective Formal 
Instrument. Likewise, a similar nonsignificant trend was 
observed for the social perspective-taking group on the 
Critical Thinking Appraisal. Possibly, both social and 
non-social aspects of formal operations are tapped in 
social perspective-taking training. 
An area of contradiction, however, is that given the 
advances in formal operations the social perspective-taking 
group exhibited, formal operations were found to be 
negatively related to the measure of social perspective-
taking used in this study (i.e., the Interpersonal 
Reactivity Index). These contradictory findings provide 
further evidence that the Interpersonal Reactivity Index is 
not measuring social perspective-taking ability as 
described in Selman's stages and as operative in the social 
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perspective-taking training. 
In conclusion, although there were no significant 
findings observed in the two measures of formal operations 
in relation to their roles in the two forms of perspective-
taking training, the trends are promising. Formal 
operational abilities certainly may be called into play in 
the two forms of perspective-taking training and such 
abilities may subsequently increase due to treatment 
effects. 
Prediction 4 
Prediction 4 was that interpersonal identity would 
show an increase as a result of both forms of perspective-
taking training. However, advances in interpersonal 
identity would be greater for the social perspective-taking 
group than for the ideological perspective-taking group. 
Tests of validity and reliability. Interpersonal 
identity was assessed by the EOM-EIS. The evidence for 
test-retest reliability of the interpersonal component of 
the EOM-EIS was mixed. Test-retest reliability for overall 
interpersonal identity was not found to be significant. 
Significant positive relations were found for test-retest 
reliabilities between the interpersonal diffusion subscale 
and between the interpersonal achievement subscale. 
Marginally significant test-retest reliabilities were shown 
for the foreclosure and moratorium subscales. 
Several correlations may be examined for convergent 
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validity and discriminant validity of the interpersonal 
identity subscales and the other measures. In examining 
this within the interpersonal subscales and between the 
interpersonal and ideological subscales, the significant 
relations in the expected directions were most apparent for 
the interpersonal diffusion subscale in relation to other 
subscales. For example, significant positive relations 
were found to exist between the interpersonal diffusion 
subscale and the interpersonal foreclosure subscale, the 
ideological diffusion subscale, and the ideological 
foreclosure subscale. Significant negative relations 
appeared between interpersonal diffusion and interpersonal 
moratorium and between interpersonal diffusion and 
ideological achievement. 
Aside from these findings, interpersonal foreclosure 
and ideological foreclosure were significantly positively 
related, as were ideological achievement and interpersonal 
achievement. Interpersonal moratorium and ideological 
moratorium were only moderately positively related. 
Fewer significant relations were found between the 
interpersonal moratorium and achievement subscales and the 
other identity subscales. Two exceptions to this in 
relation to discriminant validity were between 
interpersonal diffusion and moratorium and between 
ideological moratorium and interpersonal achievement. In 
terms of the latter, apparently the commitment dimension 
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distinguishes these two subscales from one another. In 
contrast, no significant relation emerged between 
interpersonal moratorium and achievement. 
Overall, the greatest evidence of reliability and 
validity for interpersonal identity is in the interpersonal 
diffusion subscale. The evidence is mixed for the 
remaining three subscales. 
In examining aspects of validity for interpersonal 
identity and the other measures, concurrent validity was 
shown between the Ego Identity Scale and interpersonal 
achievement. Further, discriminant validity emerged 
between inteipersonal diffusion and the Ego Identity Scale. 
Not surprising, then, higher scores on overall ego-identity 
were associated with lower scores on diffusion. 
Negative relations also emerged between the diffusion 
and foreclosure subscales and the Interpersonal Reactivity 
Index. As might be expected, greater social perspective-
taking skills were associated with a lower incidence of 
interpersonal diffusion and moratorium in interpersonal 
identity. 
The negative relations between interpersonal 
achievement, as measured by the EOM-EIS, and the Critical 
Thinking Appraisal and the Piagetian Objective Formal 
Instrument have been discussed and remain unclear. In 
addition, the lack of convergent validity between the EOM-
EIS and the Critical Thinking Appraisal remains equally 
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unclear. 
The evidence is not fully supportive of the validity 
and reliability of the interpersonal component of the EOM-
EIS. Thus, the findings to be discussed in relation to 
Prediction 5 are questionable and should not be interpreted 
as being conclusive. 
Significant findings. There were no significant 
findings that emerged in relation to interpersonal identity 
for the repeated measures ANOVA. 
Significance was found for the control group in the 
Wilcoxon Matched-Pairs Signed-Ranks Test. A significant 
number of subjects advanced in interpersonal identity 
status from pretest to posttest. In viewing Figure 4, it 
is apparent that most of the change for the control group 
came from diffused subjects moving to other statuses. 
Nonsignificant trends. The nonsignificant trends 
which emerged in the series of repeated measures ANOVAs 
were similar for the three groups across the four 
subscales. It may be that what is being observed in 
interpersonal identity may be reflective of normal 
maturational processes. However, a conclusive statement 
cannot be made to that effect until a study is done in 
which a control group is included that does not engage in 
any activities beyond pretesting and posttesting sessions. 
An alternative explanation, then, is that the advances made 
in interpersonal identity by the three groups is due to the 
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group interaction component of the experimental and control 
groups activities. Such activity, alone, aside from 
content, may be enough to promote such change in 
interpersonal identity. For the control group, 
particularly, where content was not necessarily 
interpersonally directed, the group process itself was 
probably operative in influencing the advances made by this 
group which were greater than advances made by the 
experimental groups. 
What is less easily understood is the lack of progress 
shown in interpersonal identity by the social perspective-
taking group. In terms of interpersonal achievement, only 
slight advances were made by this group in contrast to the 
other two groups. There were discrepancies in pretest 
scores between the three groups, however. Thus, it may be 
that the training has a greater effect the lower the 
initial score on interperson~l achievement. Yet, in 
interpersonal foreclosure the pretest scores were more 
similar for the three groups and the other two groups show 
greater declines than did the social perspective-taking 
group. Apparently, the social perspective-taking training 
is not tapping into interpersonal components of identity as 
measured by the EOM-EIS. Training designed to specifically 
tap the domains of interpersonal identity (i.e., 
friendship, dating, sex roles, and recreation) might be 
more fruitful in enhancing interpersonal identity. 
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It is important to observe, however, the results of 
the nonparametric tests in relation to the social 
perspective-taking group in interpersonal identity. 
Although three individuals advanced from moratorium to 
achievement in interpersonal identity, three individuals 
regressed from moratorium to diffusion. It may be that in 
the case of the latter, such regression is indicative of a 
temporary effort to organize oneis thoughts in relation to 
identity. These individuals may need more time to resolve 
the questions raised by the social perspective-taking 
training. Thus, regression to diffusion offers a temporary 
reprieve from addressing identity issues. 
In interpersonal identity, the ideological 
perspective-taking group followed a trend not unlike the 
social perspective-taking group. Advances were made in 
interpersonal achievement, while declines were observed in 
the moratorium and foreclosure subscales. Again, it is 
unclear if these findings may be attributed merely to 
normal maturational processes or the group interaction 
component of the training. 
What is odd in relation to the diffusion and 
foreclosure subscales of interpersonal identity, for both 
the social and ideological perspective-taking groups, is 
that the control group shows far greater declines from 
pretest to posttest. It is unclear as to what may be 
operating within the control group to produce such change. 
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Conclusions. Prediction 4 was not supported from the 
statistical analysis. The control group, in fact, 
demonstrated significant advances in interpersonal identity 
as shown through the Wilcoxon Matched-Pairs Signed-Ranks 
Test and nonsignificant trends in the repeated measures 
ANOVA. These findings are questionable, however, given the 
lack of validity and reliability in the interpersonal 
identity component of the EOM-EIS. 
Prediction 5 
Prediction 5 was that ideological identity would show 
an increase as a result of both forms of perspective-taking 
training. However, advances in ideological identity should 
be greater for the ideological perspective-taking group 
than for the interpersonal perspective-taking group. 
Tests of validity and reliability. Evidence for test-
retest reliability for the ideological identity subscales 
was found to be fairly strong. Significant positive 
correlations emerged for all of the subscales, with the 
strongest coefficients of stability evident for the 
moratorium and achievement subscales. This is an 
interesting finding in that these are the two subscales 
where significant findings emerged in the repeated measures 
ANOVA. 
Convergent validity and discriminant validity between 
the four ideological subscales were not as strong as might 
be expected. Ideological moratorium and achievement were 
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significantly negatively related, as were interpersonal 
moratorium and ideological achievement. As stated earlier, 
it is probably the presence of commitment in achievement 
that discriminates it from moratorium. similarly, the 
positive relation between ideological diffusion and 
moratorium might be attributed to the absence of commitment 
in both subscales. 
The correlations between the ideological identity 
subscales and interpersonal achievement were either 
significant or marginally significant in the expected 
directions. This again provides evidence for the validity 
of the interpersonal diffusion subscale. As might be 
expected, convergent validity was shown through a 
significantly positive relation between interpersonal and 
ideological foreclosure and interpersonal and ideological 
achievement. Marginal convergent validity was shown for 
ideological and interpersonal moratorium. 
Convergent and discriminant validity was shown between 
the Ego-Identity Scale and the ideological identity 
subscales, with the exception of the foreclosure subscale. 
However, relations were not shown between the Interpersonal 
Reactivity Index and the ideological identity subscales. 
That ideological identity is not centered on interpersonal 
concerns may account for the lack of relation with the 
Interpersonal Reactivity Index. 
The absence of relations between the Paragraph 
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Completion Test and the ideological identity subscales has 
already been addressed. The reliability and validity of 
the Paragraph Completion Test have been seriously called 
into question. 
Some evidence for the convergent and discriminant 
validity between one of the measures of formal operations 
(the Critical Thinking Appraisal) and the ideological 
identity subscales exist. Overall, reasonable evidence 
for the reliability and validity of the ideological 
identity subscales exists. 
Significant findings. There is evidence in support of 
Prediction 5, however, some of the findings were not 
ant : cipated. For example, although both treatment groups 
sho~ed significant advances in ideological achievement, it 
is ~urprising that the greatest gains were made by the 
soc 'al perspective-taking group. It may be that for the 
soc jal perspective-taking group the focus on and discussion 
of jnterpersonal issues requires a reflection on one's 
ideclogies as the self is analyzed in relation to others. 
Such a process of reflection and analysis may contribute to 
greater ideological understanding of the self. 
The findings of the Wilcoxon Matched-Pairs Signed-
Ranks Test are supportive by the repeated measures ANOVA 
findings. Significance was found for the social 
pers?ective-taking group in this particular test. There 
were no regressions in identity and seven of the 18 
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subjects advanced. 
Nonsignificant trends. As the social perspective-
taking group exhibited advances in ideological achievement, 
the trend was for this group to show a decline in 
ideological moratorium. This is contradictory to comments 
made earlier in the paper, that is, it was thought that the 
training would have the effect of increasing achievement 
and moratorium and decreasing foreclosure and diffusion. 
The two former statuses are characterized by greater 
exploration and the two latter statuses by less 
exploration. Thus, it was expected that the training would 
have an effect on the exploration dimension of the identity 
model. What distinguishes moratorium from achievement is 
the presence or absence of commitment. It may be that the 
training has the effect of influencing exploration and 
commitment together, the two characteristics of 
achievement. As training al~ows commitment to be made, it 
has a decreasing effect on exploration alone, or, 
moratorium. 
In regard to the foreclosure and diffusion statuses, 
in ideological identity the greatest declines were observed 
in the social perspective-taking group . Although these 
findings were merely trends and not significant, they are 
quite complimentary to what occurred for this group in 
ideological achievement and moratorium. Clearly, given the 
significant findings and the nonsignificant trends, greater 
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maturation in ideological identity occurred for the social 
perspective-taking group. 
The trend for the ideological perspective-taking group 
was to show only a slight decline from pretest to posttest 
in ideological moratorium, foreclosure, and diffusion. In 
relation to moratorium, it may be that given the focus of 
ideological perspective-taking training, that is, to 
explore ideological issues, the effect is one of 
maintaining this group longer in moratorium. It is unclear 
why declines in foreclosure and diffusion were not observed 
for this group. 
Some of the trends observed in the Wilcoxon Matched-
Pairs Signed-Ranks Test offer some additional insights into 
what was occurring for the ideological perspective-taking 
group. Although five individuals advanced in an identity 
status in this group, four individuals regressed. In 
viewing the crosstabulations, the regression occurred from 
moratorium to diffusion. As with regressions made in 
interpersonal identity by the social perspective-taking 
group, it may be that for some individuals the training has 
the effect of creating a temporary sense of confusion. As 
a coping mechanism, such individuals may regress to 
diffusion and choose not to focus on issues of identity for 
a period of time. It will be interesting to note in 
follow-up testing, if after such a regression, these 
individuals then make a large advance in identity. 
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Conclusions. In drawing conclusions from the findings 
of Prediction 5, it may be useful to refer to Prediction 4. 
These two predictions are the central predictions of this 
study. It was thought that by applying separate forms of 
perspective-taking training to interpersonal and 
ideological identities, each form of identity would be 
enhanced. In summarizing these findings, comments by Cote 
and Levine (1987) on technological and humanistic youth may 
have some pertinence to the effects of the two forms of 
perspective-taking training. 
In summarizing a body of work of Erikson's that has 
not been broadly discussed, Cote and Levine (1987) discuss 
two kinds of identity in contemporary society. On the one 
hand there are technological youth who, in a sense, base 
their identity in what they do. This group is thought to 
be in the majority in Western society, and society is more 
accepting of their identity quest. Then there are 
humanistic youth who reject the mechanization of society 
and attempt to foster a sensitivity to humankind. 
Humanistic youth experience greater identity confusion and 
have a longer identity crisis. Further, the society in 
which they live is generally thought not to be supportive 
of the kind of identity crisis these youth experience. 
In examining Cote and Levine's (1987) paper in 
relation to the present study, it may be that ideological 
perspective-taking training is tapping into what is most 
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pertinent to technological youth. Since most youth are 
thought to fall into this category, the ideological 
perspective-taking training becomes then especially 
salient. For example, decision-making about an occupation, 
one domain of ideological identity, would be especially 
important for technological youth. Timing then becomes an 
important component, and late adolescence may be the key 
time for technological youth to bring resolution to the 
identity crisis. It might be expected then that 
ideological perspective-taking training would be less 
effective with younger adolescents who are not yet prepared 
to make commitments to an ideological identity. 
The fact that both treatment groups in this study 
demonstrated significant advances in ideological 
achievement is suggestive that ideological identity, in 
contrast to interpersonal identity, was especially poignant 
for this group. In fact, for youth strongly geared toward 
a technological identity, there may be much less pressure 
toward the formation of interpersonal identity. 
It may be much more difficult to intervene in 
interpersonal identity, which may be the salient form of 
identity for humanistically-oriented youth. Since the 
identity crisis is prolonged for humanistic youth, perhaps 
it is not until young adulthood where a form of 
interpersonal identity training might have its greatest 
effect. This would be consistent with Erikson's ideas that 
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it is at young adulthood where intimacy becomes of central 
concern. This then brings up the issue of sequence in 
Erikson's stages. Perhaps in the transition from the task 
of identity establishment in adolescence to the task of 
intimacy in young adulthood, there is a period of time when 
aspects of these tasks overlap. Thus, interpersonal 
identity is finally achieved as the older adolescent/young 
adult begins to focus on concerns of intimacy. 
In discussing the results of the training on 
interpersonal and ideological identities, it may be useful 
at this point to discuss some of the qualitative aspects of 
the study. Although the discussion up to this point has 
centered on the quantitative research of the study, the 
nature of the training exercises and groups provides a rich 
source of qualitative analysis that may contribute to 
greater understanding of the statistical results. One 
observation made by group leaders was that discussions in 
the social perspective-taking group seemed to be brought to 
a greater personal level, with more expressed affect, than 
the discussion of the ideological perspective-taking and 
control groups. In many ways this is not altogether 
surprising in that most of the questions raised in that 
group were based in interpersonal relationships in which 
intimacy issues are implicit. What is surprising, however, 
is that despite the greater intensity of discussion in the 
social perspective-taking group, advances in interpersonal 
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identity were not observed. 
There were other unexpected occurrences in the social 
perspective-taking group. It was noted that there was a 
great deal of difficulty in talking about families among 
group members the week in which family perspectives were 
addressed. Many individuals expressed discomfort they 
experience in their families and felt awkward talking about 
them in the group. In their written exercises, as well, 
many respondents answers reflected ambivalent feelings 
about their families. It may be that in the process of 
individuating from families and being away from their 
families for probably the first lengthy period of time, 
these older adolescents take a more critical examination of 
their families and greater negative affect is experienced. 
In contrast to families, talking about the opposite-
sex group seemed to be the most enjoyable for subjects. 
The discussions became less formal and more spontaneous. 
Having mixed-sex groups contributed to some of the 
enjoyment in talking about the subject. 
There were some difficulties when societal 
perspectives were the topic in the final week of the social 
perspective-taking training. Several students were 
uncertain how to approach the written portion of this 
exercise and were uncertain as to what was meant by 
society. It was anticipated that respondents would address 
these questions from Level 4 social perspective-taking, 
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that is, society as a very broad global concept. However, 
it was found that very few responses were characteristic of 
that Level in their responses and that, in reality, society 
meant many different things to the various respondents. 
For many subjects, society was defined merely as the 
university or the town in which they live. For others, it 
was the state or American society. The confusion related 
to this exercise may be found in the wording used in the 
written portion of this exercise. Respondents were to 
consider the "society in which you live" in the exercise. 
Such a phrase implies more of a local environment rather 
than the global environment which should be addressed in 
this portion of the social perspective-taking training. 
Thus, this occurrence may have been counterproductive to 
this portion of the training. In future studies, 
rephrasing of this phase of the training may be better 
stated, for example, "consider the larger society in which 
you live" or "consider the concept of society in general". 
In contrast to issues of the social perspective-taking 
group, issues raised in the ideological perspective-taking 
group were discussed more objectively and were less likely 
to raise affective responses. An unexpected phenomenon 
occurred, however, when religion was the topic. In 
completing the written exercises, it was envisioned that 
respondents would list major world religions (e.g., Islam, 
Buddhism, Christianity, and so forth). In actuality, most 
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respondents discussed mainline American Christian 
denominations and did not broaden their perspectives to 
include other major world religions. There also was a 
reluctance to admit in the written exercises by respondents 
that they had points of disagreement with the religion to 
which they belonged. Such guardedness in relation to 
religious perspectives was evident also in the group 
discussions. Many of the students exhibited reticence to 
express their thoughts on religion and seemed to feel 
uncomfortable about discussing the topic in general. The 
closed nature of the respondents this week of training may 
have contributed to the fact that not as strong statistical 
findings, as were expected, were found in relation to 
ideological identity. 
The point in this discussion is that even when 
controls are made to keep the groups equivalent in process, 
the content addressed by the group may change the process. 
Some content contributed to more lively conversations 
(e.g., the opposite sex), while other contributed to a 
sense of discomfort and hesitancy in group members (e.g., 
the family, religion). Such factors may then have 
subsequent effects on the findings of the study. It is 
important to be aware of these phenomena especially in 
relation to the topics that are difficult to discuss. It 
becomes important, then, to present content in a 
nonthreatening manner and in such a way that negative 
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affect is minimized. 
Prediction 6 
Prediction 6 was that social perspective-taking 
training and ideological perspective-taking training would 
both have a positive effect on the growth of overall 
identity, exceeding the growth that occurs through normal 
maturation. 
Tests of validity and reliability. Overall identity 
was measured by the Rasmussen Ego-Identity Scale. The 
instrument was included in the study in order to provide a 
partial replication of Enright et al. 's (1983a; 1984) 
findings. 
Although not exceptionally high, test-retest 
reliability of the Ego-Identity Scale was found to be 
adequate. 
Convergent validity between the Ego-Identity Scale and 
the ideological and interpersonal achievement subscales was 
significant. Discriminant validity was shown through 
negative relations with the interpersonal and ideological 
diffusion subscales. A negative relation between the 
ideological moratorium subscale and the Ego-Identity Scale 
also appeared. 
Lack of convergent validity was shown in that the Ego-
Identity Scale was not related to either measure of formal 
operations. This finding has been discussed earlier in 
relation to the EOM-EIS and the measures of formal 
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in relation to the EOM-EIS and the measures of formal 
operations. It remains unclear as to the role of formal 
operations in ego-identity. 
The negative relation between the Ego-Identity Scale 
and the Paragraph Completion Test also has previously been 
discussed. The suggestion given was that this finding is 
probably due to the problems of reliability and validity 
associated with the Paragraph Completion Test. Thus, the 
lack of convergent validity between the two instruments may 
be due to the inherent problems in the Paragraph Completion 
Test. 
Significant findings. The only significant finding 
in relation to the Ego-Identity Scale was a main effect for 
time. All three groups showed advances in ego-identity 
over time. 
Nonsignificant trends. There were no statistically 
significant trends that distinguished the three groups from 
one another on their performance on the Ego-Identity Scale. 
Conclusions. In the present study the two 
experimental groups and the control group performed quite 
similarly making significant gains from pretest to 
posttest. This was an unexpected finding given that 
Enright's social perspective-taking group showed 
significant gains in ego-identity in contrast to a control 
group. The same training used by Enright was employed in 
the present study. It was thought that by including a 
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group interaction component, which Enright did not include, 
there would be an even greater impact on the growth of 
identity. 
The differences between this study and Enright's 
studies may be attributable to methodological differences 
between the studies. Enright's training consisted of only 
four individual sessions carried out over a two week 
period. It is possible that a concentrated training, such 
as this, produces strong short-term effects. However, a 
one-month follow-up (Enright et al., 1984) supported the 
initial findings. 
What may be an even more plausible explanation for 
the discrepancies between the studies relates to the nature 
of the control groups. It has already been noted that 
Enright's control subjects engaged in trivial number 
combination tasks. The control subjects in the present 
study engaged in tasks much richer in content. Further , 
the group interaction component of the present study may 
have been sufficient for all three groups to show advances 
in ego-identity. This point especially makes sense in 
light of the fact that the items in the Rasmussen Ego-
Identity Scale seem to be quite interpersonally-directed in 
their orientation. In many ways, then, the findings 
discussed in relation to the Rasmussen Ego-Identity Scale 
are much like those observed in interpersonal identity as 
measured by the EOM-EIS. That is, more commonalities, than 
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differences, were observed between the three groups from 
pretest to posttest. 
Research Implications 
This study was one of the first attempts to train 
subjects in promoting their sense of ego-identity. It is 
the first study carried out in which two forms of 
perspective-taking training were directed toward 
interpersonal and ideological identities. The results are 
promising and many possibilities for future research on 
this topic have emerged out of these findings. 
Although there was not widespread significance in the 
findings reported, several trends emerged that offer 
conceptual support for the underlying processes of 
perspective-taking training and of the effects of the 
training. To have greater significance, a larger, more 
random sample size may be needed. Thus, any form of 
replication of this study should be carried out with a 
larger, random sample, if possible. 
Another reason for the few significant findings may 
be that the treatment phase itself should be lengthened. 
In psychotherapy or in a training study such as this, it 
takes a great deal of time to change and influence the 
development of any construct of the personality. It also 
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would seem that a longer training would enhance the 
probability of finding long term effects. These issues 
should be taken into consideration when making decisions as 
to the duration and degree of intensiveness of the 
training. 
Another methodological concern in training studies is 
to insure equivalence between the experimental and control 
groups at the time of pretesting. When many constructs are 
being examined, as in the _present study, it is difficult 
with a limited sample size to insure equivalence between 
groups on all of the constructs. In the present study 
attempts were made to match groups according to subjects' 
pretest scores on the EOM-EIS subscales and by gender, 
however, subjects' schedules dictated some of the group 
placements. With a larger sample size, greater equivalence 
between groups may be obtained. Also, if subjects were 
paid to participate in the study the researcher may have 
greater control in assigning subjects to groups. At any 
rate, efforts should be continued to be made in future 
studies to work toward equivalence between groups at the 
time of pretesting. 
Gender differences were not examined in the present 
study due to the limited sample size. It is important to 
examine such differences in future studies. Given research 
studies carried out to this point, a conclusive statement 
on gender differences in ego-identity cannot be made at 
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this time. Thus, it is important to examine gender 
differences in this area. In relation to training studies 
on ego-identity, it may be found that males are more 
receptive to one form of training and females to another. 
Ideological perspective-taking has been shown to have 
considerable promise in its ability to promote ideological 
identity. That does not mean, however, that this training 
should not be closely examined to determine where 
refinements, if any, should be made. The questions from 
the written exercises capitalized on in the group 
discussion should be assessed in relation to their ability 
to promote discussion. The written exercises also may be 
analyzed for where improvements may be made. 
Neither the ideological perspective-taking training 
nor the social perspective-taking training were found to 
promote interpersonal identity above that of the control 
group. The question still exists, then, as to what form of 
training might enhance interpersonal identity. It may be 
that training should be devised to parallel the ideological 
perspective-taking training. That is, exercises are 
devised that specifically address the interpersonal domains 
of identity. The use of cognitive strategies of 
differentiation and integration should be included to 
provide the underlying processes of change in the training. 
It also is important in future studies to include a 
control group that engages in similar treatment processes 
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as the experimental groups. However, content should 
continue to be unrelated to ego-identity. It also is 
important to include ·a second control group, one that 
engages in no activities beyond pretesting and posttesting. 
By including these two control groups it will be possible 
to determine what changes occur through the course of 
normal maturation and what changes come about through the 
group process component of the engaged control group. 
An area of research that clearly needs further 
investigation is the role of formal operations in ego-
identity formation. In the present study there were 
suggestions that formal operations played some role in both 
forms of perspective-taking training. That both social and 
non-social aspects of formal operations may be affected by 
perspective-taking training is not altogether surprising in 
light of comments made by Gordon (1988) on the relation 
between formal operations and affective and interpersonal 
development. Gordon's (1988) thesis is that problems in 
assimilation and accommodation underlie difficulties in 
acquiring formal operational skills. Such deficits 
ultimately may contribute to interpersonal and affective 
disorders. Her comments are pertinent to this study in 
that in any form of ego-identity training, the experimenter 
should take into account the role that various formal 
operational skills play in identity formation. Skills, 
such as the ability to think about possibilities, should be 
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maximized in the training. 
A final research suggestion pertinent to not only 
this line of work, but to psychosocial research in general, 
is the use of non-college samples. Much of the 
psychosocial research on late adolescence is carried out 
among the college-age population. Thus, difficulties exist 
in generalizing findings to a large segment of the older 
adolescent population, (i.e., non-college adolescents). 
Granted, it is difficult to gain access to this group, 
however, there is little known about the identity formation 
of this under-researched group of adolescents. In relation 
to perspective-taking training for promoting ego-identity, 
it may be that for this particular group the content and 
process of the group experience would be quite novel and 
timely. In contrast, for college students, the college 
experience itself may be providing some of the impetus to 
becoming achieved in identity. 
Summary and Conclusions 
In examining the effects of two forms of perspective-
taking training on ideological and interpersonal 
identities, advances in ideological identity were 
associated with both experimental conditions. In tapping 
directly into the domains of ideological identity, the 
ideological perspective-taking training was shown to 
enhance this form of identity. The social perspective-
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taking training also was shown to be successful in 
promoting ideological identity. It was suggested that the 
process of comparing oneself to other social entities may 
result in greater ideological understanding of the self. 
It is unclear why advances in interpersonal identity 
were not similarly observed, particularly for the social 
perspective-taking group. Although social perspective-
taking training may be useful in promoting ideological 
identity, social perspective-taking ability, and formal 
operations, it is not tapping into interpersonal identity. 
Thus, the need still exists to devise training that taps 
into the domains of interpersonal identity. 
The issue of the best time for such training to occur 
also needs to be considered. It was suggested that perhaps 
early adulthood is a salient time for achievement in 
interpersonal identity to occur. This has yet to be 
determined, however. 
The lack of replication of Enright et al. 's (1983a; 
1984) studies on ego - identity also is problematic. 
Methodological differences between their studies and the 
present one may account for some of the discrepant 
findings, however. 
It still remains unclear as to the role of formal 
operations and cognitive complexity in perspective-taking 
training. In terms of the latter, the instrument employed 
in this study was not found to be valid and reliable. 
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Thus, different measures of cognitive complexity should 
probably be used in future studies. 
In conclusion, many possibilities for future research 
studies were raised. This study provides a basis from 
which to continue to explore the role of perspective-taking 
in ego-identity training. Clearly, both social 
perspective-taking and ideological perspective-taking were 
shown to enhance ideological identity. Interpersonal 
identity may be enhanced by using the model of ideological 
perspective-taking training with the substitution of 
interpersonally oriented content. Ideally, both forms of 
training should be brought into the applied setting to aid 
adolescents with identity disorders and other forms of 
psychosocial difficulties. 
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Sign-Up Sheet 
If you are an 18 to 21 year old college student and would 
like to be involved in the study just described to you, 
please provide the following information. Be sure to take 
one of the attached information forms. 
Name & Address Phone Major 
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Appendix B 
Student Information Sheet 
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Dear Student, 
You have been asked to participate in a study on enhancing 
self-understanding that is being carried out Spring Quarter 
1988. For your involvement in this project, you may take 
one pass credit in either Psychology or in Family and Human 
Development after the study is over. Your participation 
will be required for two to three hours per week for six 
weeks in Spring quarter. There will be no homework 
assignments. The activities will include a combination of 
written exercises and group discussions related to topics 
of self-understanding, interpersonal understanding, and/or 
human development. Not only should you find the subject 
matter interesting, but you should benefit personally from 
being in the study. 
Your attendance is required at two prescreening testing 
sessions in order to make a final determination of who will 
be included in the study. Most of those prescreened will 
be included in the study. 
Blocks . of time have been arranged for pretesting. You will 
need to come to Family Life 128 (in the suite of rooms at 
the east end of the FL building on the lower level) at some 
time during one of the two days given for Sessions 1 and at 
some time during of the two days listed under Session 2. 
Plan about 1 to 1-1/2 hours for each of the two sessions. 
Session 1 
Thursday, Feb. 25; 10-5 
Friday, Feb. 26; 10-5 
Session 2 
Monday, Feb. 29; 10-5 
Tuesday, March 1, 10-5 
It is essential that you attend during one of the dates 
given for Session 1 and one of the dates given for Session 
2. Attend at a time convenient for you during the hours 
given. If you have a schedule conflict and are unable to 
attend one or both of the$e sessions, please let me know as 
soon as possible and I will try to make alternate 
arrangements for you. 
Thank you for your interest in this study. I hope this is 
a profitable experience for you. Please contact me at 750-
1460 (work) or 753-3174 (home) if you have any questions or 
decide that you cannot participate in the study. If you 
know of other 18 to 21 year old college students who might 
be interested in participating, please let me know. 
Sin9erely, ~ 
1 ' . ___,,.. • ~ 
) Let,{ --; -'. AAk~{., ~ (._ ·~fL :l J,J; vJ 
Carol Markstrom Adams 
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Appendix c 
Extended Objective Measure of Ego-Identity Status: 
Items and Answer Sheets 
Self-Perception Questionnaire #1 
Read each item and indicate to what degree it reflects your 
own thoughts and fe~lings. If a statement has more than 
one part, please indicate your reaction to the statement as 
a whole. Indicate your answer on the answer sheet by 
choosing one of the following items. Do not write on the 
questionnaire itself. 
A = strongly agree 
B = moderately agree 
c = agree 
D = disagree 
E = moderately disagree 
F = strongly disagree 
1. I haven't chosen the occupation I really want to get 
into, and I'm just working at whatever is available 
until something better comes along. 
2. When it comes to religion I just haven't found 
anything that appeals and I don't really feel the need 
to look. 
3. My ideas about men's and women's roles are identical 
to my parents'. What has worked for them will 
obviously work for me. 
4. There's no single "life style" which appeals to me 
more than another. 
5. There are a lot of different kinds of people. I'm 
still exploring the many possibilities to find the 
right kind of friends for me. 
6. I sometimes join in recreational activities when 
asked, but I rarely try anything on my own. 
7. I haven't really thought about a "dating style". I'm 
not too concerned whether I date or not. 
8. Politics is something that I can never be too sure 
about because things change so fast. But I do think 
it's important to know what I can politically stand 
for and believe in. 
9. I'm still trying to decide how capable I am as a 
person and what jobs will be right for me. 
10. I don't give religion much thought and it doesn't 
bother me one way or the other. 
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A = strongly agree 
B = moderately agree 
c = agree 
D = disagree 
E = moderately disagree 
F = strongly disagree 
11. There's so many ways to divide responsibilities in 
marriage, I'm trying to decide what will work for me. 
12. I'm looking for an acceptable perspective for my own 
''life style" view, but I haven't really found it yet. 
13. There are many reasons for friendship, but I choose my 
close friends on the basis of certain values and 
similarities than I've personally decided on. 
14. While I don't have one recreational activity I'm 
really committed to, I'm experiencing numerous leisure 
outlets to identify one I can truly enjoy. 
15. Based on past experiences, I've chosen the type of 
dating relationship I want now. 
16. I haven't really considered politics. It just doesn't 
excite me much. 
17. I might have thought about a lot of different jobs, 
but there's never really been any question since my 
parents said what they wanted. 
18. A person's faith is unique to each individual. I've 
considered and reconsidered it myself and know what I 
can believe. 
19. I've never really seriously considered men's and 
women's roles in marriage. It just doesn't concern 
me. 
20. After considerable thought I've developed my own 
individual viewpoint of what is for me an ideal "life 
style" and don't believe anyone will be likely to 
change my perspective. 
21. My parents know what's best for me in terms of how to 
choose my friends. 
22. I've chosen one or more recreational activities to 
engage in regularly from lots of things and I'm 
satisfied with those choices. 
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A = strongly agree 
B = moderately agree 
c = agree 
D = disagree 
E = moderately disagree 
F = strongly disagree 
23. I don't think about dating much. I just kind of take 
it as it comes. 
24. I guess I'm pretty much like my folks when it comes to 
politics. I follow what they do in terms of voting and 
such. 
25. I'm really not interested in finding the right job, 
any job will do. I just seem to flow with what is 
available. 
26. I'm not sure what religion means to me. I'd like to 
make up my mind but I'm not done looking yet. 
27. My ideas about men's and women's roles have come right 
from my parents and family. I haven't seen any need to 
look further. 
28. My own views on a desirable life style were taught to 
me by my parents and I don't see any need to question 
what they taught me. 
29. I don't have any real close friends, and I don't think 
I'm looking for one right now. 
30. Sometimes I join in leisure activities, but I really 
don't see a need to look for a particular activity to 
do regularly. 
31. I'm trying out different types of dating 
relationships. I just haven't decided what is best 
for me. 
32. There are so many different political parties and 
ideals. I can't decide which to follow until I figure 
it all out. 
33. It took me a while to figure it out, but now I really 
know what I want for a career. 
34. Religion is confusing to me right now. I keep 
changing my views on what is right and wrong for me. 
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A = strongly agree 
B = moderately agree 
c = agree 
D = disagree 
E = moderately disagree 
F = strongly disagree 
35. I've spent some time thinking about men's and women's 
roles in marriage and I've decided what will work best 
for me. 
36. In finding an acceptable viewpoint to life itself, I 
find myself engaging in a lot of discussions with 
others and some self exploration. 
37. I only pick friends my parents would approve of. 
38. I've always liked doing the same recreational 
activities my parents do and haven't ever seriously 
considered anything else. 
39. I only go out with the type of people my parents 
expect me to date. 
40. I've thought my political beliefs through and realize I 
can agree with some and not other aspects of what my 
parents believe. 
41. My parents decided a long time ago what I should go 
into for employment and I'm following through with 
their plans. 
42. I've gone through a period of serious questions about 
faith and can now say I understand what I believe in as 
an individual. 
43. I've been thinking about the roles that husbands and 
wives play a lot these days, and I'm trying to make a 
final decision. 
44. My parents' views on life are good enough for me, I 
don't need anything else. 
45. I've had many different friendships and now I have a 
clear idea of what I look for in a friend. 
46. After trying a lot of different recreational 
activities I've found one or more I really enjoy doing 
by myself or with friends. 
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A = strongly agree 
B = moderately agree 
c = agree 
D = disagree 
E = moderately disagree 
F = strongly disagree 
47. My preferences about dating are still in the process 
of developing. I haven't fully decided yet. 
48. I'm not sure about my political beliefs, but I'm 
trying to figure out what I can truly believe in. 
49. It took me a long time to decide but now I know for 
sure what direction to move in for a career. 
50. I attend the same church as my family has always 
attended. I've never really questioned why. 
51. There are many ways that married couples can divide up 
family responsibilities. I've thought about lots of 
ways, and now I know exactly how I want it to happen 
for me. 
52. I guess I just kind of enjoy life in general, and I 
don't see myself living by any particular viewpoint to 
life. 
53. I don't have any close friends. I just like to hang 
around with the crowd. 
54. I've been experiencing a variety of recreational 
activities in hopes of finding one or more I can 
really enjoy for some time to come. 
55. I've dated different types of people and know exactly 
what my own "unwritten rules" for dating are and who I 
will date. 
56. I really have never been involved in politics enough 
to have made a firm stand one way or the other. 
57. I just can't decide what to do for an occupation. 
There are so many that have possibilities. 
58. I've never really questioned my religion. If it's 
right for my parents it must be right for me. 
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A = strongly agree 
B = moderately agree 
c = agree 
D = disagree 
E = moderately disagree 
F = strongly disagree 
59. Opinions on men's and women's roles seem so varied 
that I don't think much about it. 
60. After a lot of self-examination I have established a 
very definite view on what my own life style will be. 
61. I really don't know what kind of friend is best for 
me. I'm trying to figure out exactly what friendship 
means to me. 
62. All of my recreational preferences I got from my 
parents and I haven't really tried anything else. 
63. I date only people my parents would approve of. 
64. My folks have always had their own political and moral 
beliefs about issues like abortion and mercy killing 
and I've always gone along accepting what they have. 
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ID# 
Self-Perce2tion Questionnaire #1 
Answer Sheet 
A= Strongly Agree 
B = Moderately Agree 
c = Agree 
D = Disagree 
E = Moderately Disagree 
F = Strongly Disagree 
A B c D E F 
1. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
2. ( ( ( ( ( ( 
3. ( ( 
4. ( ( ( ( ( 
5. ( ( ( ( ( 
6. ( ( ( ( ( ( 
7. ( ) ( ( 
8. ( ( ( ( ) ( ( 
9. ( ( ( ( 
10. ( ( ( ( ( 
11. ( ( ( ( 
12. ( ( ( ( ( 
13. ( ( ( ( 
14. ( ( ( ( ( 
15. ( ( ) 
16. ( ( ( ( ( ( ) 
17. ( ( ( ) ( ( ( 
18. ( ( ( ( ( 
19. ( ( ( ( ( ( 
20. ( ( ( ( ( 
A= Strongly Agree 
B = Moderately Agree 
c = Agree 
D = Disagree 
E = Moderately Disagree 
F = Strongly Disagree 
A B c D E F 
21. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
22. ( ( ( ( 
23. ( ( ( 
24. ( ( ( ( ( 
25. ( ( ( ( 
26. ( ( ( ( ( 
27. ( ( ( 
28. ( ( ( ( ( ( 
29. ( ( ( ( 
30. ( ( ( 
31. ( ( ( ( ( 
32. ( ( ( ( ( 
33. ( ( ( ( ( 
34. ) ( ( ( 
35. ( ( ( ( ( 
36. ( ) ( ( ( 
37. ( ( ( ( ( 
38. ( ( ( ( ( ( 
39. ( ) ( ( ( ( 
40. ( ( ( ( ( ) ( 
41. ( ( ( ( ( ( 
42. ( ( ) ( ( ( 
A= Strongly Agree 
B = Moderately Agree 
C = Agree 
D = Disagree 
E = Moderately Disagree 
F = Strongly Disagree 
A B c D E F 
43. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
44. ( ( ( 
45. ( ( ( ( ( 
46. ( ( ( ( ( 
47. ( ( ( ( ( 
48. ( ( ( ( ( 
49. ( ( ( ( ( ( 
50. ( ( ( ( ( 
51. ( ( ( ( ( 
52. ( ( ( ( 
53. ( ( ( 
54. ( ( ( ( ( 
55. ( ( ( ( 
56. ( ( ( ( ( 
57. ( ( 
58. ( ( ( ( 
59. ( ( ( ( 
60. ( ( ( ( 
61. ( ( ( ( ) ( 
62. ( ( ( ( ( 
63. ( ( ( ) ( ( 
64. ( ( ) ( ( ) ( ( 
Appendix D 
Ego-Identity Scale: 
Items, Answer Sheet, and Key 
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Self-Perception Questionnaire #2 
Directions 
The following pages contain a number of statements which 
are related to opinions and feelings about yourself and 
life in general. There are no right and wrong answers to 
these statements. Thus, you should give YOUR OWN personal 
opinion in answering the statements. 
Read each statement, decide how you really feel about it, 
and mark your answer on the ANSWER SHEET. If the statement 
is one with which you AGREE or GENERALLY AGREE as it 
applies to you or what you believe, mark it AGREE on the 
answer sheet. If you DISAGREE or GENERALLY DISAGREE with 
the statement, mark it DISAGREE on the answer sheet. 
It is important that you work right through the statements 
and answer each one. DON'T spend too much time on any one 
statement, but try to be as accurate as possible in 
deciding whether you generally agree or disagree with the 
statements. Several of the statements may sound the same, 
but don't worry about this. Answer each one as you come to 
it. 
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1. I seem to have regrets when I have to give up my 
pleasures right now for goals or things I want in 
the future. 
2. No one seems to understand me. 
3. I have a fear of being asked questions in class 
because of what other people will think if I don't 
know the answer. 
4. Working is nothing more than a necessary evil that 
a person must put up with to eat. 
5. It doesn't pay to worry much about decisions you 
have already made. 
6. People are usually honest in dealing with each 
other. 
7. From what others have told me, I feel I am a 
.person who is very easy to talk to. 
8. When given a job, I try never to get so tied up in 
what I am doing at the moment so as to lose sight 
of what comes next. 
9. I work best when I know my work is going to be 
compared with the work of others. 
10. I have no difficulty in avoiding people who may 
get me in trouble. 
11. When I have to work, I usually get pretty bored no 
matter what the job is. 
12. It doesn't worry me if I make a mistake in front 
of my friends. 
13. The decisions I have made in the past have usually 
been the right ones. 
14. Although I sometimes feel very strongly about 
things, I never show other people how I feel. 
15. After I do something I usually worry about whether 
it was the right thing. 
16. I am confident that I will be successful in life 
when I finally decide on a career. 
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17. It's best not to let other people know too much about 
your family or background if you can keep from it. 
18. I really don't have any definite goals or plans for 
the future, I'm content to let my parents decide what I 
should do. 
19. I never enjoyed taking part in school clubs or student 
government activity. 
20. If I am not careful people try to take advantage of 
me. 
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21. In general, people can be trusted. 
22. It is very seldom that I find myself wishing I had a 
different face or body. 
23. I would get along better in life if I were better 
looking. 
24. At my age a person must make his or her own decisions, 
even though his or her parents might not agree with the 
things s/he does. 
25. It's not hard to keep your mind on one thing if you 
really have to. 
26 . It seems as if I just can't decide what I really want 
to do in life. 
27. I am always busy doing something, but I seem to 
accomplish less than other people even though they 
don't work as hard as I do. 
28. When I'm in a group I find it hard to stand up for my 
ideas if I think other people won't agree with me. 
29. I have at least one close friend with whom I can share 
almost all of my feelings and personal thoughts. 
30. I do not feel that my looks and actions keep me from 
getting ahead in life. 
31. Even when I do a good job in my work, other people 
don't seem to realize it or give me credit. 
32. One of the hardest things for a young person to 
overcome is his or her family background. 
33. The best part of my life is still ahead of me. 
34. In a group I can usually stand up for what I think is 
right without being embarrassed. 
35. I seem to have the knack or ability to make other 
people relax and enjoy themselves at a party. 
36. I can't seem to say no when the group does something 
which I don't think is right. 
37. Being without close friends is worse than having 
enemies. 
38. I am not sure what I want to do as a life-time 
occupation, but I have some pretty definite plans and 
goals for the next few years. 
39. It is easier to make friends with people you like if 
they don't know too much about your background. 
40. I don't like sports or games where you always have to 
try and do better than the next person. 
41. A person who can be trusted is hard to find. 
42. I believe that I must make my own decisions in 
important matters, as no one can live my life for me. 
43. In order to be comfortable or at ease, a person must 
get along with others buts/he doesn't really need 
close friends. 
44. I am proud of my family background. 
45. I cannot keep my mind on -one thing. 
46. It is a good idea to have some plan as to what has to 
be done next, no matter how much you have to do at the 
moment. 
47. During the past few years I have taken little or no 
part in clubs, organized group activity, or sports. 
48. I have found that people I work with frequently don't 
appreciate or seem to understand my abilities. 
49. For some reason, it seems that I have never really 
gotten to know the people I have worked with, even 
though I liked them. 
50. I am pretty content to be the way I am. 
51. I can't stand to wait for things I really want. 
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52. A person is a lot happier ifs/he doesn't get too 
close to others. 
53. Even though I try, it is usually pretty hard for me to 
keep my mind on a task or job. 
54. One of the good parts of being a teenager is getting 
together with a group which makes its own rules and 
does things as a group. 
55. When it comes to working, I never do anything I can 
get out of. 
56. My way of doing things is apt to be misunderstood by 
others. 
57. A person who hasn't been a member of a well organized 
group or club at some time in his or her teens has 
missed a lot. 
58. When I think about my future, I feel I have missed my 
best chances for making good. 
59. I like to tackle a tough job as it gives me a lot of 
satisfaction to finish it. 
60. I am always busy but it seems that I am usually 
spinning my wheels and never seem to get anywhere. 
61. It is very important that your parents approve of 
everything you do. 
62. It doesn't bother me when my friends find out that I 
can't do certain things as well as other people. 
63. As a rule, I don't regret the decisions I make. 
64. I feel pretty sure that I know what I want to do in 
the future and I have some definite goals. 
65. I don't have any trouble concentrating on what I am 
doing. 
66. A person can't be happy in a job wheres/he is always 
competing against others. 
67. I feel I have missed my opportunity to really be a 
success in life. 
68. If a person wants something worthwhile s/he should be 
willing to wait for it. 
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69. At home, I enjoyed work or spare time activities where 
I had to compete against others. 
70. I never make an.y important decisions without getting 
help or advice from my family. 
71. It is better to say nothing in public than to take a 
chance on other people hearing you make a mistake. 
72. I lose interest in things if I have to wait too long 
to get them. 
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Self-Percegtion Questionnaire lt 2 
Answer Sheet and Key 
Dis- Dis- Dis-
Agree Agree Agree Agree Agree Agree 
1. ( ) (X) 25. (X) ( ) 49. ( ) (X) 
2. (X) 26. ( (X) 50. (X) ( ) 
3 . ( (X) 27. (X) 51. ( (X) 
4. ( (X) 28. ( (X) 52. (X) 
5. (X) ( 29. (X) ( 53. (X) 
6. (X) ( 30. {X) 54. {X) ( ) 
7 . {X) { 31. { {X) 55. { (X) 
8. {X) ( 32. { (X) 56. {X) 
9. (X) 33. (X) 57. (X) ( ) 
10. {X) { 34. {X) 58. ( ) (X) 
11. { ) {X) 35. {X) 59. (X) ( ) 
12. {X) { 36. { ) (X) 60. ( (X) 
13 . ( X) 37. {X) ( 61. ( (X) 
14. (X) 38. (X) 62 . ( X) 
15. { (X) 39. (X) 63. (X) 
16. (X) { ) 40. { (X) 64 . (X) 
17. { (X) 41. { (X) 65. {X) 
18. (X) 42. (X) ( ) 66. ( X) 
19. { ) {X) 43. ( ) {X) 67. { (X) 
20. ( {X) 44. (X) ( ) 68. (X) 
21. (X) 45. { ) (X) 69. {X) 
22. {X) { 46. {X) { ) 70. (X) 
23. ( ) (X) 47. {X) 71. { (X) 
24. (X) { ) 48. {X) 72. (X) 
Appendix E 
Interpersonal Reactivity Index 
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ID# 
Interpersonal Reactivity Index 
Read each item carefully and circle the number along the 
five-point scale that best describes your feelings and 
thoughts. 
does not 
describe 
me well 
describes me 
very well 
0 1 2 3 4 
1. Before criticizing somebody, I try to imagine how I 
would feel if I were in their place. 
0 1 2 3 4 
2. If I'm sure I'm right about something, I don't waste 
much time listening to other people's arguments. 
0 1 2 3 4 
3. I sometimes try to understand my friends better by 
imagining how things look from their perspective. 
0 1 2 3 4 
4. I believe that there are two sides to every question 
and try to look at them both. 
0 1 2 3 4 
5. I sometimes find it difficult to see things from the 
"other" guy's" point of view. 
0 1 2 3 4 
6. I try to look at everybody's side of a disagreement 
before I make a decision. 
0 1 2 3 4 
7. When I'm upset at someome, I usually try to "put myself 
in his shoes" for a while. 
0 1 2 3 4 
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Appendix F 
Paragraph Completion 
Paragraph Completion Test 
Write two to three sentences in response to each of the 
following sentence stems: 
1. When I am in doubt ... 
2. Confusion ... 
3. Rules ... 
4. Parents ... 
5. When I am criticized ... 
6. When others criticize me it usually means ... 
( 
. ) 
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Appendix G 
Piagetian Objective Formal Instrument: 
Items, Answer Sheet, and Key 
Piagetian Objective Formal Instrument 
Instructions 
1. For most of the questions on this test you will need 
only to place a cross in the space on the answer 
sheet like this ()(). For a few of the questions you 
will be asked to give two or three answers. 
Instructions for answering these questions will be 
given when they appear in the test. 
2. Several questions refer to diagrams and you should 
examine these diagrams closely before answering 
these questions. 
3. If you have to change an answer, erase it completely 
and mark the new . choice. 
4. Try to answer all questions, if you are not sure of 
an answer then choose the one that you think is most 
apt to be right. 
5. Think carefully before you answer each questions. 
6. Do not make any marks on this test booklet. 
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1. In the diagram below, the line XYZ represents a wall 
and a tennis ball is hit on to the wall so that it 
always hits at Y. Angle 1 equals angle 6, angle 2 
equals angle 5, and angle 3 equals angle 4. 
'J y 7. 
A~ 
B D 
c 
If a ball bounces from Y to Bit must have been hit 
from: 
(a) A (b) B (c) C (d) D (e) E 
Here is a new diagram similar to the first one. Study it 
carefully an::i use it to answer questions 2 and 3. 
'( y z 
. A 
C D E 
2. If a ball is hit a~tely from B to Yon the wall, 
it will bounce to: 
(a) A (b) E (c) C (d) F (e) G 
3. If a ball bounces from Y to A it must have been hit 
from: 
(a) A (b) E (c) C (d) F (e) G 
4. In the diagram below, a ball is hit from A to a point 
Y on the wall. 
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The angle the new path of the ball makes with CY is: 
(a) 50 (b) 75 (c) 65 (d) 40 (e) 25 
5. A tennis ball is hit from somewhere in the section 
marked "Right Hand Side" in the diagram below. The 
ball hits the wall at Y and bounces to C. 
x y z 
"Ri1:,ht Hanel Side." 
c 
D 
The size of the angle, from YZ, at which the ball must 
be hit is: 
(a) 25 (b) 40 (c) 65 (d) 60 (e) 50 
Suppose you have a balance scale similar to the one in the 
diagram below. Study the diagram carefully. Questions 6-9 
refer to it: 
o 1· i\r.,, 
A 1\ c D H I J K 
Weights which can be used: 
~ 
I 5 p:unds I I 5 p:unds I " I i lb. !l I i lb. 
'l 
" 15 pound:: L5 pounds 
10 pound:: 10 pound,. 
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6. A ten pound weight is hung at c. The balance the arm 
again with another ten pound weight: 
7. 
(a) the weight must be hung at H. 
(b) is impossible. 
( c) the weight must be hung at E. 
( d) the weight must be hung at J. 
( e) the weight must be hung at I. 
( f) the weight must be hung at K. 
A five pound weight is hung at D. To balance the arm 
again: 
(a) a one pound weight must be hung at A. 
(b) a ten pound weight must be hung at J. 
(c) a five pound weight must be hung at H. 
(d) a ten pound weight must be hung at E. 
(e) a five pound weight must be hung at K. 
(f) is impossible. 
8. A five pound weight is hung at E and a ten pound 
weight at c. To balance the art again: 
(a) a five pound weight must be hung at G and a ten 
pound weight at J. 
(b) a ten pound weight must be hung at Hand a one 
pound weight at K. 
(c) a fifteen pound weight must be hung at I and a one 
pound weight at H. 
(d) a ten pound weight must be hung at I and a five 
pound weight at G. 
(e) is impossible. 
{f) a five pound weight must be hung at I and a ten 
pound weight at G. 
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9. A ten pound weight is hung at c. To balance the ann 
again using a fifteen pound weight: 
( a) the weight must be hung at K. 
(b) the weight must be hung at I. 
(c) the weight must be hung at G. 
( d) the weight must be hung at E. 
( e) is impossible. 
(f) the weight must be hung at H. 
Questions 10-12 are called syllogisms. F.ach syllogism 
consists of two premises arrl a conclusion. You are to 
detennine whether each argurrent is valid or not. 
Example: 
Pl: No one year old babies can walk. 
P2 : Paul is a one year old baby. 
c: Paul cannot walk. 
This is a valid argurrent. 
10. Pl: Not all R's are T's 
P2: All T's are M's. 
C: Some R's may not be M's 
(a) Valid (b) Invalid 
11. Pl: All coal is white. 
P2 : All white coal produces red smoke when burning. 
c: 'Iheref ore when coal burns, the smoke is grey. 
(a) Valid (b) Invalid 
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12. Pl: When John gets angry at Mary he hits her. 
P2: Jone is not angry at Mary. 
C: Therefore John will not hit Mary. 
(a) Valid (b) Invalid 
'Ihe diagram below represents two containers with water in 
them. There is a length of hose connecting them that will 
allow water to pass from one container to the other. 
Container B has a larger diameter than container A. Use 
the diagram to answer questions _ 13 arrl 14. 
I:;-- Contn i n e r ;\ 
.C 'rable Top 
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13. The container A and the container Bare moved down 
the same distance. The water levels in the 
containers will. 
(a) stay at the original height above the table 
(b) change so that the level in A is above the original 
height above the table and the level in Bis below. 
(c) change so that the level in Bis above the original 
height above the table and the level in A is below. 
(d) change so that the levels in A and Bare the same 
distance above the original height above the table. 
(e) change so that the levels in A and Bare the same 
distance below the original height above the table. 
14. · Container A and container Bare moved up the same 
distance. The water levels in the containers will: 
(a) stay at the original height above the table. 
(b) change so that the levels in A and Bare the same 
distance below the original height above the table. 
(c) change so that the level in A is above the original 
height above the table and the level in Bis below. 
(d) change so that the levels in A and Bare the same 
distance above the original height above the table. 
(e) change so that the level in Bis above the original 
height above the table and the level in A is below. 
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The apparatus pictured below can be used to throw shadows 
onto a screen. The rings pictured can be placed at points 
D, E, or For anywhere along a line throught D, E, and F 
between the light and the screen. The shadows that are 
referred to in the questions are the circular shadows of 
the rings only, not the ring stands. The distances of D, 
E, and F from the screen are indicated above and the 
distances of D, E, and F from the light are indicated below 
the apparatus. Study the diagram carefully and use it to 
answer questions 15-17. 
Screen 
l3 c 
. 2" 1" 
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15. The ring A is placed at D and its shadow allowed to 
fall on to the screen and the size of the shadow is 
measured. Ring A is removed and ring Bis placed 
at D and the size of its shadow on the screen is 
measured. The two shadows formed: 
(a) will be of equal size. 
(b) will be of unequal size, the shadow of a being 
larger than the shadow of B. 
(c) will be of unequal size, the shadow of B being 
larger than the shadow of A. 
(d) will be of unequal size, the shadow of A being 
smaller than the shadow of B. 
16. The ring Bis placed at D and its shadow allowed to 
fall on to the screen and the size of the shadow is 
measured. Ring Bis removed and ring C is placed 
at D and the size of its shadow ont he screen is 
· measured. The two shadows formed: 
(a) will be of equal size. 
(b) will be of unequal size, the shadow of B being 
larger than the shadow of c. 
(c) will be of unequal size, the shadow of c being 
larger than the shadow of B. 
(d) will be of unequal size, the shadow of B being 
smaller than the shadow of c. 
17. The ring Bis placed at E and its shadow allowed to 
fall on to the screen. To produce another shadow 
of equal size using ring C: 
(a) the ring c must be placed at o. 
(b) the ring C must be placed at E. 
(c) the ring C must be placed at F. 
(d) is impossible 
(e) the ring C must be placed half way between E and F. 
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The diagram below represents two glasses, a small one and 
large one and two jars, a small one and a large one. Use 
this diagram for problem 18. 
L~rge 
Jar 
s~~11 
Jar 
18. If it takes six large glasses of water or nine 
small glasses of water to fill the small jar and it 
takes eight large glasses of water to fill the 
large jar, then how many small glasses of water 
does it take to fill the large jar? 
(a) 10 (b) 15 (c) 11 (d) 16 (e) 12 
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Questions 19-24 are verbal analogies. Verbal analogies 
consist of two pairs of words with each pair having the 
same relationship. In is to out as up is to down is an 
example of an analogy. The common relationship between in 
- out and up - down is that they are opposites. Order of 
the pair of words is also important. Peel is to banana as 
paint is to house is correct while peel is to banana as 
house is to paint is incorrect. In the following questions 
you are to choose two or three words that will best 
complete each analogy. 
Example: 
( a) tire (e) anchor 
(b) motor ( f) deck 
is to car as is to 
ship 
( c) highway (g) captain 
(d) map (h) ocean 
In this example, the best choices to complete the analogy 
are highway and ocean resulting in the analogy: Highway is 
to car as ocean is to ship. In this case "operates on" is 
the common relationship, a car operates on a highway and a 
ship operates on the ocean. On the answer sheet the above 
question would be answered as shown below. 
a 
( ) 
b 
( ) 
c 
(X) 
d 
( ) 
e 
( ) 
f 
( ) 
g 
( ) 
h 
(X) 
Be careful to mark all required answers for each question 
on the answer sheet. Some questions require two answers 
and some require three. 
· - 19 -
(a) attempt (e) problem 
(b) completion ( f) chemical 
task is to as is to solution 
(c) work (g) man 
(d) question (h) answer 
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- 20 -
( a) switch ( e) engine (i) boat 
(b) wire ( f) canoe ( j) engine 
light bulb is to as is to 
(c) socket (g) motor (k) tractor 
(d) electricity (h) steam (1) paddle 
- 21 -
(a) walk (e) roll 
(b) toe ( f) machine 
is to body as wheel is to 
(c) knee (g) bicycle 
( d) foot (h) spokes 
- 22 -
(a) cow (e) soldier (i) bee 
(b) horse ( f) swarm ( j) pig 
is to flock as is to 
( c) sheep (g) pack (k) regiment 
(d) foot (h) litter (1) wolf 
- 23 -
(a) brain . ( e) spring (i) bedpost 
(b) eye ( f) blanket ( j) ticking 
is to head as is to 
(c) hat (g) caster (k) bed 
( d) ear (h) pillow (1) summer 
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- 24 -
(a) music ( e) chair 
(b) house ( f) leg 
is to piano as is to table 
( c) bench (g) eat 
( d) tuner (h) furniture 
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PIAGETIAN OBJECTIVE FORMAL INSTRUMENT 
ANSWER SHEET AND KEY 
ID# 
1. a b c d e 
( ) ( ) ( ) (X) ( ) 
2. a b c d e 
( ) ( ) ( ) (X) ( ) 
3 . a b c d e 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) (X) 
4. a b c d e 
( ) ( ) ( ) (X) ( ) 
5. a b c d e 
( ) ( ) ( ) (X) ( ) 
6. a b c d e f 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) (X) ( ) 
7. a b c d e f 
( ) ( ) (X) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
8. a b c d e f 
( ) ( ) ( ) (X) ( ) ( ) 
9. a b c d e f 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) (X) 
10. a b 
(X) ( ) 
11. a b 
( ) (X) 
12. a b 
( ) (X) 
13. a b c d e 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) (X) 
14. a b c d e 
( ) ( ) ( ) (X) ( ) 
15. a b c d 
( ) (X) ( ) ( ) 
16. a b c d 
( ) (X) ( ) ( ) 
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17. a b c d e 
( ) ( ) (X) ( ) ( ) 
18. a b c d e 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) (X) 
19. a b c d e f g h 
( ) ( X) ( ) ( ) (X) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
20. a b c d e f g h i j k 1 
( ) ( ) ( ) (X) ( ) (X) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) (X) 
21. a b c d e f g h 
( ) ( ) ( ) (X) ( ) ( ) (X) ( ) 
22. a b c d e f g h i j k 1 
( ) ( ) (X) ( ) (X) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) (X) ( ) 
23. a b c d e f g h i j k 1 
( ) ( ) (X) ( ) ( ) (X) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) (X) ( ) 
24. a b c d e f g h 
() ( ) (X) ( ) (X) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Appendix H 
Critical Thinking Appraisal: 
Items, Answer Sheets, and Key 
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DIRECTIONS 
This booklet contains live types of tests <lcsisneu to finu out 
how well you arc able lO rcawn analyt icall y and losic ally. 
Each lest has seJJ11ratc directio11s thal ,Jwulcl be reacl 
care fully. · 
Do not tum this page unt il instruct ed lo <lo so. 
Do not make any marks in thi; test booklet . 
All answers arc to be m~rkc<l on the separate answer sheet 
ptovic.lcc..l. Use a sharp No. 2 ka<l pencil to m.irk your an-
swers. If you wish 10 chanse an amwer, be sure to erase your 
old answer completely. 
& The Psychological Corporation 
A 1ub1ldlary of Harcourt Brace Jovanovich , Inc. 
Copyrl11ht © 1980 by Harcourt Brace Jovanovich , Inc. 
St•ndardlu tlon Edition Copyrtaht ~ 1977 by Harcourt Brace Jovanov ich, tnc. All rl1hta r•••rv•d. No part 
of this publication m•)' be reproduced or transmitted In any form or by any muns , electronic or me.chan-
lcal, lncludlnc photocopy, recordlna. or 1ny Information 1tor11• 1nd retr ieval system, without perm1Hion 
In wrltln1 from tht publllhtt . 
Printed In tht Unlltd St1te1 of Amu ln . 8-992901 
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Form A 
TEST 1: INFERENCE 
DIRECTIONS 
,\n infe1ence is a concl usion a pe rson c; 111 dra w from cer-
tain obsen ·ed or su prosed facts. For ex amrle , if the lights 
arc on in a hou se and music can be heard coming from 
the house, a per son might infer that someone is at home . 
But this inferen ce ma y or may not be correct. Possibl y 
the people in the house di<l not turn the lights an<l the 
radio ofI when they left the house. 
111 this test, L'nch cxcrci :H.: Uq;ins with a sla lclllc11t u/ 
/ nets that ) 'O U nre tu rcgnrcl as true . After each state-
ment of facts you will r,nd several pos sible infcrences-
that is, conclusions that some persons might draw _ from 
the stated facts . Examine each inference separately, and 
make a decision as to its degree of truth or falsity . 
Fo r each inference you will find spa ces on the an -
swer shee t labeled T, PT , 10 , PF, and F. For each in-
ference make a mark on the answer sheet under the 
appropria te i,eading as follows : 
T if you th ink the inference is definitely TRUE; that 
it properl y follows beyond a reasonable doubt from 
the statc111cnt o [ facts given . 
PT if. in tltc light of the facts given, you think the in-
fer ence is l'ROll ,\llLY TRUE; that it is more likely 
to be true than false . 
ID if )Ou decide that there arc INSUFFICIENT DATA ; 
tl1a t )'Ou ca nn ot tell from the facts given wheth er the 
in ference is li kel y to be true or false; if the f;,cts pro -
vid e 110 basis for judging one way or the other . 
PF if, in the light of the facts given , you think the in -
ference is l'ROllJ\llLY FALSE; that it is more likely 
tu be false than true . 
F if ro u think the inference is definitely FALSE; that 
it is wrong , either because it misinterprets the facts 
gi ,-cn, o r because it contradicts the [acts or necessary 
inferences from those [acts. 
Sometime s, in deciding whether an inference is prob-
abl y true or probably false, you will have to use certain 
co111111011ly accepted knowledge or information that prac-
tically every person has . This will be illustrated in the 
example tk,t follows. 
Look at the example in the next column; the correct 
answers arc indicated in the block at the right. 
. 2 
EXAMPLE 
T wo h11ntlrl·tl sluck nl! i11 their CJrly llTOS 
\'ulunt.ir ily J.th.:mlc<l a ru:cllt weekend stu · 
dt:11t co11frn:11cc i11 a ~lidwcst crn cit )', At 
lhis co11krc11cc, the tupit:s of race relations 
amt mc:l11s of achieving bsti11g world peace 
w..:re discus.st:<!, since thes e were the prol.J· 
kins the studcnu selected as l.Jcing most 
vital in today 's world . 
Test 1 
T PT 10 PF F 
101 000 
T PT 10 PF F 
20 0 0 I O 
T PT 10 ,F F 
JO O I O O 
T ,T 10 PJI' F 
1. As a group. the students who attended 4 0 0 0 0 I 
this co11(ert:11cc showed a keener interest T ,T 10 PF ,r 
in broad social prol.Jlcms, th:111 do most 5 I O O Q O 
other stude11ts in their early teens . 
2. The.: 111ajority of the .students hat.I not previously Lliscusscd 
the confer ence topics in their schoob. 
3. The .students came from all sections o( the country . 
4. The stud ents discussed mainly fabor relations pro blems . 
5. So me tcen.1ge students felt it worthwhile to di.scuss prob -
k11u of race relations and ways of achie ving world peace . 
In the above example, inference I is probably true 
(PT) became (as is common knowledge) most people in 
their early teens do not show so much serious concern 
with broad social problems. It cannot be considered de-
finitely true from the facts given because these facts <lo 
not tell how rn11ch concern other young teenagers may 
ha\'e . It is also possible that some o[ the students volun-
teered to attend mainly because they wanted a weekend 
outing. 
Inference 2 is probabl y false (PF) because the stu-
dents ' growing a warcness of these topics probably stemmed 
at least in part from discussions with teachers and class-
mates . 
There is no evidence for inference 3. Thus there arc 
insullicient data (ID) for making a jut.lgment on the 
matter . 
Inference 1 is definitely false (F) because it is given 
in the statement of facts that the topics of race relations 
am! means of achicv~ng world peace were the problems 
chosen for t.liscussion .' 
Inference 5 necessarily follows from the given facts; 
it therefore is true (T) . 
In the exercises · that follow, more than one of the 
inferences from a given statement of facts may be true 
(T ), or false (F), or probably true (PT), or probably false 
(PF), or have insufficient data (ID) to warrant any con-
clusion. Thus you are to jut.lgc cad1 inference indepen-
dently. 
Make a heavy black mark in the space under the 
heading that you think best describes each inference . If 
you change an answer, erase it thoroughly . Make no extra 
marks on the answer sheet. 
Go on to the next page ~ 
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EXERCISES 
Jn J~·lti the United States Armed Forces conducted an 
expcri111c11t called "Operatio n Snowdrop" lo find out 
,,h;tt kitnb o f 111ilit:1ry men :,ec111ed to [unction best un-
de r ..,c,c 1c arctic clim:1tic cu11ditio11s. Some of the factors 
c:,:1111i 1cd \\'Crc ,,·eight, ;1gc, L>Jood pressure, and 11atiu11al 
origin. ,\II o f the participants in "Operation Snowdrop" 
were give n a tr;1i11i11g course in how to survive and £unc-
1io11 i11 cx1rct11e cold. At the co 11clusion of tile exper im ent 
it h ';JS found tli:1t o nl y t\\ 'O L1ctors a111011g- those studied 
di•di 11µui.,/i n l ln .. ·twLTI I 111c11 n·lio!<ic pcrfon11 ;1ncc was rat ed 
'" "cl lc,1 i1-c" a nd tlio,e rated as "not cllcuive " 011 lite 
arr1ic exerc ises. Th ese Ltctors were: ( I) desire lO partici -
pa1e i11 lite cx pni111e111, and (~) degree of knowledge and 
skill rc~a rdi11g how 10 Ji, ·e and protect oneself under 
arctic conditions. 
1. !Jc,pite the 1r:ii11i11g rottr,c gil'Cll 10 :tll of the parti ci-
p :111ls i11 "O pc1:itiu11 S11u\\'drop,'' ~0111c p:irticipa11ts 
cxh il,i ted greater :trllic surviv:tl knoll'lcdge or skill 
ilia ll others. 
2 . lt "' '' helie, ·ed 1,v the :\rn,cd Forces that 111ilitary op-
cr:1tio11'i 111igl1t :,ulllL'lby 11<.: c.1rricd uul in a11 :1n:ti<.:-Jikc 
c 11\'irn11111c11l . 
3 .. \ 111:ijorit)' of 11,e 111e11 \'110 p:ini,ipa1ed in "Operation 
S11oml1op" lho1011gldy di , likcd lhe experience. 
4. ,\s :i g 1oup. the 111c:11 of Sca11di11a\·ia11 origi11 were 
[ou11d to fu11ctio 11 1nort: cfl't:ctivcly u11dcr SC\'Cn: arctic 
lOIHlitio11:, tl1;111 llw:,c of L;1ti11 origi n . 
5. P ;1nic ip:1 11t:, havi11~ 11on11;il wcig·lit and blood pres· 
\Il l e llCfl' 1':tled :J.I ,ig11ir1ca 11liy lllOre clJ'ectil'e Oil lhe 
ciruit cxc rci,c, 1ha11 were the oli1er panicipa111s. 
, Ir . Br o,, ·11. ,,·ho Ji,·es in the town of S:dc111, \\':tS bro11gl1t 
bcfo,c lhe S:tlc111 11H111icipal court for the sixth ti111e i11 
tl,e pa,l 111(>11tl1 0 1 a charge of keepill!, his pool h:dl opc11 
after I .1.111. I le :igai11 ad111iltcd his guilt and was fi11ed 
thl' 111:1xi111u111, SSUU, as in each earlier i11sla11ce. 
6. 0 11 sollle 11igh1s it was to ~Ir. llro\\'11's :idl':tlllagc lo 
keep his po~I hall open after 1 a.m · .• evc11 at the risk 
of paying a .5500 fine . 
7. illr . Uro1rn's pool hall was held by the 111L111icip:d 
court to be 11"ithin the legal j11risdiction o[ the town 
o[ S:tle111. 
8 . ~Ir. llr o\\'11 rq,caledly llo11ted the 1 a.111. closi11g Liw 
in hope, of g,·u i11g it repe:dcd. 
9 . The 111:ixi,1111111 r111e of .$500 was fully effective in 
kcc pi11g :ill pool halls in Salem a11d its vic inity closed 
after I a.m. 
10. There was one week durinl,i the past 111011th ll'he11 
~Ir. Brown observed the kg:d closi11s tillle each 
night. 
3 
Some time ago a crowd gathered in Middletown to hear 
the new president of the local Chamber 'of Commerce 
speak. The president said, "lam not asking, but demand-
ing, that labor unions now accept their full share of 
responsibility for civic improvement and community wel-
fare. I am not asking, but de111andi11g, that they join the 
Chamber of Commerce." The members of the Central 
Labor Unions who were present applauded enthusiastic-
ally. Three 111011ths later all the labor unions in Middle-
lU\\'n "'ere represent ed in the Chamber of Commerce. 
These represelllatives worked with representatives of other 
groups 011 co111lllittees, spoke their minds, participated 
actively in the civic irnpro vcment projects, a11d help etl 
the Charnber reach the goals set in connection with those 
projects. 
11. lloth the labor u11ion representati ves and the other 
members of the committees came to a better recog11i-
tion of 011e a11other's viewpoi11ts thro11gh their Cham-
ber of Commerce contacts. 
12. Union participation in the Middlctow11 Chamber of 
Commerce greatly reduced worker-management dis-
putes in that town. 
13. The active participatio11 of the labor unions resolved 
ma11y colllroversies at all the co11uniltee 111eeti11gs of 
the Chamber of Co111111ertc. 
14. ~lost of the u11io11 represe11ta1ives regretted having 
accepted the i11vitatiou to participate in the Cham-
L,er of Commerce . 
15. Some of the Cha111bcr of Comrnerce members came 
to feel that their president had been unwise in asking 
the u11ion representatives to join the Chamber. 
16. The new presitlent indicated in the speech that the 
town's labor unions had not yet accepted their full 
responsibility for civ ic improvement. 
Go on to the next page • 
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TEST 2: RECOGNITION OF ASSUMPTIONS 
DIRECTIONS 
An :issu111ption i; something presupposed or taken (or 
gra11ted. \\'hen you say, "I'll gra<lt1ale in June," you take 
for gr;111cd or :m 11mc th;it you will be alive in June, that 
your school will judge you to be eligible {or graduation 
in J unc, un<l similar things. 
llcloll' arc a number o{ statements. Each statement 
is followed l>y several proposed ussumpliuns . You arc to 
decide for c:ich assumption whether a person, in making 
the gi\'en stateme nt , is really making that assumplion-
that is, taking it for granted, justifial>ly or not. 
IC you think that the given assumption is taken for 
STa1:tcd i11 the slatcmc11l, make a he:wy l>l:ick mark under 
", \S SU ,\JPTJON ~!ADE" in the proper place on the an· 
swer sheet. IC yo11 think 1he assump1ion is 1101 necessarily 
taken [or granted in the st:ucn1ent, l>lacken the space 
under " :\SSU ,\ll'TlON NOT MADE." Remcml>cr to 
judge each ass11111plion independently. 
lleloll' is· ;11 cxa111pk. The bluck at the right shows 
holl' these items should l>e marked on the answer sheet. 
EXAMPLE 
Statement: .. \\ ·c 111:l'd to save time In SL' lli11g 
there so wc ·u l.11:ttcr go l.Jy plane." 
Proposed 3ssumptfons: 
1. Goi11g Uy pbnt.: 1,·ill take k:n tilllc 1ha11 goi11g 
hy so1111.: other means of transportation. ( It 
is jSs11111l·t..l in the sc1tc111l·11t th :11 the grl'atcr 
spn ·d n{ ;\ pla111.: o , cr the spcnls <•{ uthcr 
1m.11u u f tr..1mpor1a1iu11 will cuaLk the group 
to n.:;1ch i11 <ln1i11:lliu1t in lcs.s tim e.) 
Test 2 
..t.11., .... 11 .... 
... 
...... 
,. 0 
2 . Thc.:11.: is pl:t11t' St'n ·il.c :l\ai l;al,le to us fur at h.:ast parl {I{ tlu: 
dis1a11cc: to the JL·stinatiu11 . (This is uccess:irily ;1s.su111L·d in 
the s1:11u11c:11l si1H.l', in on .Jcr lO )ave time l>y pla11c:, it 111u.sl 
he l'ossiblc to gu b)' pl :un :.) 
3 . T1.1\cl Uy pbnc is 111nrc co1n·L·11k11t than lr;.;vd l>y train. 
(This J!ts11111ptiu11 is 1101 111:.lllt: in the slatL·111c11t-lhc st.itc-
111c11l has to llo wilh savi11g time, and sap nothing about 
tflll\Tllil'lll:e or about a11y other spc:cilic mode of travel.) 
EXERCISES 
Statement: "In the Ion s ru11, the discovery of additional 
uses for atomic e11eq;y will prove a l>Jcssing lo humanity." 
Proposed assumptions: 
17 .. .\ddi1io11:d :ind liencficial ways o[ using atomic en· 
eq;y wil l l,e discu\'e1ul. 
18. The discol'ery of additional uses for atomic energy 
will require large, long·term investments of 111uney. 
19. The use of atom ic energy represents a serious Cl\· 
viron111c11l:il hazard . 
4 
Statement : "Zenith is the city to move to-it has the lowest 
taxes." 
Proposed assumptions: 
20 . Lower taxes imp! y efficient city 111:i11agcme11t. 
21. In deciding where to live, it is important to avoid 
high taxes. 
22. The majority of the residents in Zenith arc content 
with their present city government. 
Statement: "\.Ve have pennittc<l oursdves lo he stampeded 
into a life o[ unnatural and dangerous high pressure . \.Ve 
pa ce ourselves by machines instead of by our natural 
rhythm." 
Proposed assumptions: 
23. We can resist l>eing pushed into a life of unnatural 
high pressure. 
24. The way of life we have adopted is not in tune with 
the way human beings were meant to Jive. 
25 . The rapid pace of our lives docs not help us to 
achieve our goals. 
Statement: 'Tm traveling to South America . 1 want to 
l>e sure that 1 do not get typhoid [ever, so I shall go to 
my phy~ician an<l get vaccinated against typhoid fever 
bc£orc I begin my trip ." 
Proposed assumptions: 
26. 1£ 1 don't take the i'njcctio11, 1 shall L>ccome ill with 
the fever . 
27. lly getting vaccinated against typhoid [ever, I <le· 
crease the chances that I will get the disease. 
28. Typhoid £ever is more common in South America 
than it is where I Jive. 
29. l\ly physician can provide me with a v;iccination that 
will protect me from getting typhoid fever whi le I 
am in South America. 
Statement: "If war is inevitable, we'd better launch a pre-
ventive war now while we have the a<lnntage." 
Proposed assumptions: 
30. War is incvit:il>lc. 
31. If we fight now, we arc more; likely to win than we 
would be if forced to fight later . 
32. If we don't launch a preventive war now, we'll lose 
any war that may be started by an enemy later . 
Go on to the next page > 
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TEST 3: DEDUCTION 
DIRECTIONS 
I 11 th is test, each exercise consists of several statements 
(premises ) followed U)' SC\'Cral suggested couclusions . For 
the J;urJ,oscs of 1/11; test , co11sider the statcme11ts in each 
en-rc,sc us trnc without exception. Read the first conclu-
siu 11 l,c11cath the st;1te11tc11ts. Jf you think it 11eccssarily 
fullows from the sLlte111c11ts give11, make a heavy l>lack 
mark under "CONCLUSION fOLLOWS" in the proper 
place on the amwer sheet. If you think it is not a 11eccs-
sary co11clusio11 from the statements given, put a heavy 
ulack mark under "CONCLUSION DOES NOT FOL-
LO\V," even though you may L,clicve it to be true from 
you;· general kuowledge . · 
Likewise, read am! judge each of the other conclu-
sions. Try not to let your prejudices influence your judg-
111c11t-just stick to the Hivcn stale1nents (premises) a11,l 
jt1dge c;" h <Ullcillsio11 ;is tu whether it 11cccw1rily follows 
from them . 
The 1\"ord "some" in any of these statements means 
an ind efinite pan or quantit y of a class of things . "Some" 
111ca11s at lca,t a µonion, and pcrlwj;s all of the class. 
Thus, "So me holida ys :ire rainy" means at least one, pos-
sibly more than u11c, ant.I J;c1haµs even all holidays arc 
r:iiny. 
Stt1dy the ex,11nple carefully before starting the test. 
EXAMPLE 
~u1111.· liolida~s .ire 1ai11,·. ;\ll 1ai11y days arc 
b111111g. Thu durL ·-
1. '.\u ck ·.1r U.t)S an.: l1urini; . (Tile cu11dusiu11 
dcu.:s 11ol follow. Yuu 1..1111111l 1dl (1u11t th e 
s1.1t1.:111t:11ts ,\h .. :t la :r or not ch..·..1r Ja)S Jlc 
Test 3 
C••"hH'•" O••• N•I , ....... , ... 
l.Ju1111g. So111t.: lll.1Y Uc.) 2 1 0 
2. So1m: h olid J )'S arc boring. (fhc conclusion 
lLLLL'S.Sarily folio\\ '$ fw111 ll11.: ~1;1lc11tL'lllS 3 a I 
since, ;1Lcon li11g: lo tlu .:111, llic rainy huli<lJ)'S '------...J 
11111.Sl I.Jc 1Jori11~.) 
3. )vine holidJ)S Jrc 1101 lJoring. (T he co11clusiu11 ducs 11ol fol· 
IO\\ ' , CH 'II lhough )'U U Illa)' l..11ow lhal SUIIIC hulitlJyS an.: vi:ry 
pl,.:asa11t.) 
EXERCISES 
No pL"r,011 who thi11ks sck111ilicdly pl;iccs any f'1ith in 
the prediuiurn of a,troloi;crs. Nevertheless, there '1re mauy 
people wl,u 1cly u 11 J,.,roscopcs pro\'ided 1,y astrologers. 
Tl1erclurc-
33. l'cuplc who !;,ck cunfidcnce i11 horoscopes think sci, 
elllifically. 
34. ~l""Y people do nut think sciu1tif1cally. 
35. Su111c scicutific thiukcrs trust some a,uologers. 
5 
All members of symphony orchestras enjoy playing clas-
sical music. All members of symphony orchest ras spentl 
long hour, practicing. Thcrcfore-
36 . Musicians who play classical music do not mind 
spending long hours practici11g. 
37 , Some musicians who spend long hours practicing 
enjoy playi11g classical music. 
Rice anti celery must have a gootl tlcal of m9isture in 
order to grow well, but rye and cotton grow best where 
it is relatively dry. Rice anti cotton grow where it is hot, 
and celery and rye where it is cool. In Timbuktu, it is 
very hot and <lamp. Thcrefore-
38. Neither chc temperature nor the moisture conditinns 
in Timbuktu arc favorable [or 1,rowing a celery crop. 
39. The temperature anti moisture conditions in Tim-
buktu arc more favorable for 1,rowing rice than for 
gro1ving celery, cotton, or rye . 
40. Con<licions in Timbuktu arc not altogether favorable 
for growiug a cotton or a rye crop. 
Most perrnns who attempt to break their smoking habit 
find that it is somctl1in!( that they can accomplish only 
with difficulty, or ca11not accomplish at all. Nevercheless, 
there is a i;rowiug uumber o[ individuals whose strong 
desire to stop smoking has enabled them to break the 
habit per111ancutly. Thcrcfore-
41. Only smoke rs who strongly desire to stop smoking 
will succeed in doing so. 
42. A stro11g <lcsire to stop smoking helps some people 
to pennauently break the habit. 
111 one town chcre arc 52 classes in the live elementary 
schools. Eatl1 class contains from 10 to •ID pupils . There· 
forc-
43, There arc at least two classes in tl1c town with ex-
actl y the same number o f pupils. 
44. i\los t clc,ncntary schoo l classes 111 the town contain 
more than 15 pupils. 
45. There arc at least 550 pupils in these elementary 
schools. 
Some Russi;1ns would like to coutrol the world. All Rus-
siam seek a l.ietter life for the111sclves. Thercforc-
46. Some peuplc who would like to coutrol the world 
scek a bettcr life for themselves. 
47. Some people who scck a better life for themselves 
wo1dd like to co11trol the world. 
48. If the Russians rn111rollcd the world, they woul<l be 
asst1red of a bcttcr life . 
Go on to the next pa,ie • 
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TEST 4: INTERPRETATION 
DIRECTIONS 
Ea ch exer cise below cons ists of a short parai;raph followed 
by several suggested conclusions. 
For the f111r/1osc of this tes t , Msw11e that everythi11g 
i11 the shor t J1aragraph is trne . The problem i, to juui;c 
whether or nut each o[ the propose<.! conclusions loi;ically 
follow, be yond a reasonable doubt from the i11forrr1ation 
give11 i11 th e parngrnph. 
If you think that the propose<.! conclusion follow, 
bcron<.I a reasonable doubt (even though it may not fol· 
low absolutely and necessaril y), then make a heav y 1.>lack 
mark under "CON CLUSION FOLLOWS" in the proper 
place on the answer she et. I[ you think that the conclt•· 
sion docs 1101 [ollow be yon d a rc;isu nablc doubt from the 
facts ~il'c n, then blacke n the , pa ce unde r "CO NCLU-
SION DOES NOT FOL LOW ." Rcmcn1ber to ju<lse each 
conclusion ii'1<.lepcn<.lcntly . 
Look at the example below; the block at the rii;ht 
shows how the answers should be marked o n the amwer 
sheet. 
EXAMPLE 
A stu<l) ' o f vocJl>ul:ny gruw1h in childre n from 
eig ht mo 111hs lO six )car s ol d shows l hat tht: 
size o ! spo l--l·n \l'l;.ili ulJ1 ) i11crcas1.:s fru111 zero 
,\·ord s at :igc ciglit mouths lo 2502 wonls at 
age six ycus . 
1. No11c o { the chiklrc n in this stu<ly ha<l 
Test 4 
C•"ch,ue" 
,.u ..... o::. . ....... 
0 
learned to talk U)' the age of six months. <-------' 
(The co11clusio11 fol low.s 1.Jqond a rcasona.l,Jc <luul.H since , 
accord ing to the .statcmcut , the .size of the .spoken voca buluy 
at eight 111011tli.s was zero wor<ls.) 
2 . \ 'ucalJUL1q· grO\\ th i.s slownt during the pcrio<l when chil-
drc11 arc h.:arning to wa lk. (The conclusion doc s not Cull_uw 
since 1llcrc i.s no i11fo1111ation given th.al relates growth of 
,ocal..iulary to walking .) 
EXERCISES 
The history o [ the last 2000 years shows that wars have 
steadily become more [rcq uent and more destructive. The 
l wcn tieth century has the wont record thus far on bolh 
these count,. 
49. l\l ankin<.1 has not auvancc<.I much in the ability to 
keep peace . 
50. If past trends continue, we can expect that there will 
be more wars in the twenty -first . century than there 
were in the twentieth century . 
51. \Vars have become more frequent ancl more dcstrue · 
tivc because the world", natural resources have be-
come more valuable . 
\Vhen the Unitc<l States Steel Corporation was created in 
1902, it was the largest corporation America had known 
up to that time. It pro<.luce<l twice as much steel as all of 
its domestic competitors put together . Toda y, the United 
States Steel Corporation produces about 20 percent of 
the steel that is made in this country . 
52. In 1902, the United States Steel Corporation pro · 
duce<.! not less than G6 percent of the total domestic 
ou tput of steel. 
53. Today, <lome,tic competitors produce more than 
three times as much steel as docs the United States 
Steel Corporation . 
54. The United States Steel Cc,irporation produces less 
slecl toe.lay than it <.lid in I 902. 
P ;it had poor posture, had very few friends, was ii'. at 
case in compan y, and in i;cneral was very unhapp y. Then 
a dose friend rccommcndc<.I that Pat visit Dr . Baldwin, 
a reputc<l expert on helpins people improve their per· 
sonalities. Pat took this recommendation and, after three 
momhs of treatment by Dr . Baldwin , <.levclope<l more 
fri end shi ps, was more at case, and in general [cit happier . 
55 . Without Dr . Baldwin's treatment , Pat would not 
have improved. 
56. Improvements in Pat 's life occurre<l after Dr. Bald · 
wi11's treatment started. 
57. Without a friend's a<lvice, Pat would not have hear<l 
of Dr . Baldwin. 
6 Go on to the next pa1e ~ 
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Jn a ccrt:1i11 Lil y wlic rc scl1ool a ttc11d:1nce laws arc strictly 
cnfu rccd, it \\'J, fu11nd that on ly 15 percent of the stu-
dents had a perfect a tt e:1dance reco rd du ring a single 
scliool semester .. .\niong those who sold ne wspa pers, how -
C\'Cr, "5 percent h:1d a perfect atte ndance record during 
l11c same scrnc:,lcr. 
58. St11de11ts who so ld ne wspa pers were more likely to 
ha\'c perf ect a1te11dancc reco rds during the >Ctllestcr 
th.111 st11dc11ls \\'ho did not. 
59. Strict enforce ment of scho ol attendance laws in this 
cit )' did not prevent 85 percent of the students from 
1.,ein!s alise11t sotllc tin 1c during the semester. 
60. J[ truants were given jol,s ,cll i11g newspapers, their 
school at1c11d:1ncc would in1provc. 
61. The low rate o f perfect attendance by students in 
th a t school system was due mainly to illness or injury . 
7 
When I go to bed at night, I usually fall asleep quite 
promptly. l.lut auout twice a month l drink co lfee during 
the even ing , and whene ver l do, I lie awake and wss for 
hou rs . 
62. My problem is mostly psychol og ical; I expect .hat 
th e coffee will keep me awake and therefore it docs. 
63. l don't fall asleep promptl y at night af ter drinki11f; 
coffee bec a use the ca ffein e in it oversti111ulates Ill)' 
nervous system. 
64. On nights when I want to fall asleep promptly, I'd 
better not drink cofke in the evening . 
Go on to the next page • 
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TEST 5: EVALUATION OF ARGUMENTS 
DIRECTIONS 
!11 11,.,,11,g dcci siom abo1ll important questions, it is dc-
::iir.il;k tu 1,c :d >k lo di~ti 11g11i::ili be twe e n argurnc11ls lliat 
:lie ::itro11g: .111d .1rgu111c11l) lilat ;1rc wc; 1k, .,s L.ir as the 
ques t io n a t i:isuc i:i co11ct.:r1H.:d. for un arg1t111c1tl co /;c 
strong, it 11111st b~ boll, i111po,-1,111t n11J dircclly related to 
the iJIICSll0/1. 
An argument is weak if it is not directly relate<.! to 
the question (cvcn though it may be of great general im-
portance), o r if it is of 111inor importance, or if it is re-
lated 0 11ly tu trivial aspects of the <1ucstion. 
lldo11 · is a series of <1ucstions. Each <1ucstion is fol-
lowed L,y scl'cr;d .irgu111e11ts. Fa,- the: j)11rJ1u,c: of this lest, 
) ' 011 arc: to rq ;an L each ari;11111e11l 11s trnc:. Tl1c problem 
d1cn i::i to decide whctlu. :r it is a stru11g or ;1 wcuh ;1rg:umc11t. 
J\l ;1ke a hcavr libd;. niark 011 the a11swer sheet u11der 
".-\RC U ~!ENT STRONG " if yo11 thi11k the argu111rnt 
is stro11g, or u11dcr " ,\RCU~IENT \VE.-\K" if yo u thi11k 
the aq;11111cnt is 1,·eak. Judge c;1< h .1rgu1ncnt separately 
o n it s ow11 111cr: · /',y 11ut tu !cl yo11r µcrso11aL aUllwLe 
tot1•1n,l the q11cit11m i11f/11e11cc your cval1wti o11 of the 
arg1t111c11t, Ji11Cc: l'ach a1g1u11cnl is lube n.:garrlcd tis tn1c. 
111 the examµlc, note that the argument is evaluated 
as to how 1,d l it supports the side of the qu estion 
intlicated. 
EXAMPLE 
Sl1oultl .di ro1111i:; 111c11 i11 1hc UnilL·J S1aLcs go to 
cu ll q ;:l'? 
l. Y,.:s ; 1..ullq:;l ' \H11,i , ks ;111 11ppor111 11il) ' for tlu:111 
tu \...·.1111 st.h1111l s11111,s :1ud lhn:1s . (This \\ "11l1hl 
Uc a si ll r n.:a)UI\ fu r spcudins )C;.i rs in t:ullq;c .) 
2 . No; ;i. JarJ:;t..: pnc1.:m u{ ) (1u11g m1..·11 du not h.l\C 
c1u111gli JLilil) u r i1111.:11.:s t to tlt.:11\C J11 y lH.:m:-
fit from coll ege t1.1111i111,. (1£ this is true . as the 
dirccLious rl:tp1in: 11s 10 .1ssllllll:, iL is a h'cishty 
JfSll ll\Clll ag :ttHSl al( ) 'Ullllb IIIL ' ll /,;tJill!, lU Cuilq;c.) 
Test 5 
J. No; cxi:cssi\l.: SltHl)·i11H p1..·rn 1J111..·1Hl y warps an imli\-iUual"s 
pnsonalit) '· (Tlus aq.;11111l:11t, al th ou gh of gn.::ll gc11c r:.il illl· 
pc11t.111u.: 1,ht.:11 JC1.:q1u.:d .u true, i ) 11ut di,enly n.:latcd to Ille 
qm:.stiun, lin.imc auc11d.rncc at 1..ulkgc dut.:s nut ncc.:t.:ss.11ily 
n.:qlli11.: c.:xcnsin.: stud )tll g:.) 
\ Vhcn the word "should" is used ;is the first word in 
~n y of the following questions, its 1nea11ing- is. "\Vould 
the proposed action promote the gcucral wclfore o[ the 
peopk in the United St ;,tesi" 
EXERCISES 
\ Vou ltl a strong labor party promote the general welfare 
uf tl1c people of tl,c U11ited St;,tes? 
65. Nu; ;1 ~Lru11~ J.1!Jur part) · WtJtild make il 1111allraclivc 
fur pri\'aLc i11\'t.:.)lQI'::, lo ri::,k Lli<.:ir 111oncy in l.Ju::,int.:~:s 
\Tlllun.:s, Liu1s cau::,i11g ::,u::,lai11cd largt: ·::,c1k unc1u-
JJ!u y 111t:11l. 
66. \'cs ; dillcrences l,et1vcen Rep11hlica11s ;,11d Dcnwuats 
tod .1)' ;ire 11ot as great ;is tl1e dil[ercnces lictwee11 
lihcrah ;111d ,011::,cr\'ati\'C::, within thu::,c panic~. 
67 . No; labor unions ha\'c called strikes i11 a number of 
iu1purtanl iudll)lfic). 
. 8 
Sltuultl groups in this country who arc opposed to some 
of our i;overnmc11t 's policies be permitted unrestricted 
freedom of press and speech? 
68 . Yes; a democratic s tate thri ves on free am! umc -
strictctl tliscu ssion, including criticism. 
69. No; the countries oppose<.! to our form of govern-
ment do not permit the free expression of our points 
of view in their territories. 
70. No ; if given full frce<lom of press and speech, oppo -
sition i;roups woultl cause serious internal strife, n1ak-
i11g our i;overnment basically unstable. and eventu-
ally lcadi11i; to the loss of our -democracy . 
Should the United States Depanmc11t of Defense keep 
the public informed 6£ its anticipated scielllific res ea rch 
progr;1n1s l,y publici,ing ahead of time th e 11ceds that 
would uc served by c;1ch prni;ram? 
71. No ; some uccomc cri tical of the i;ovcrnnicnt when 
widely publid,ctl projcus turn o ut umu ccessfu lly. 
72. Yes; only a puulic so infonned will support vital re-
search and <levclopmc11t activities with its tax dollars. 
73 . No ; it is essential to keep certain military develop -
ments secret for national security and dcfcmc rc ;iso 11s. 
Do juries d~ci<lc court cases fairly when one of the op-
posing panics is rich and the other is poor? 
74. No; uecausc rich people arc more likely to seule 
their cases out of court. 
75. No; most jurors arc more sympathetic to poor people 
than to the rich, antl the jurors' s)'mpall,ies .ilfcu 
their fin<lings. 
76. No; because rich people can afford to hire better 
lawyers than poor people, a11<l juries arc influcuccd 
by the skill of the opposing lawyers. 
Should pupils be excused from public schools to receive 
religious instruction ia their own ch urches <luring- schoo l 
hours? 
77. No; havini; puulic -sd10ol children go o!E to ·their 
separate churches tluring school hours would seri-
ous ly i11tcrferc with the cduc1tio11al proce,s a11d 
create friction among children of tlilfcrc11t rclig-ions. 
78. Yes; religious imtruction would help overcome ,noral 
empti11ess, weakness, ;ind lack of rnmidcr.11iu 11 for 
other people, ;,II o( whi, h ;,ppc;,r to lie t.urn:11t prnl,-
lt:111s iu our nation. 
79. Yes; religious instruction is very important to the 
pre,ervation of our democratic values. 
80 . No; rcli~ious instruction during school hours would 
violate our constitutional separation of chmch aml 
state; those who desire such i11struction arc free to 
get it after school hours. 
STOP. 
You may go back and check your work. 
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ID# 
Critical Thinking Appraisal 
Test 1: Inference 
T: True 
PT: Probably True 
ID: Insufficient Data 
PF: Probably False 
F: False 
T PT ID PF F 
1. (X ( ) ( ) ( ) ( 
2. ( (X ( ( 
3. ( (X ( 
4. ( ( (X 
5. ( ( ( (X 
6. (X ( 
7. (X ( ( 
8 . (X 
9. ( ( ( (X 
10. (X ( ( 
11. (X ( 
12. (X ( 
13. (X . ( 
14. ( ( (X 
15. ( (X ( 
16. (X ( ( ( 
ID# 
Test 2 : Recognition of Assumptions 
Assumption: 
Made Not Made 
17. (X ) ( ) 
18. (X 
19. ( (X 
20. (X 
21. (X ( 
22. (X 
23. (X ( 
24. (X ( 
25. ( (X 
26. ( (X 
27. (X ( ) 
28. (X ( 
29. (X ( 
30. ( (X 
31. (X ( 
32. ( (X 
Test 3: Deduction 
Conclusion 
Does Not 
Follows Follow 
33. ( ) (X ) 
34. (X 
35. (X 
36. (X 
37. (X 
38. (X 
39. (X ( 
40. (X 
41. ( (X 
42. (X ( 
43. (X ( 
44. (X 
45. (X ( 
46. (X 
47. (X ( 
48. (X 
ID# 
Test 4: Interpretation 
Conclusion 
Does Not 
Follows Follow 
49. (X) ( ) 
50. (X 
51. ( (X 
52. (X ( 
53. (X ( 
54. (X 
55. (X 
56. (X ( 
57. (X 
58. (X ( 
59. (X ( 
60. (X 
61. ( (X 
62. (X 
63. ( (X 
64. (X ( 
ID# 
Test 5: Evaluation of Arguments 
Argument 
Strong Weak 
65. (X ) ( ) 
66. (X 
67. ( (X 
68. (X 
69. ( (X 
70. (X ( 
71. ( (X 
72. (X 
73. (X ( 
74. ( (X 
75. (X ( 
76. (X ( 
77. (X ( 
78. ( (X 
79. ( (X 
80. (X ( 
Appendix I 
Student Schedule Sheet 
ID# 
Thank you for your participation in the study. At this 
time, I would like your help in scheduling the sessions for 
Spring quarter. We will be meeting two times a week for 
the first five weeks of Spring quarter beginning the week 
of March 28. On Monday or Tuesday of each week, you will 
need to plan to come in sometime during 10-5 on either one 
of these two days to complete an individual written 
exercise. Plan about 1 to 1-1/2 hours for this session. 
The second session of the week will occur on Wednesday, 
Thursday, or Friday. A set time will need to be 
established for this session, however, there will be 
several choices for you to select. Look over the following 
schedule, and indicate g_ll possible times when you are free 
to attend a session. Although you will attend only one of 
these times, it will be . helpful for us to have some options 
in assigning you to a session. 
Wednesday Thursday Friday 
9:30-10 : 20 
1:30-2:20 
2:30-3:20 
3:30-4:20 
4:30-5:20 
You will be contacted in a few weeks and informed as to 
which session you will be assigned. Thank you for your 
assistance. 
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Appendix J 
Background Information Sheet 
ID# 
Background Information 
Name: 
Local Address: 
Local Phone#: 
Permanent Address: 
Permanent Phone#: 
Birthdate: 
Major: 
Marital status: 
Single 
Married 
Divorced 
Widowed 
. Separated 
Religious Preference: 
Baptist 
Catholic 
Episcopalian 
L.D.S. 
Lutheran 
Methodist 
Presbyterian 
Jewish 
No affiliation 
Year in School: 
Race: 
Other (please specify) 
Father's birthdate: 
Mother's birthdate: 
Father's occupation: 
Mother's occupation: 
Father's highest 
level of education: 
Mother's highest 
level of education: 
Caucasian 
Hispanic 
Asian/Oriental 
American Indian 
Other (specify) 
225 
Parent's combined approximate annual gross income: 
9,999 or less 35,000 to 39,999 
10,000 to 14,999 --40,000 to 44,999 
--15,000 to 19,999 --45,000 to 49,999 
--20,000 to 24,999 --50,000 to 54,999 
:==25,000 to 29,999 ::==55,ooo to 59,999 
__ 30,000 to 34,999 __ 60,000 or over 
Family living setting: 
__ city 
How many older brothers 
How many younger? __ 
How many older sisters 
How many younger? __ 
small town 
do you have? __ 
do you have? 
farm 
ALL INFORMATION WILL BE KEPT IN THE STRICTEST CONFIDENCE 
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Appendix K 
Informed Consent Statement 
Dear Participants: 
Late adolescence/early adulthood is a time of life 
when many important choices regarding adult roles are being 
considered for adoption. In addition, it is a time to 
engage in greater exploration of what the self is all 
about, while at the same time trying to gain a better 
understanding of others. The purpose of this study is to 
determine if special written and group exercises may be 
utilized to enhance processes of self and other 
understanding. This project is being carried out by Carol 
Markstrom Adams, a Ph.D. student in Development Psychology, 
and is under the supervision of Dr. Frank Ascione who is in 
the Department of Psychology at Utah State University. 
There are three possible groups that you may be 
assigned to in this project. To insure equivalence, 
project leaders will assign you at random to one of the 
three groups. Depending on the group in which you are a 
participant, activities will be related to topics of self 
or other exploration and understanding and/or human 
development. 
Although the content of the three groups vary, the 
time commitment needed for each group is the same. The 
actual study itself will take six weeks. The completion of 
questionnaires, individual written exercises, and small 
group discussions will comprise the activities of these six 
weeks. Participation in these activities will require 
approximately one and one half hours of your time, two 
times each week. After the training is complete, there 
will be a session scheduled in which further details of the 
study will be shared. This session will provide greater 
information to you on an area of research in the field of 
human development. 
Depending on the group you are assigned to, you 
should benefit from this study by acquiring a greater sense 
of self-awareness, interpersonal understanding, and/or by 
increasing your knowledge base in the field of human 
development. If you do complete the training, you have the 
option to take one pass independent study credit in either 
Psychology or Family and Human Development (Psy. 590 or FHD 
490). There are no anticipated risks for you, as a 
participant, in this study. 
You may withdraw from this study, at any time, 
without suffering a penalty. 
Confidentiality is assured in this project. This 
will be accomplished by assigning participants an 
identification number. All materials that you complete as 
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part of the study will bear your assigned number. A list 
containing your name and identification number will be kept 
apart from the materials that you have completed. 
Data in this study will be analyzed for publication 
purposes for the whole group. Thus, individual scores on 
the measures will not be assessed. 
If you have any questions, at any point during the 
study, do not hesitate to ask one of the project aids, 
Carol Markstrom Adams, or Frank Ascione. Thank you for 
your assistance in this project. 
Sincerely, 
Carol Markstrom Adams 
Doctoral Student 
Development Psychology 
(801) 750-1460 
Utah State University 
Logan, Utah 84322-2810 
Dr. Frank Ascione 
Associate Professor 
Department of Psychology 
(801) 750-1464 
Participant Informed Consent 
I have read the above information and agree to participate 
in this study. I further understand that I may withdraw 
from the study at any time without adverse consequences. 
(Signature) (Date) 
I would like to receive a summary of the research findings. 
Name 
Mailing Address 
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Appendix L 
Social Perspective-Taking Training 
Social Perspective-Taking Training 
Dear Participant: 
It is said that one of the problems today is that people do 
not really stop to think about themselves and how they want 
to be in relation to the people around them. Consequently, 
when they run into new situations, they do not know how 
they want to act. It is also thought that the more 
perspective's on one's self a person can get, the more 
balanced picture one can maintain, and therefore, the more 
likely that individual will be able to act in a way that 
will be to his or her satisfaction in the long run. 
To find an answer to problems posed above, we are asking a 
group of people to think about a series of questions 
regarding other people and the self. The questions which 
you will be given over the next four weeks are not a test. 
The questions are meant only as an exercise to sharpen your 
clarity of thinking with regard to self and others. You 
will have the opportunity, both in individual and group 
sessions, to clarify and articulate your thoughts on the 
questions posed. The group session will consist of five to 
seven individuals, similar to yourself in age and college 
experience. The program will consist of the following: 
1) You will be asked to consider the qualities of one 
(same sex) friend and how you are like and unlike 
the friend. 
2) You will be asked to consider your family and how 
you are like and unlike the group. Because the 
friend discussed in Week 1 will most likely be 
quite different from the family unit, we expect 
your responses to be somewhat different than the 
above. 
3) You will be asked to consider an opposite sex 
group and how you are like and unlike this group. 
Again, we expect your perspectives to be different 
from either Weeks 1 or 2 because this group will, 
most likely, differ in its psychological 
characteristics from the same-sex friend or the 
family. 
4) You will be asked to consider society as a whole 
and how you fit in (are like) and do not fit in 
(are not like) that society. If you think of 
society as the collective ideas, values, and 
behavior of the members of the society, these 
questions may be easier to answer since "society" 
is an abstract, illusive concept. 
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Week 1 
1.* In three sentences describe someone around your 
age and your same sex whom you like pretty well. 
2. From what you have observed -
a.* What does your friend talk about most? 
b. What does your friend spend his or her time 
on? 
c. How well does he or she do what he or she 
.does? 
(well, cheerfully, angrily, etc.?) 
d.* What kinds of friends does he or she have? 
e.* How does he or she act with them? (fairly, as 
a follower, etc.) 
f. What sorts of things seem to make him or her 
happy? or unhappy? 
3. From what you can infer -
a. What does your friend think about a lot? 
b. What kinds of emotions occupy him or her most 
of the time - or, in other words - what is his or 
her approach to the world - or his or her "style"? 
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c. What kinds of things, activities, and people 
does your friend like, and dislike? 
d. What does your friend think is important, and 
unimportant? 
e.* What kinds of behavior does your friend value: 
and find difficult to accept, or disapprove of? 
f. What kinds of behavior does he or she expect 
from him or herself, and others? 
g.* What are your friend's wishes? plans? 
h.* Is there anything he or she would like to 
change? in him or herself? or in the 
circumstances around him or her? 
4.* Summarize your friend in three sentences. 
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1. In three sentences, describe yourself as compared 
to your friend. 
2. If there were someone else, looking at and 
comparing you with your friend, how would they 
see 
you as similar to 
your friend 
a.* in what you talk about 
b. in what you spend time doing 
c. in how you do what you do 
you as different 
from your friend 
d.* in the kinds of friends you have 
e.* in how you act with people 
f. in the things that make you happy 
g. in the things that make you unhappy 
3. From what you know about yourself, and can infer 
about this person you like, how are 
you similar to 
your friend 
you different from 
your friend 
a. in the things you think about 
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you similar to 
your friend 
you different from 
your friend 
b. in the emotions that occupy you 
c. in the activities you like and dislike 
d. in the people you like and dislike 
e.* in the things you values, and think are 
important 
f.* in the plans you have 
g.* in the things you would like to change 
4.* Summarize yourself as compared with your friend. 
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Week 2: Introduction 
Dear Participant: 
In this week's sessions you are asked to think about your 
family, or the group of people who are most like a family 
to you, and how you are similar to, and different from it. 
We have again included a number of questions which might 
help you get some ideas. 
l.* In three sentences, describe your family. 
2. From what you observe -
a.* What does your family talk about most? 
b. What does your family spend a fair amount of 
time doing? 
c. How does your family do the things that it 
does? (happily, etc.) 
d.* What kinds of friends does the family _have? 
e.* How does the family relate to its friends? 
(formally, informally, etc.) 
f. What sorts of things make the family happy, or 
unhappy? 
3. From what you can infer -
a. What does your family think about much of the 
time? 
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b. What kinds of emotions occupy it most of the 
time, or what is its approach to the world, its 
style? 
c. What kinds of things, activities, and people 
does your family like, and dislike? 
d. What does your family think is important, and 
unimportant? 
e.* What kinds of behavior does your family value, 
and find difficult to accept, or disapprove of? 
f. What kinds of behavior does it expect from its 
members, and others? 
g.* What are your family's wishes? plans? 
h.* Is there anything your family would like to 
change, in itself or in the circumstance around 
it? 
4.* Summarize your family. 
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1. In three sentences describe yourself as compared to 
your family. 
2. If there were someone else looking at and comparing 
you with your family, how would they see you 
as similar to 
your family 
as different from 
your family 
a.* in what you talk about? 
b. in what you spend your time doing? 
c. in the manner in which you do the things you 
do? 
d.* in the kinds of friends you have? 
e.* in how you act with people? 
f. in the things that make you happy and unhappy? 
3. From what you know about yourself and your family, how 
are you 
similar and different 
a. in the things you think about? 
b. in the emotions that occupy you? 
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similar and different 
c. in the activities you like and dislike? 
d. in the people you like and dislike? 
e.* in the things you value, and think are 
unimportant? 
f.* in the plans you have? 
g.* in the things you would like to change? 
4.* Summarize yourself as compared with your family. 
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Week 3: Introduction 
Dear Participant: 
In this week's sessions you will be asked to compare 
yourself with those in the sex group opposite you, and how 
you are similar to and different from it. 
l.* Describe, in short, members of the sex group 
opposite you (or the smaller number of that group 
whom you know). 
2. From what you observe -
a.* What do they discuss most frequently? 
b. How do they spend most of their time? 
c. How do they do the things that they do? 
d.* What kinds of friends do they have? 
e.* How do they relate to their friends? 
f. What sorts of things make them happy, or 
unhappy? 
3. From what you can infer -
a. What do they think about much of the time? 
b. What kinds of emotions occupy them most of the 
time, or what is their approach to the world, or 
their style? 
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c. What kinds of things, activities, and people 
do they like, and dislike? 
d. What do they think is important, and 
unimportant? 
e.* What kinds of behavior do they value, and find 
difficult to accept, or disapprove of? 
f. What kinds of behavior do they expect from 
themselves, and others? 
g.* What are their wishes? plans? 
h.* Is there anything that they would like to 
change, in themselves or circumstances around 
them? 
4 . * Summarize the members of the sex group opposite 
yours, as best you can? 
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1. Describe yourself as compared to those members of the 
opposite sex group whom you know. 
2. If there were someone else looking at and comparing 
you with them - how would you be seen as similar to, 
and as different, from them, relative to -
a.* What you discuss? 
b. How you spend your time? 
c. How you do the things you do, i.e., your 
approach or style? 
d.* The kinds of friends you have? 
e.* How you relate to your friends? 
f. The sorts of things that make you happy, and 
unhappy? 
3. From what you know about yourself, and can infer about 
the members of the opposite sex, how are you the same, 
and how are you different, relative to -
a. What you think about? 
b. The emotions that occupy you? 
c. The kinds of things, activities, and people 
that you like, and dislike? 
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d. The things you value, or think are 
unimportant? 
e.* The kinds of behavior you value, or find 
difficult to accept, or disapprove of? 
f. The kinds of behavior you expect from yourself 
and others? 
g.* Your wishes? plans? 
h.* The things you would like to change, in 
yourself or circumstances around you? 
4.* Summarize yourself as compared with the members of 
the sex group opposite yours, with your 
similarities and differences. 
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Week 4: Introduction 
Dear Participant: 
In this session you will be asked to compare yourself with 
the society in which you live, and finally, to summarize 
yourself from all the comparisons up to this point, in 
terms of what you are and what you want to be. 
l.* Try to describe the larger group that forms your 
society. 
2. From what you can observe -
a.* What is a frequent topic of conversation in 
your society? 
b. What does your society spend a great deal of 
time doing? 
c. How does your society do what it does? 
d.* What kinds of people does your society value? 
e.* With what kinds of societies does your society 
maintain most friendly relations? 
f. What contributes to your society's sense of 
well-being? ill-being? 
3. From what you can infer -
a. What is given quite a bit of thought in your 
society? 
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b. What attitudes and emotions occupy your 
society most of the time? What is its approach to 
the world? 
c. What kinds of things, people, activities does 
your society enjoy? 
d. What does your society value, think is 
important? 
e.* What behavior does your society consider 
valuable? What does it disapprove? 
f. What behavior does your society expect from 
its members? from other societies? 
g.* What kinds of hopes and plans does your 
society have? 
h.* What would it like to see changed, either 
within or outside itself? 
4 . Summarize your society. 
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*Describe yourself - relative to your society - with your 
similarities and differences. 
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*Summarize yourself from all of the comparisons made with 
your friends, family, opposite sex group, and society, 
indicating what you have in common with them, and the 
points in which you are unique, what you are and what you 
hope to be. 
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Appendix M 
Ideological Perspective-Taking Training 
Ideological Perspective-Taking Training 
Dear Participant: 
Living an adult life involves making choices in a variety 
of areas of life. Some of these are internal choices, that 
is, we select values, beliefs, and ideologies that we have 
determined have meaning to ourselves. These are individual 
choices that we make, nonetheless, they have an influence 
on the kinds of roles we adopt as adult members of our 
society. 
In order to make these very important choices, however, we 
need to be informed as to what options are available to 
select from. What is especially important, is to have the 
opportunity to think about the options available in life 
and to make selections for yourself. The training you are 
a part of is designed to give you such an opportunity. 
Over the next several sessions, you, along with other 
participants, will be given questions to answer which 
should help guide your thinking and selection of various 
choices in regards to important values, beliefs, and 
ideologies. You will have the opportunity, both in 
individual and group sessions, to clarify and articulate 
what is important to you as an individual. The group 
session will consist of five to seven individuals, similar 
to yourself in age and college experience. 
The areas of interest that you will be examining are 
occupation, religion, politics, and philosophical life-
style. over the next four weeks, one of these topics will 
be addressed each week. 
If you need clarification of any item or assistance as you 
answer the questions, do not hesitate to ask the aide. 
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WEEK 1 
OCCUPATION 
This first week's topic will be on occupation. Please give 
a written response, in the space provided, to the following 
questions related to your ideas about occupations. These 
items will be used as a basis for discussion in the group 
session later this week. 
l.* a. List five occupations that seem interesting to you 
and that you have considered as possible career 
choices for yourself. 
1. 
2. 
3 • 
4 . 
5. 
b. List five occupations that you know that you are 
not interested in and would not adopt as career 
choices. 
1. 
2 . 
3 • 
4. 
5 • 
2.* For each occupation, list next to it characteristics 
that describe it. Example of characteristic to 
consider include: What is the income associated with 
the occupation? What kinds of skills are needed 
(e.g., business, mathematical, technical, computer, 
interpersonal, medical, etc.)? Is it a nine-to-five 
job or are the hours flexible? Is travel involved? 
Are there desirable fringe benefits? In addition, 
generate other characteristics that describe each 
occupation. 
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3. Viewing both lists of occupations in #1 and the 
associated characteristics, group together those 
occupations that seem most similar to one another. 
You may have more than two groups of occupations with 
this new grouping. (Do this exercise without 
consideration of what is interesting to you--only 
consider similarities and differences of the 
occupations themselves.) 
4. Compare these new groups of occupations (#3) with your 
previous grouping of occupations (#1). Are they the 
same groups? If not, how are the groups similar to 
and different from one another? 
5. Of the occupations of most interest to you (as 
designated in #1), in what ways are they similar to 
one another (using the criteria generated in #2)? In 
what way are these occupations different from one 
another? List as many similarities and differences 
that you can think of. 
6. Of the occupations of least interest to you (as 
designated in #1), in what way are these occupations 
similar to one another? In what ways are these 
occupations different from one another? List as many 
similarities and differences that you can think of. 
7.* From this exercise, has it become apparent to you that 
there are certain job characteristics that have more 
appeal to you than others? If so, what are the job 
characteristics that you value? 
8.* Of the job characteristic that you value, describe how 
these characteristics are similar to what you know 
about yourself as an individual, e.g., your 
personality traits, interests, hobbies, etc? 
9.* From this exercise, can you narrow your list of five 
favored occupations, to one or two occupations that 
are of most interest to you? What are they? 
10. Summarize the kind of occupation you would like to go 
into and why. 
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WEEK 2 
RELIGION 
This week's topic will be on religion. Please give a 
written response, in the space provided, to the following 
questions related to your ideas about religion. These 
items will be used as a basis for discussion in the group 
session later this week. 
l.* Provide a definition of what you think is religion. 
2.* List what are, in your mind, five major religions of 
the world? 
1. 
2 • 
3 • 
4. 
5 . 
3 . * Taking all five religions into consideration, in what 
ways are they similar to one another? Give as many 
similarities as you can . think of. 
4.* Group the religions in #2 into subgroups according to 
those religions most similar to one another. 
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5.* Of the subgroups given in #4, what are the 
similarities within each group? 
6.* What are the major differences between each of the 
subgroups you have listed in #4? 
7. Is there any subgroup(s) of religions, listed in #4, 
that has more appeal to you than the other subgroups? 
What aspects of this subgroup(s) are most appealing to 
you? Why? 
8. Are there any of the subgroups, listed in #4, that you 
definately know that you are not interested in? What 
aspects of these subgroups are not appealing to you? 
Why? 
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9.* Which religion(s) listed, if any, do you consider 
closest to your personal belief system? What aspects 
of that religion are congruent with your own beliefs? 
10.* In the religion(s) given in #9, are there aspects of 
that religion with which you do not agree? What are 
these aspects? 
11.* Summarize your own beliefs about religion. 
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WEEK 3 
POLITICS 
This week's topic will be on politics. Please give a 
written response, in the space provided, to the following 
questions related to your ideas about politics. These 
items will be used as a basis for discussion in the group 
session later this week. 
l.* Provide a definition of what you think is politics. 
2.* Wh~n yo~ think of politics, what terms and issues come 
to your mind as being components of politics? 
3.* List five political issues that you are aware of and 
have some knowledge. A political issue is any issue 
in which local, regional, national, and/or 
international politics plays a role. (An example of a 
political issue may be tax money going to feed the 
poor vs. tax money going to military build-up.) 
1 . 
2 • 
3 . 
4 . 
5 . 
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4.* Select three of the five issues listed in #3. For 
each issue, take the perspective of and provide an 
argument for each side represented. Be sure to do 
this separately for each of the three issues you 
select. 
1. Issue: 
2. Issue: 
3. Issue: 
5. Of the various arguments presented in #4, which 
arguments are similar to one another? In what way, 
politically, are these arguments similar to one 
another? 
6. Of the various arguments presented in #4, which 
arguments are different from another? In what way, 
politically, are these arguments different from one 
another? 
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7.* In looking over the different political viewpoints 
presented in #4, which viewpoints are most similar to 
your own personal political viewpoints? 
8.* In looking over the different viewpoints presented in 
#4, which viewpoints are most different from your own 
personal political viewpoints? 
9. Summarize, as completely as you are able, your own 
viewpoint about politics. 
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WEEK 4 
PHILOSOPHICAL LIFE-STYLE 
Many people hold a personal philosophy of life that is 
reflected in the style of life they adopt and their 
behavior toward others. This perspective is broader than 
religious or spiritual perspectives, however, aspects of 
these perspectives may be part of a philosophy of life. 
Please give a written response, in the space provided, to 
the following questions related to your ideas on 
philosophical life-style. Some of these items will be 
used as a basis for discussion in the group session later 
this week. 
l.* Provide a definition of what you think is meant by the 
term "philosophical life-style"? 
2.* List 10 beliefs, values, and/or ideologies that 
reflect what someone may adopt as part of their 
philosophical life-style. (These do not need to be 
part of your own philosophy of life.) 
1. 
2. 
3 • 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
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3.* Taking all 10 components of a philosophy of life given 
in #2, in what ways are they similar to one another? 
Give as many similarities as you can think of. 
4.* Group the components in #2 into subgroups according to 
those most similar to one another. 
5 .* Of the subgroups given in #4, what are the 
similarities within each group? 
6.* What are the major differences between each of the 
subgroups you have listed in #4? 
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7. Is there any subgroup(s) of components of 
philosophical life-style, listed in #4, that has more 
appeal to you than the other subgroups? What aspects 
of this subgroup(s) are most appealing? Why? 
8. Are there any of the subgroups, listed in #4, that are 
less appealing to you? What aspects of these 
subgroups are not appealing? Why? 
9.* Which of the various aspects of philosophical life-
style given in #2 do you consider closest to your own 
personal philosophy of life? · 
10.* Which of the various aspects of philosophical life-
style given in #2 are not part of your personal 
philosphy of life? 
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11.* Summarize your own personal philosophical life-style. 
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Appendix N 
Annual Editions: Human Development Articles 
Article 1 
rflhe hormonal 
1 constitution is as 
hereditary as eye color, 
body structure or any other 
physical trait carried by 
Nature occasionally produces tragic ex-
periments in which disease or heredit y 
disturbs the body's hormone balance . Un-
fortunate a~ the~c occurr1.:m.:e:. arc, they 
nonl!thdess leach scientists a grc..it d~al 
about how the endocr ine: :.ystem work:, in 
health and disease . 
New knowledge about the endocrine 
system comes slowly and often by chance ; 
for it is difficult and often unethical to 
perform genetic research on human beings . 
People cannot be bred like laboratory 
Our 
individual 
programing 
system 
animals . Affected individuals and their 
families are sca ttered around the world . 
The genetic co nditions are rare . And few 
physicians arc interested in research so 
that many in,wncc, ,im ply go unrecorded . 
Animal research on hormones is no 
substitute for human research . Animals' 
hormones , especially anima l sex hormones 
and fertility cycles. are somewhat urdike 
those of human beings . Monkeys, it is 
true , most close ly resemble human beings ; 
• 
• 
but research with monkeys is expensive 
and difficult . And monkeys are still not 
the same as people . 
Medical investigators therefore . must 
simply wait for those urdikely expe riments 
of nature and be ready to learn from them 
whenever and wherever they occur . 
Despite the many problems , this research 
is beginning to show the connect ions be -
tween genes and hormones , sex and 
fertility. 
6 From Boston ia . September/October 1984, pp. 26-33 . Reprinted with the p«m1as,on of Boatonia Magazine 1984. 
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Many factors 
influence the endocrine 
system 
ONE FUNCTION OF GENES IS TO 
, hullk 1hc b1uh,g1<JI Jed, reµea1edly so 
1hat 111div1dual, of a ,perie, differ from 
l'Jlh other. Thr gL'lle::, n.:>pu11::,1l,k ll,r <.On· 
trolling t10r111onn Jft.: nu L'Xll'ptiPll lU 1h1!i 
rule . People Jilfer a, to how much of a 
µar11cutar hormone they prodth.:t' . 111 the 
!il'U>it1v11y JnJ numl.Jcr of their rc.:ccpwrs 
fur d hormone 011 tJrget tt>!iUL'!i . anJ in the 
Jl.Jility uf tJrgct li>>tH:> to fl'::,ponJ 10 1he1r 
hornwrn.:> ' th e1111LJ I ,ig nah . 
1\ttany genet11. . l,1, •11r) Jrt'.' involved in a 
prugra111i11g ::,y::,h.:ill ,\ 1th><> 111d11y l.'JflJ · 
ble, . But the co111pkx11y of the endocnne 
sy::,1em nu1wuh::,lJnL.h11g. ea( h ekn11:111 
mu::,t be thL' cxprl'::, ::,ion of p1(Jgra111':> w rll · 
ten 111 the gclll'':> . 
The gene, are often overruled by force, 
that are not genetic. Genes ,imply give a 
program for how the body will functi o n . 
Many 1...'uilural. ,ot 1JI. e1wiro11mcntdl. 
nuLr111onal and many oth er focwr::, hJve 
coo perated to change the ba,ic pattern . 
That wome n mcn)lruatc arn..l go through 
men o pdu)c . fur exampk, 1::i UcttrmincJ 
by lht'.' gene s tha 1 mJkc d woman . Bmh 
menarche anJ menoµc1ust.' an~ the cxµre) -
) ll>ll of hormonl'::i . 111 turn cu rnrolk-J Uy 
pro ces!:lc'.:1 )t.'t up by the gene'.:I. TuJay 95 
pen :ent uf young women in Europe arn.J 
the U111teLI States hJvc the,r fir,t men -
>trual penoLI (menar che) between the 
dgt> uf 10 and 16. 
aical 
westigators 
ply wait for 
unlikely experiments of 
nature in oraer to stuay 
genetic mistakes. 
Although the genes have remained 
the same for the pa,t several centuries. 1he 
average age of menarche has been rnming 
down about three year, a Le11111ry for 
young women 111 mdu'.:llrialized (uuntries . 
CtH1)L'que111ty. w<Hncn arc matur111µ fJ)ll'r 
ll1Jll tilq 1 d lJ 111 tllL· pJ'.:11. Tile J\L'IJge J !-,\L' 
ul 1ne11Jr( he l'.:1 nuw '.:llJbk 111 mdu )tri Jl -
1Lnl 1..t11111tr11...·) but\) ) till 1..0111111g dtl\\ II Ill 
th e k'.:1::i de veh1µeJ u1111llrll''.:I. ::iliuw111g 
JgJ111 t!JI..' llllptlrlJllLC of )Ul.lJI. L'll\ llllll-
1111..'lliJJ llJ 1111111111,n<ll fauor ) 1111 ll!Jtura-
111111 Mcrn,pJu·H: . 111 u1111rJ)I . l!J) liel..'11 
delJyl'd by ab<>ut three yeJ1> a cc1>1111y 
anJ 11 I) )Jfc to J!>!>Ulllt thJt lhl) . too . 1::i 
bl'LJll!>l' nl envm11lllll'lllJI and 11u1r111011al 
!JttOr) . 
Nu1>cthekss. de,pite wide va riation s m 
human hormone) . it is deJr thc11 genes 
mu,t be a_l kJst partly re,po11,iblc fur the 
p.111ern) of hormone dttiun::i . the type) of 
l1t1r1110nc::, proJutl'J Jlld the lH>Jy''.:I '.:11..'ll)I· 
t1v11y tu them . Thi) I!> 1..t'flJlll UclJu::ic : 
• Ce r1a111 hormonJI problem) ru11111 
familil'::,; 
• An1111ab ol different )pt:lie'.:I ha ve ) lllli -
lar but not ll.kn 11ta l hur11ui11e); 
• And . perltJp> 1hc llll»t telling piece of 
ev1dt1h.e . llldk) Jilkr lr11111 k111Jll.'). 
Thl · Jllkrc11n.- bl't Wt:l'II 111Jk') J11J kmdk!> 
t) gcne tKally <.ktermineJ . Somehow in 
the genes are the in!>tru(t1011) thJl make 
males and females proLit1Le d iflere111 hur -
111011e~ ur tht: ::,amc liur11101H.:'.:l 111 dilkrent 
al\HJllil() . 
Genes determine 
hormones and 
hormones determine 
sex 
GENES INHERITED FROM THE 
mu1her dnl.1 the lc11her e::,lJbli::ih J persori''.:I 
::iex. By the time J humc111 ferllli zcJ egg 
ha) J1viJeO three time'.:I. II I!> ellllt:r mc1k or 
kmak . lb sex i::i genetically de1er111ineJ 
di the moment offl'rtiliza1iu11 JnJ the 
genetic pattern already make s a difference 
\.vhen 1he embryo i::i 1..ml ~· c1ght tdh large . 
There arc no uutwartl ,igns ol sex yet. of 
course . These will not appear u ntil the 
fttu'.:I ha::i grown for Jnothcr lWO monlh) . 
Hui paniutlarly rrom the lllOllll'nl or (Ol1-
1..ep1ion. the <.lu:mkal µu!t'llliJI I) pro · 
gra111cd into the embryo \ cell, lur the 
per,1111 to be of one ,ex or the other . 
Before the eight-rel I stage oftlte 
emb ryu . the X chromosome rum 1he 
show. In tilt: t'arlil ·'.:lt cd l Jivi!>iOll'.:1. Lt·lh 
of the growing embr yo seem to pay no 
attention to whe1her the other chroma· 
,umc 1s an X (tlta t i,. the embryo is 
female I or a Y (that 1s. the embryo" 
1. Genes 
lllJk J. 
II lite embryo i, ge11ct1LJlly mJk . thl' 
Y ( hro111o)tlllll · l>Lg1tb 111 J11111111Jte l11..' 
::iu.:11e Jitl'r thl..' l' t)-:h l ·l.dl ) IJ~e J11d l"\L'll· 
tuJII) dirl'Ll ~ llil' dll..'11\ILJI prull'::i,1..', lil c.JI 
'.:lt1111t11Jll.: lhl' gnn, 111 1  te) ll..'::i J11d 111Jk 
ge111l l.db . Thi..' bJU) t'.:I J hu) 
II the embryo do1..') 1101 liJ\e d Y Llirt1-
mo)11111c:. tntt:!> Ju IH >l J nl'lup . J11d tile 
ktll'.:l grow::i uvJrte!>. The liali) 1'.:I J g11 l. 
The genetics of sex 
Every cell or a humJn l>l·ing (1..·:"'-1..'pl for the 
sperm and egg) has 2} pair) of 1.:hro1110-
somes. Twenty-twu pdirs lkll..:rminl' trJIIS 
or the body . One: PJlr 1..kt1..'flllllll') I ht: pc:r· 
son 's sc:x. Sex lhrumosona·~ - like Jll lhl· 
Olher chromosome::, cl pL:r:,un h.1s, lUmc: 
frl)m 1he pdrents : onc: of .1 pJir from the 
mother and one of J pJir lr11111 till" fdlhl.'r . 
Sex lhromosomt's Jtl' l'llh1..·r X or Y. so 
callt·d because ofthl'ir ::,hJpc: whc:n cxdm-
inc:d under lhe miuu:, .... opc:. 
The: lirsl :,tl·p 1hJt bring:, tugcthc:r the: 
co111hi11atiu11 uf g1..·11e'.:I lur m.ilc: 11r fr111o..1k 
d1..·termines most uf thl° '.:lkp:, lhJI f,1ll11~Y. In 
the normal course of c:ven1s . c1 kmdlt' hds 
1wo X chromosomes (XX) and a male has 
one X and one Y rhromusumc: (XY ) Thl ·se 
combina1ions ,He dcah i11 th1.· momt'tll 1hJ1 
a spc:rm (cdrryini' l.'llher J :,inglt.· X ur Y 
chromosome:) fcr11lizcs dn q;g (cdrr y111g 
o nt' of the mocha 's X lhrn mosume >). The 
genes i.:arried on these dirom,,somc:s 1..drry 
1he family history . l111hc m <11lll'lll urferttl-
izauon . 1hey proj1..·1..1 th .. 11 h1:,tury onl.' mort' 
ge11crJtion into the 1u1u11..· 
Sex chromosomes 
Mother ':, ~t'.w: 
Cl1ro111thUlnl.."> 
! ! 
Male 
Sex Hormones 
THE EMBRYO'S TESTES PRODUCE 
male horm<>11t'), nutJUly ll..')l11:,ll 'ru 11c. 
anJ d variety of other po\\l ·rtul )Ul.>-
)tances 1hal may Ut' )Jid lou ')dy to 
"Jdt.'minize " a11J '"11Jd)Udi11ize " the 
growing mdle fl:lU'.:1. Tht!> i!> J ~rO)!> uve r-
'.>imµlitica1iu11. 8ut J111111JI re)l 'Jrch J11J 
soml' work with humc111 l>l'lll~) JOl') 
1eem to ,how that if 1101hi11~ change, 
the o riginal µatttrn. you gt.:t J ~Jrl. Tu gtl 
a Uuy, thl' ktu::i lll'l'J'.:I 111 l.hJ11gl' )Ollll' u l 
7 
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research and 
a rk with 
.. eings does seem 
o show that if nothing is 
Jone to change the 
original genetic pattern , 
you get a girt To get a 
boy, the fetus needs 
to change. 
the s1ar11ng materials . And the agent, nf 
.... hJngl' Jre hormone"> . 
French b1tJlog1>t AlfreJ Jost studied 
th1"> pro(t.:">">, mostly 111 ri1bl>1b. mun: 
than lO 1·ear, ago anJ found that 
!hl.' pruce::is of .,e'(uJI d1lft.:n:m1at1on is 
:,i.:que1111al. on.k red anJ ">llllplt.:. 
\.Vhen JO)( ft'OIOV< . 'J tht' [(.')(l'S from a 
gene11cJ1ly 111alc (XY) rabbit fetus . he 
pmJu(eJ a fc111ale. She was sterile. o f 
1.U U[)t' . lJ l'ldU)L' '}he laL·keL.i UVJrtl'"> ; bu t 
">he \\ 'JS in lllO)l mher way"> J fe111JI<: . 
\\ ' hetl Ju">I 1111pla111eJ a lt.'">ll"> in the neck 
"' J ge11et1call) fc111ak (XX\ raul>tt fetus . 
he prt1dl11 .. eJ J mJte . Ht' \\ ' J) ">lenle. to1>. 
lJl·1.,1Ll">l' h1.· la1..l...ecJ the mJIL · gt.:rm ll'lb 10 
proJuu.: ">pcr111 But P!ht·nv1">1..' he WJ"> J 
lllJk J11) t u rnduJeJ that till· dlikrenl"t ' 
LH.'l\\t't'll mah..·"> JnJ kmJk"> l"> 111 the 
J ( IJOll uf ">l'X hon11one:, 111 thl· fc1u)-
IH1rnio11e) lur \vil1d 1 the gene) (ilrry 
the pro~rdm) . 
Orn .. e the bt.:nes have given thei r 
(hl'mJCal 1ns1ruC11ons for tht' felU) 10 
develop alo11~ tile 111ak model. the fetus 
tJl-.l':, O\'t:r . hl'lp111~ 10 l.k· 1erminc how 11 
\\ di loo k b~ pr oduung more ,ex 
hormo11e) 
111 1he early embryo . the deve loping 
te)li) )Clrl"ll') te)lO)ll'ronc c111J a pruh:in 
'.>ub :,ldOll' callt'J Mullcnan regre s)1un 
l~h..to r 11\lRFJ . J\\RF t) rc:,po11)1lJk . 111 a 
:n:ll)l' . lur ··Jl'ft: 111i111L111g'' ilu: mJle 
c·tnbryo In the female emb ryo. a set of 
tube:, l.JlkJ 1\-1ulknan ducts normally 
develop:, 111lu tht: ) irul ·turn o l til e 
kmak rcpruJucl l\'l' :,r) tc:111-FJ llop ia n 
tube:,. uteru) c111J upper pJrl u ftlle 
va~ma . In the male. c1Jrnost no th111g 
remain) 0 11he primitive Mull er iJn Jucts 
bnaU)l' the pro tein ITil'))l'nger MRF 
im truct, the embryo to ab,oru them. 
A )l'Cond hormone . hu man cho r io ni c 
gonaJt>trop ,n (h( G). stans the pru-
Cl'))l') tJy which male ) t'Xual ) l rtl ltur es 
devclt>p Pmducl'J b\ the· placl'll!J . hCG 
'!l!Jllllil.11l') l dh 11f !ill' IL'"'>ll) I [ l.·~JI!,! .._ ... ·ll,1 
I l l ::,~ l lliil")ILl. ' [l''.>lll)ll."r 11lh..'. \\ l11d1 ~l\l '::, 
till · ... 1~11.d l11r J11t11lit·r )\.'l di tub\.·:::. lJlkJ 
\\ 'oll!iJII Juu:::. to de, l'lnp 111 tlit · 111,1k. 
\\iolt11J11 Jutt:, t..'\l'lllUJl!y lJl'\.lHnt' '>l.'ITlt· 
111fcrou, 1 uliuk~ J11J the, J) Jckrcn:::. . 
Tc:::.hJ:::.tt..·ronl' :::.\.'\.rt:ted by the Leyd1~ t..clb 
Jbu d1llu:::.c:::. ltllo ,.lrl'J:,, uf the embryo 
thJ t w ill hl't..Ullll' lilt· lllJk \.'.Xtc111JI !,!\.' Ill· 
L.d1J-pt ·111~. )lrtHlJlll. JHO\lJle Jlld 
tm.:th rJ . 
Once lt'SlU)teronc is produceJ . male 
dl'velopml'lll pro(ecJ') qu1ddy linJu:,e 
the l1t1k L,n of lt::::.ll>:>lcronc prodU\.l'd 
)ttmu lJlt') tht· prod uction of nu,rt· . 
(31~HHJ Vt.' '.))t'I:, lll\'Jdl' ih l' !!~)lit.''.) thJI Will 
bt.'u1mc tilt.' ll') ll '), the MulknJll dull:::. 
lhJl have litTn tharall l'rb11tall y kmale 
s truttUrl') Jq~l'lll'rdll' a11J mah: \-Vulllian 
duu, develop . All tlt1s hapµens '"1 h111 
tht.' fir)l lflnll''.)(l'f. In COlllrJ)l. OVdfll') Jo 
nm Jt.'vclup u1111l 1he seconJ tnme)ter. 
Thi:::. :,1tua11011 1::, 110 1 )ll :::.1111plc. huw· 
ever . True . in the normJ I cour:::.c of 
('Vt'llb. the pre:::.l.'rn ..c uf a Y (hro mos o me 
in mammal::, J) lll'(l':::.)ary to lurcc Jl',d· 
op 111t.•11t {Owarli 111Jkne:::.s. But 1t take) 
mure d1J11 thl' prC )l'll(l' of the Y duo· 
lllO) O llll' JnJ thl' t'flZ}'ITIC) it (OJl':::. lO 
mJkl' a male . Tht·rt.' mu:::.t also t,c J )Uffi-
llt'lll 11umhcr ol rt.'t.l'jHllr'=> 011 ttlc Jppro· 
pr1a1e 11:::.)Ul') 1u rel.l't, ·e tht· 1.ht. ·1111 ... J I 
:,1g 11dl lrom the Y thromo:,olllt.' .. Tht.· ll)-
:,ue rt·ccptor:> llllht lit· :::.t'll)ill, ·t· l'lltJUgh 
10 re) JHl11d lU lhl' \ 1gndl , J11J tilt' ... mall 
fl')JlOlbl' of relug11it1un 0 11 the pan ,,t 
1hc rc(cpllH ) mu)t be cap atJk of 1n g~er· 
1ng a gredter rc)pOtl)t.' by tht:' ct:11. 
Thcrl· Jre Ci:l)l.':::. ul µcuµlc w11h the 
no rmal XY genetic cnJuwml'm w ho 
neverthelc » appear female . Their Y 
chro mo )u me produces the propt'r 
arch has now 
nd that one of 
c romosomes is 
actua lly inactivat ed in 
the female. Only one 
X chromosome is 
responsible for directing 
the course of female fetal 
development. 
l'llLYlllt') bul their bodies lJ(k the rt'u'p · 
wr ... 11, )IJlllldJtt' tile ~ro\\.lh c111J dt ·\ d· 
Oj)llll'lll o f llldk 11:,,:,Ul''.). 
T111:::. 1 > not the l'IHJ ol the :::.tnr) of X 
JllJ Y Thl· fcmJk hJ::, two X t.lH \ Hlh l · 
:::.milt') Fllr 111c111y ycJr:::. re:::.cdrl11 :,l.lt. ' ll· 
lt:::.b wonUereJ 1f both X 1.. hrumthlllllt ':::. 
Ulll lflhUIL'lJ IU lht• Jt.•\dopllll'lll i)ftlie 
ovJ r ) c111d femJk d1araltl'ri:::.11...-). 
Re:::.cdrl11 hJ::, now l'tlllll' up wuh the 
)U rpri :::.ing tinJing thJt one of tht· X 
thrullHl ... Olllt''.) I) JllllJl!y JllJt'"II\ Jt1.·J Jll 
the k111Jic. Only onc X d1rt>1110)11111t.· 1 ., 
re:>pun:::.11.Jle for Jirnung the 1..uur:,c ul 
lcmJlt:' fetc1 l Jevelopmcnt. Ev<..'11 11orl' 
surprising. the X (hromosome 1, 111Jcll· 
vatcJ 111 males . too . In fact . having Jll 
dUivJtt.:J X lhromusoml' in 111Jk :, 11111..:r· 
fcre, "1th the normal proce»c, b1· 
wlt 1ch germ (ell, d1v1de and mature to 
be sper m cells . Men wtth the gene tic 
anomaly. XXY. develop testes b11t 
becc1usc th ey do nut 1nactt\ 'Jte the1r 
X chromo,omc. they du 1101 usually 
produce spc:rm . Sumetunc ldll'r 111 devl'I· 
up mcnt. a female takes aJvamJge uf 
hav ing both X chromosrnne, 111 prnJu(· 
ing eggs . 
The significa nce of the se complex pat · 
tern:::. of !Urning on and off ~l'nt·) JnJ 
their enzyme produus and the secret, of 
thl' silent X (h romu:::.uml' remJm my:::.tcr· 
1t.::> of evolutionary h1)tory . 
The genetics of sterility 
Hormones dre no11he t·ntire story. In one 
kind of mal e infn1ilit y, 1cs1es ,He norn1JI 
bul they produce no spe rm . The expldnJ· 
ti on is 10 be found in 1he l."hrom osornes. 
Pan of 1he Y chromosome Ol'J r 1hc l t'llh:r 
code s for en zymes thd l protJut·c s1ruuures 
of the 1es1is; dno 1her pan of the Y c:hromu-
some . fun her out on one of 1he drms 11f the 
Y·shdped s1ruc1ure . ,o des fur the messen -
gers that produce 1he spe rm . l11s po!,Sil>le, 
therefore. 10 have a normal testis . produ(· 
ing all 1he right hormones. without h,l\ ing 
any spe rm di JII. 
Gonads and the p r imit ive i.:ells th,H even-
1uc1lly m<uure 10 germ cel ls Jrist · from two 
differe n1 sources in 1he embryo. Tht · g1.:rm 
cells 1ha1 will become sperm u.:lls or ci;~s 
ac1ually arise in 1he yolk sat ·, 1101 sirlt'i ly 
spea king part or the emb ryo itse lf. Th ey 
1hen mi g ra,e lO a part o f 1he dc:\.·e lopin~ 
embryo known as iht • gc:nilJI ri d~n . Tht:se 
migrawr y t.:ells dilfe rentia1e and mJlUr c 111 
beco me eggs or sperms Jepe11Jin8 on whu..-h 
hormo nes ac1 on 1hem . The tissue or the 
ovaries or 1es1es. however . comes from a 
different pan or the growing emb ryo. The 
result is 1ha1 it is possible for gonads '° 
develo p norm ally in resp ons t'.' 10 the hor · 
manes triggered by 1he presen(e or J Y 
ch romoso me and still have nu sperm or 
eggs . 
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Somet imes the 
message 
gets garbled 
FOUR STEPS ARE l<EQU IREO FOR 
11dr111JI dnl.·h,pml. ·111 ol J 111Jk : 
• Ll'yd1~ 1..l'lb lllU)I prod11tl' IH.JrlllJ I 
C01 llt..'lllrJt1011 :, ul l1.::,10::,1c.: rune ; 
• Sy11d1L' ::,1::, o l Mulkna11 rl'grc:,::oion 
fd lto r (i\ \RF ) 111u::it ht.· 11ori11JI. 
• Tt.•:,(U)[l'fOllL' llHJ :,I be 1.,()[l\ 'Crte d lO 
the mun: l>iolu~1tJlly µote 1ll JnJro~en. 
J1hyJrntc:,to:,te ron e ; and 
• ~i:x horllllllll'> llllhl J CtuJll y 111Jurc 
their l'fku:, w111ltn lL"II::,. 
Sl)llltt im c::, l111w ..·ver. the mes sa ge gels 
garl>kJ . The Jµp roµ rtJlt ' Jlld ruhcn:, u r 
Mulll ·rian regrc.:::.::.1011 f~Kto r (Jllfllll exert 
their effect:, .. vHhin 1he l t.'IIS. If andro· 
gen::. arc no t dfrct1vl' , l'llhc r becau::. e 
rhey are nor l>e1ng ,yn 1he,i,ed in high 
enoug h con<.c111ra11on or l>eLau:,c.: :iomc-
fh111g 1::, wron~ with th e JnJrogen fL'll.'P· 
[Vf). dll 111d1v1dt1dl wll11 I~ J ~l.'llt.:lK lllJk 
-1har is. who,e ge notype 1> XY-
ma1u res liked womJn a t pul.a::n y. The 
ro nduiun 1s known J~ lC~riculJr 
fetllllllLJ ti tll1. 
If M11lkrrJn regres,ion facror (M RF) 
doc~ nut in~tru rt I llc crnhryu lU Ji.hurl> 
the MulknJn 1h1t.1-,. }!t.' lll.'lll. 111.1k::i 111Jy 
~row lo hJ\'l ' 'ollllll. ' ol llll.· ">l.'\U,1 1 '.'111'\h. • 
111r1..·~ td ll.1n.1k·"· 1\k11111,1t 10111.. 11u1111JI 
hlll 111Jy JLlL1,ll ly liJH ' 111u1 111pk· td y dn ,cl· 
opnl f·Jl h 1p1J 11 lulil. ·'.'I J11d llll. "fll'.:i 
Do hormones 
shape behavior? 
THE BODY PARTS THAT DIST INGUISH 
111ale, fru111 k111Jk> Jre dearly ,haped by 
~l..'nl'::i dlld h~trmone~ . How mu ch o l 
lwmJ11 bd 1Jvior- umJ l''.:iJll'UJlly bchav· 
rnr:, dircl.lly a11d 111Jircl.l ly rd.itcli tu 
111ating-1> 11111iareJ and , hape<l by hor· 
mo n e~7 Thl..' J ll :,wcr b thJl no o ne 
know~ ti lh t.·n: i~ J co11111..:llion betwcc.:n 
hormone levcb and humJn behJvior . 
M.iln have mun: circu lating te ~tu~ ter · 
on e than fe111ak, do . Mak, may di Her 
from female, 111 activi ty level. preferen ce 
for ph y:,ka l cu 1Hatt in :,pu n s Jnd dem· 
o nst r,Hio n s of anger. J:,:,l·r11venes~ anJ 
Jgg,re~~ivcnt::,.>. There Jfl..' many prob -
krn , with tlti, re ,ca rch . Separar i11g the 
effects or geneti cs from the efk,t, of cul-
t11re "a lmo, t 1mpu» 1l>le. Even 1f the dif-
fcrl..'ncc:, 111 ma le J11d fl..'mak bl..'hJviur a re 
1~al. w hct hl'r the difkrcnu.:s in beha vior 
a re related tu <litk rcn ct'~ in hormone 
1. Gene, 
much of human 
avior-and 
specially behavior 
directly and indirectly 
related to mating-is 
initiated and shaped by 
hormones ? The answer is 
that no one knows if there 
is a connection between 
hormone levels and 
human behavior. 
levels simply ca nn ot be determined. 
For a /011~ 111nl.' it wa:, an J llr uc11ve 
hypo1he>1> tha1 men with 1he genetic 
e nduwmcni df XYY. that 1~. Jn cxlrd Y 
t hr omo sume (ap able of 1ngg,crmg the 
pruduc11on of Jbnormall y hi gh IL'vcb uf 
te stos teron e-might ac count tur thL" 
al>11urmally high level , of viulcn t and 
J~)aultivc.: bcha v1ur 111 )O lll L' mc11 . XYY 
men ma)' be 1mpub1 vc. but cnJrn :rin · 
Hormones and Homosexuality: Is There a Connection? 
Homoscxu.alily has intrigued ttRarchers 
for decades . The notion that homosexuality 
could be biologically dettrmined Is not 
new. for example . As early as 1920, Freud 
suggested that hormones could uhlmately 
prove to be the key to the mystery . And 
rt"cent technical advancements in measur-
ing blood hormone levels have focuS<ed new 
anent Ion on whether varying levels of hor· 
mones ln males or females . even befott 
birth . can lead 10 adul1 homosnuality . 
Investigators rcmaln divided on 1he 
Issue . In one early siudy launched by a 
California endocrinologist . ketosteroids In 
the urine of active male homosexuals and 
heceroscxuals were analyzed and revealed 
di fferences In the endocrines tha1 ma1ched 
1he par1icipants ' sexu;d preferences 90 per · 
,enc of 1he lime . In J971. 1he Mas1ers and 
Johnson Sex ReS<earch I nstltute reported 
that young homoS<exual males studied had 
lower levels of 1he male hormone tes1oster· 
one than participating heteroscxuaJ men . 
TheS<e findings have remained unsubstan· 
liated, however. Two later studies con· 
ducted by other invesilgators revealed 
higher testosterone levels among homoscx-
uals than thou found in heterosexual par · 
tlcipants. and eight oiher studies reported 
no difference In testosterone level among 
the male participants . The findings of stud· 
les measuring gonadotroplns and other sex 
hormones In 1he blood of male subjects also 
varied widely. 
Even less research has b«n dC'\'Oted to 
!he relationship ~tween hormones and 
female homoscxuallty . In the only reported 
study conducted wllh female partklpanis. 
reS<earchers found a higher level of plasma 
tcslostcronc in the homosexuaJ women 
than in heterosexual females. but noted 
that hormone measuremen1s for all of the 
partlcipanlS fell within healthy 
ranges . 
01her quesrlons ~rslst. say sclentlsls . 
The fin di n~s of plasma tests are also weak-
ened by the results of early attemplS to 
"t reat" homosexuals-a reflection on rhc 
long period when homosexuality was 
widely viewed as an "Illness :• Administer · 
ins testosterone to ~le homosexuals in 
these treatments increased their SC'.l drive 
bUl did no, change sexual oriental Ion. 
01her scientisis have s~cula1ed that prc· 
nat.al deficiencies or excess levels of sex 
hormones may lead to homosexual behav-
ior later in life . Dr. GU.mer Dorner , dircc1or 
of the lnstltule for Ex~rimental Endocr l· 
nology in ~rm.any . has launched 54everal 
studies to inves1tgatc the effect of estrogen 
Injections on the pi1uitary production of 
Ui hormones in adult homo · and hetero-
sexual men . D6rner reported that homo · 
S<exual males responded to 1he injections 
with an LH inettase-a reaction more typl · 
cal of females than heterosexual men. From 
his findings. he 1heorlzed th•t homo54exuai 
men may have a tes1os1erone deficiency 
before birth, which enables 1he brain to 
develop In a primarily female manner . All 
scxu.al ,h.aracleristlcs . ,;1.u:orJiug tu DOrner 
-including identity and orkntalion-may 
be sha~d by sex hormones . while in the 
womb . 
Scientists and psychiatrists do agree that 
all hormonal theories about sexual orienta -
tion must be subject to more reS<earch 
before 1hcy can provide true Insight into 
homo· or even heterosexuality . 
CHERYL COLLINS 
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11l1h .. ll ,1111l1l·'i IJ.J\l t}t1 \ , lh1\\ I I ,l 1..111,1,,.· 
lt:lJIJtllhhq, h .. ll \\.lll 1111.. \ l \ ),.:L'lll Ill 
1.. r1d,11, 1111..·111 .111d 111;-:1!1.. 1 ln1.. I-. ,d h:,t 1>· 
q1,,.'[Plh.' JII J!I \ l \ llll'JI 
'.)111111..· !IH.'dl1.,il ,llhl 1.\!rf"l'l!ltJJl,l! 
Jlli lH 11111l·..,. /1,r 1..·, .1111pk·. 1, 1 iu Id ld,1,,.· tn
,lhn\ 1k11 tlh.: ~h,,llJlll\c l1d1,l\ i.n, o! 
, u 1k111 1. n111111.II, .111.. du1..·. 111 p.11 L t, 1 
tht·1r l11~h1..·1 k·,1..·I, 11l 11..·,1l1,tcr u1h.: o r the 
Jb1111r111Jl ,l ·1i-.111, ll~ 11111,,Ltt,:, 11111!1.:tr 
l!fJIII [{) 1..lfl .. lt],lltll~ lt.' '1111,!1..'rtJIIL' If t/11, 
wc.:n: 1111..· lJ::,1..·. d1,,.·Jl1tl}-! ,, 1111 1h1..· u11 11pk .x 
,1>1..1Jl. ccw111111i1.. . p,~1..llldog1tJI Jlld 
111/in l:11..1u1, !11\0hcd Ill Lfl!IIIJIJl lil'il,1\'· 
ltll \\tHdd l>1..· f1.,_.dlllt'd Ill llli...' :'.>IIIIJlk 
o,p1..·d1un ul 1rv.111n}-! 1/11.: 1..n111111,1l\ iur-
tlHIIIL' k'H'b Ullt JI 1111) J'llllll . J]I) lll ll ' 
l..111J\\') JI lior111ulll') Jral l1l'l1J\ hi! ~llL' :,o 
rd.1 1nl 
Dr u~) hJVl' liL'L' l1 ... ,I 11> lower 1he 
IL'"llll) ILTOllL ' k\'d"1 11 I . 111k·1ll -..L'\l1,JI 
,dlcrnkr) 111 '1111\(.·-.. ul 1nfi11..111!-! tlll'Jr '.:-IL"<· 
u,il llq . .:L·-.. J11d 1111p11J..,1, l' ,h h It 11.1, 
/ll rnnl 11ut. li11\\L'\L'I 111,11 pli),11..1,111:-. 
lllll)l prc)1..rd1L · "u Jlll!Lll 11/ till ' dr11!-! tl1J1 
tilL' lll'[)plJ\ ll'::>l1>,lc,.'f1 1rll' l i..·,d" ,lil' 
rnlULL'd 50 10 70 Jll'llL'lll lichl\\ normal, 
11111 'llrtqd~ 11111111111.11 k,1.:/, [1111!,!, do 
llOl 'ILTIIJ 111 1n!t1u· 11c111- ,1.:\u.ll \ 11•k11l 
l,t..11,1\1111, ,111d \\IIL'l t lltq du tt h 111111L· 
hl'l,lll',L' liJl ') ltl\\L'fl'\Lll.ll1i11[\ 111 ~l'II · 
Lf',11,llld 1141[ (1l'l,1lJ',l.' till'\ /i,J\L ' .J ,pl'lilll 
dk ... 1 
TliL'fL' b 1111 LIL'Jr l01 11h.'LlltHl l1L'IWt'l'll 
IL-\ d'I {)j IL'::>I! l'lll'fOlll' Ill IIU[ llt,ll illl'll Jlld 
I l1 ... ·1r In 1.·I.., 1 d 11..· .,l ·111111cr11. li11"11!1t) . 
J',',,lldll\L'lililJ\h>ltll Hllldliilr,~ ()11/ IJl' 
111/11..1 /1.l11d liil'/L ' I" ,0 11Jl · L\ h lL' llll' Ill 
'lh tl\\ tlJJl \l1d1.. ·11t ,lJJtf .l'l:,,Jtdil\l' !Jll', · 
11111..·1" li.1, L' l1t),!liL r d1J11 11ori11JI k\'1. ' I" o l 
, 11L uL11111µ IL''ll11"1e 11 HIV . L' 'ljln 1,1fly 11n, · 
11J!L' l 'I l\l(IJ f11tl~ !11,[iil IL') 1i/ \ lt1kJII 
l11.:/J,1\111r, )1,:p.11.Jllll~ L,lll'L' 110111 dil'LI 
• 
significance of 
ese comp lex 
s of turning on 
and off genes and their 
enzyme products and the 
10 
sec rets of the silent X 
chromosome remain a 
mystery of evo lutionary 
history. 
I) J problem; /or HI) llOI rk·Jr \\lll'thcr 
lhL' L'll\ll1•11mc111JI .. l/1d ,111..1,11 u111d1t 11111:, 
Jlftl\1J~JII~ till'\ J11k l lLL' fJl)L ''.:l lhL · lnlO::>· 
ILTtllll' kH ''" llf 1,/i cil1L' I' tlil' Jlrc,ld) 
rJ 1)cd 1n11,')1<.:rt.n1L· lncb prnlt ... 1111)l'\ the 
PL'f::>Oll lo J,. I , 11.1krll ly 
Hormones and 
behavior 
TESTOSTERONE HAS MANY EFFECTS 
111111:,)U L') 1.>f 1he l,od y other tilJll lkvd· 
11p111µ .'.>L'XUJI IJ\)llt.'), i1H.lud111µ the 
brJ111. II would bL· :,urprl.'.>111~ 1f !HJr· 
llltllJl':, JlkLtcJ lhl' lirJi11 J11d 1101 lil·hav· 
ior. Thl' ,:clllrJI IIL'fVoU) ::>}'.'.>IL'lll plJy) 
:iur h JI\ importJJll rok in lo111rt1ll111g 
llhlllllg bdlJVIOf) , llil' :,dl'LtH>ll o/ lllJll') , 
Ilic 11111111g ul lllJtlllg , h o r111trnJI dtJll)-!l ' ) 
Ill j)fl'),.:ll1.lfl1..y . fl'clflllg thl' ','Ull ll),.: Jlld '>ti 
10 11!1. II wuu ld l1L' -.urprl\1ttg r1hknJ 1f 
tile !irJ11t J11d l1t1ri11oi1L·, 1,crl' 1101 11111· 
II i~11l'ly rdJicd . 
Alll'ldOtJI l'Vidl'!KC ant.J .... rudl' L'Xr1..·n· 
llll'llh h,l\ 'l' '\h{)\VIJ [/JJ[ !hi) I) llil.' LJ)l'. 
Hltl..'11(1) . l.Hdlll L'Xjllllllll/11, \11 ,1111\\ 
p1n1wlt 1,li,ll p.i1h t d 1l11..· l•1.1111 l1.n1.. · 
IL'L1..·pt,11::> lt11 ) l ' X l111r111tn1L':. /1.1,L · p1,1\l ' d 
tllL' l.l)l.'. J\.1Jt1y lllJll' hdl,l\ 1111''1 ,lfl· lllJI· 
!rolled hy 1.l ' JIILT\ Ill lhL' li1J111 prtHlljlll 'J 
l•y J!hlro~l'll:> urudJ1i11i,..: 111 ll11.· lih11hl. 
A, wJth )O lllJily ol t ll L')l' cxpcn· 
llll'llb . th1..· v\t1IJ... /JJ::> l.>1..'L'II tft l fll. ' Wll/i 
J111111Jb, 1101 pn1plc . J1HI )t1 ll 1:, d11J1lull 
lo ~L'llLT,111)' .1pply thl' rnull~ to h11111J1t 
l)L·111g). Tl1 .11 gl'lll') JIJ~·1.·1 liori11111lL."•,_ hor· 
111u11L') Jlfl.'ll ihL · l.>rJ1t1. tile lir.1111 Jtfl.'1. l l 
hl'l1J\i{)r I) J r1..',hrn1.1bk lryp1JI/Jl',1). 
l111WL'VL.T. But l111111Jn bn11g:-. . p1..·ril.1p, 
111ilil..l.' 1hc.: IL'\I ul the J11i111JI J...111gd11111. 
11,l\L • p11Wl'fltd )t>l/J/ ,111d P')'Llit>/Ut,.!IL,11 
dL'ILTlllllltlllh 11/ li1.: l1.1, i11r. ,l'I \\t II J', 1111.." 
1./Jl' llllt.d tkll'!tlll ll JIII) Jh 1111JOI IL''i 111,li...L.' 
,l dlJklL 'l llL ' iilll IIJL') ' t,l/11111[ .J1.~tf\JI I[ /11[ 
thl'L'l1t1r1..·ddkrL' lll l' licl\\1.'L'II Jlll '/1 Jill i 
\VtJIIH.'11 ol lil'I\\L'l'II \111k1t1 ,ll ld k:-.'I \l tl · 
kni 111J1v1dt1Jb. 
~l'X lu1n11,111L ') Jo arcou1H tor ... 11/lll' 
of1/Jc :-.L'XLIJI dilfl'rl'llll'~ 111 /HlfhL.'XU,11 
11)\Ul.'',, Ill ',tl lll l' IIIJ/lllllJh (llllll'. fur 
111'\I J IICL'). 1he 111Jk ~idnq · 1, l,H!,:l'f thJll 
tile k111,1k- J..1d11q ., lin ·,ll l '>l' o/ tliL· l'l lnh 
ol tc.::ito.'.>ll.'rnlll' . l1111 1J11y 111.1111111.ib . 
111dud111g human l1ci11i-:, . 1111..-rl· Jl'l' ~l'X· 
rdJtu l dllkrl'l llL') 111 ll11w ll1L · lin ·r 
llll ' l,.Jiit1II/L') )IL.'ftlllb Jlld dt lit! ) Jml 111 
liiL' pn111. ·111:, liiL ' livt.-r ',l'I. IL'IL'' · !:\11(1· 
,url' [II lL'~ IO:-.[l ' ft)lll ' h rl·,p,111-.ildL· l,tr llll' 
ddlLTellll''\, Li~L'\\'l',l' , 1/J1.· IL'd liltllhl Ll'll 
rrodUlL') hl'lnU~/Ohlll Ill fl")j)()ll)L' In 
tile p1111c1111..T} tl1rt11•01L·11n liu1 ,lhn 111 
fL')PPll':,l' tu IL.)ltl)IL.'lrnlL' . Hirt tl1L· llltht 
drJlll,lllL L'lkll ol il''>l\l'IIL'IUJll' \!ll lltJll· 
,..._·,uJI 11:-.:'!Lll.' Pl tile body I) 111 ilk t,.!101\11! 
1>l 111u)1..k 1\lk11 J;'t J g r u11p Jrc l.1q.:n ,ind 
1111.11c 111u:i1..tdJr 1ha11 w1n11L·11 lin~111,l' o! 
iliL · i,.:rL·~lllT UIIILL'lllfJl11.l!J, t1l l 1,.',l\l')(l' I 
11111..· ur1. t1IJ1111i-: 111 th1..·1r hlt,lld ..,,rcJ11b 
ones make a 
fference but they 
ot account for the 
difference between 
men and women or 
between violent and less 
violent individuals . 
Tt' ;"tlO:,ll'rone c1bo affeu:, 1he brarn 
l11,l!11111.1I" . '>th. Ii " m,11....-·· bd1J\ 1111, .J') 
Llll/ li ,il q1 . ,l~gf'l')::>I\L'lll'', ,'\_ ,k lLlt,1. ' 1d IL'/' · 
llllll} .111tl ,11 ,111 .JIL ' d11n1! ~ 1l'l.llld hi 
IL''.'ilU::>ll'fPIIL' kvcb Ill 1!11..· ldoud 111 tlt1..' 
L,r.1111. rl'i...cptor:, rL·u1gn1LL' dtL · pr..._·"1..·11lL. 
ld 11..·:-.111'1ll'n11K· .11ul 1n>,!1,.:LT 1!1L· J11pr1q111· 
dll' 1 q1rmlu1. I IVL.' J 11J llllll/'L ' jlrthhlll I\ 1..· 
bd1Jvtor:, . In lov\L ·r Jr11111JI" 1n111,11. ·1 · 
11/ll' b rdJ 1nl 10 : 
• t·k~lilJllllll of )-!t>IIJdtJlfllJllll Jilli 
prulJlllfl ; 
• Cotir hlllp anJ other rqirodu l. tl\L' 
iichJVlill\ , 
• Al ' IIVII} kvcb' 
• Ag~ll'','ll\'1..IIL'Y>, 
• l'l.11· , 
• lJ,ll ' j)fl'kTl'llll''\ , 
• )ll ' III lll,IIJ..111i,..: . 
• l ·L.'l'd111g ..J11d liudy \\1.'lt,.!lll . 
• L1.·.ir11111g . 
• C1rl.1d1.111 rll}' tl1111'.'I: 
• BrJ111 J1111u1011. 
111 hu111J11 l,..._·,11g:,. 1hc rok of hon111111n 
Ill dL 'lL.'l'llll lll/1)-: bl.'IJJVl(lf I'.', lltll tjlllle 'll 
l kJr. There I::> Lon:,1dnJl1k cvllk1 Ill ' . 
howl.'\'L'f. that hormtlfll'::> do pl.I) ' J 111.11or 
rtJk 111 "'1~1pi11g bl'11J, ·io r . 
TlllTl' h.1,·t.· bl·1..·11 :,,tud1l':-. 11! 1/il· rl'IJ-
1io11~lup liL'l\\ ' l.'L'IJ l1on11tJ11n ,111d rl ' Jf'lll)-: 
ill lhl' tk\'d(lplllL'lll 111 ',1,.'\ll, l/ dl'flllJIHIII 
1.llld ~l'lldL'l hklllllr, J\.11l:->l lllf11/lll,lllllll 
IJJ, l,.(ll)ll' /f\1/11 )llldil'', ld l lllldtl ' II 
l•ur11 \\ ' 1tll11t11 1. IL·J1 l•1t>l11~il ,ii .,l., 11.11 
1ldi111111111 
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Unclear sexual definition 
Tc>stic11/i1r ftm1111zi1t11.m ,.mJ (llfljl'lllf.JI 
,1Jre11ul hypaplasia 
Ford varic:ly of rt·asons , the genetic defi-
nition ofsl'xual iden tity m ay not agrt't' wuh 
thl · outwiar<l signs uf scxuJI 1..it-finitiu11. 
Whe n this happens . pa re n ts ra ise their 
( hildrcn as 1hc op posill' of 1hc: rhild's b io-
lo~il: defi nili on . Biulo15i1.. boys ,Hl ' ra isc.:d 
as girls in a co ndi t ion kn own as tcstkular 
feminization . for example; and biologic 
gi rls ,Ht' raised as boys in the cundi 1ion 
known as (ongenita l adrenal hypt'rplasia. 
In lhl· firsl. males are bur n with normal 
h.:s1es ,rn d proJucc norm.ii ll'SIOSll.:ronc b ul 
the I issu es of 1he re~, of I he: body lai.:k 
rcceprors (or somchow fail 10 get the mes· 
sage) for 1esws1e run e and fdil lo Jcv,d up in 
1he normal male pa 11ern. The boy takes on 
feminine , .. :h.ud c1eris1ics. In the second, a 
biologic female has an dbnorma l adrenal 
gldnd that produces 1es1os1erone ra1her 
1han coriiso ne . ·As a result , 1he girl 's lissu ~s 
1hroughou1 1h~ body respond 10 1cs 1os 1cr· 
one ,rnd she develops mdle ch aran r ris1ics. 
Sexual definition 
and gender orientation 
IF LEFT UNTREATED. TESTICULAR 
feminiz au o n and co ngenital adrenal 
hyperplasia crea te se rious prob lem s 
when biologic and gender identi ues con· 
n1c1. fl 1s an odd fact o f human psychol-
ogy, however . tha t gender 1den1i1y i, 
strong er than b 1olug1c sexual 1den1uy . 
Even when seco ndary sexual charac· 
1eris11c, of th e upposlle ,ex begin al 
puberty . the ch ild raised as a g irl cun tin -
ues lO think of herself a, a gi rl: the ch ild 
rai sed as a buy co n11nues 10 think o f 
h,m,l'if a, a t,"Y· 
\Vhc.:n till'::.e urnditio ns are trc:a1ed 
early , gL'1Hh. : r 11..k11111y J11J '.\c..'XUJI 1tk11tity 
are in har mo ny. ( Hurmon l'::. and sexual 
identity were in co nnic1 o nly during the 
time o f gestation .) The unfortunate co n -
ditio n nonetheless gives rese ar chers the 
opportunity to , 1uJy the relati ve co ntri · 
but ions of hor m ones and rearing 10 sex -
ual identity . M uch researc h ha, now 
been devo ted lo the question u f whether 
abno rmall y high or low a nd rog en s. pro· 
gestogens or estrogens in fetal develop· 
ment have a rnnunumg effe ct on the 
person 's behavio r. The hypo the sis is that. 
even when the h0 rm onal abn o rmaliu es 
are co rrened after birth . prenatal expo · 
su re 10 h igh levels of androgens w,11 pro -
duc e " male " behavior and high k vds uf 
estrog ens o r low levels of a nJrogl'll s w ill 
produce " fern a le bchavtors ." 
Rese a rchers l1ave ,1uJicJ seve ral 
beha vtor> : 
• Acllvlly levels. o utd oor play a nd ath· 
le11c skills . 
• Phy,1c al and verbal tighttng : 
• Play a, rehear , al o f the parent role : 
• Pn.:ft"refKl' 111 dothe~ . ~roun1111g. 
jewelr y 
The resea rch show s tha t p rena tal hor-
mo ne.: levd::, Ju Jh)I alkl..l ge11J1 .. :r 1tk 111ity. 
Even 1r1 ch tldrl ' ll wuh JbnurmJlllk) 
leading to opposing biologic and gender 
~ex 11 .. k111itil'.), il1l' g<:nJn Hkn111y g1vl'n 
by the lhlld '::. rc.:Jr111g do11HIIJll') . Huw -
evcr. the re:::il'drLh Jbu :::ilww::, that 
b1.:hav1ors Jrl' J1.:tt·r11u11L"J l)y pn:11atal 
androgen levels . 
Biol ogic kmales exposed 10 high lev-
els of anJ roge n bdore birth have been 
,hown 10 prdcr 1111cme ou td oor pla y. 
JS.::.ociatc w11h l>oy~ for t ill' 1110~1 pJrt. 
think of themselvc, a nd be labdnl l>y 
o th ers as tomboy, . They Jo no t play 
wi th doll :, or rdtl'Jr'.'ic (hHL'rllJI role~ . 
1. Genes 
genes is to 
e biological 
eek repea tedly so 
that individuals of 
a species differ 
from eac h 
other. 
They are mo re likely 10 enga~c in body 
co 111c1<.:t spurts . 
Hoy) l'Jll also have Jbno rmali11t:~ 
that l'xpos c thl·m to L"Xlc..':::i::,t\tc..' kvcb of 
Jm lrog l.'11::, bdorc l>i rih . N,llt1rJlly 1l1ne 
The Nature vs. Nurture Debate 
It Is well -known 1ha1 hormones play an 
esS<ential role in the development of physi -
cal diffe~nces in males and females . Bui 10 
wha1 txtenl an individual's se-xuaJ idtncity 
is influtnced by hormones versus his or her 
socic1I environment h"as long been debat~d 
by scien1is1s . 
As in other ueas of hormone ~search . 
studies are complica1ed by the difficulty of 
inves1iga1lng lhe subtlccles of physiology 
wi1hou1 harming human subj~c1s . To 
unders1and heahhy funccionlng . said Dr. 
Judith Vailukaitis , profess or of Medidne 
and Physiology a, Boston University Medi· 
cal Center . res~archcrs often must work 
backward to ftnd out what went wrong , 
and 1hen infer what ls "normal ." In fact. It 
was in this way-1he ~trospcctiv~ study 
o( c1bnormalitlcs ofna1urr-1hat medical 
r~sear chers rc-cenlly provided insight into 
1hc-"nature versus nurture " issue of gender 
lden1i1y. 
In l 979 , rcS<earchcrs from 1he Cornell 
Univcrsi1y Medical College and lire 
National Univ~rsity ~dro Henriqu~z U~na 
reported in the N,w England Journal of Mtdi· 
cinra study of a group of boys from 1he 
Dominican Republic who were born with 
"female -appearing " external genitalia and 
who were subsequently raised as girls. The 
condi1ion was caused by ddicien<.:y of an 
enzyme 1ha1 in normal boys <1c1ivate s tcs-
1os1eronc beforr- birth to ~timu la1c growth 
of mal e genitdls . 
The Dominic.an Republi c boys . lacking 
male genitals . were rai~d as girts during 
childhood. The onS<el of pubeny . howev er, 
resuheJ in normal increases in 1es1os1er-
one , which , in turn . st imulated 1he long · 
delayed development of a penis and scro · 
1um, The boys consequenrly underwem an 
idcm1i1y transiti on ovu lhe course of several 
ye<1rs . passing through Slaijes uf "no lunger 
fl:'cling like ~irts . lu fed in ~ like men . 10 the 
conscious awart"ness 1hat they were indeed 
men :· 
The researchers wrote chat of 18 subjects 
"unambiguously " raiS<ed as girls . 16 
changed 10 a "male -gender role ;· despite 
social prrssure that i ncludcd pattn1al 
amazement and confusion. Because- the 
boys made 1hc transition with relatively 
liule difficulty-in spile of a rnhural envi· 
ronment 1hc1t emphasizes a ''definite social · 
ization of children according IO sex " -
the researchers concluded th1U "tnviron · 
mental or sociocultural (,actors are nor solely 
re~ponsible for the formati on of a male · 
gender identi1y. Androgens make a scrong 
and ddlnilr contribution." 
JON QUE/JO 
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1. DEVELOPMENT DURING THE PRENATAL PERIOD 
·, .. ·.siol og,c females 
·. exp osed to high 
levels ,nf an drogen l>efore 
birt h h ave been show n ro 
pr e fer int ense outd ou r 
play, asS!Jciare with buys 
for the most µart , think of 
themselves and be 
labe led by ot hers as 
tomboys. 
boy:, arc phy::,1l.Jli~ Jnd ).!L·11L·t11..Jf1~, 111.1ll' ; 
1h1..'rl' J::, 1111 ~1111b1~utl y ~h 111 IIH.: 1..J'il...' lti 
IL"111Jk') 1,.')\.Pll'1Cd Ill .111drtit-:l'll) Bill illl')L' 
hn~, \hlf,.:r lrn11111u 1111Jlly dc,1..·lup111µ 
liur::, Ill L, .... ·111).! [tlP H..: Jl \I\ l '. Jllt)fl' 11\lL ' f· 
l'::, (1,.•J lrl ph)''.:lll,li U)tl\JLI ::,porl::, Jltd 
pcrhap::, hJ, ·1..· h1).!h1.:r k·vl'b o l 
Jgg rt.;::,::,[\ l'IH.')) . 
In LOtllrJ::,t. boy::, wi th 11..·sticular km · 
11lllJl1<111. \\hu,1..· Jndru~,:n k ·,,.:b durn1i,.: 
prl'lldlJ I Jc vc..:lop111cnt Jfl' normal but 
111cJpJbiL' o l ::,timulc11ing male dt:\'clup· 
1111..·rn 111 11::,:,ut'::, of the l>oJy. arc ::,tl..'n .. ·o-
1) p11. .• 1lly f1...·1111n1111..·  The prohlc.:m w11il 
'llllh fl''l l'Jfdl. llU\\'L "\l."f. I::, lhJ( lill':>l' 
12 
l11olnµ1c 111Jk) arc n:arcJ J::, kmalt..·::, 
l1l 'L Jll:>L' till") l,H.1-. l/iJrJl..ll.Tl:-.lll. lllJ k 
.ippcJrJ IH.L·. Thnc h 11t1 WJ)' tu "'ll°jlJfJI L' 
the dkll:-. Ill rcJrnt~ lrt1111 ilH1 :>L' n l 
IHlfll lt >IIL'' 
1\\u::,l il. ' '.)l.',Hl h1.:r::, Jfl' LjUlll-- Ill 1Hll!ll 
Olll lilJt 'l'XU .. li l ll h,.'l ll,lllllll I'.) lhl' fl''.:IUJ t 
11f u1111pkx Jlld lutlc 1111dcr::,tooJ p::,y· 
lholoi-:ilJl. ::,ou .. 11. L'f1\"1rrn1111c11141I IJ...:· 
1u1, . .i.., ndl ,h !-,!t.."tll.'lll ,llld l101111l111JI 
(1JJL ' " · IT\\ pc,,pk \\ould .11µ1 1t..· t li .11 il11r -
ll\llllL":-. ,lhlill" 'i lllt..tly dditll" 'll "\IIJI t11iL·11· 
\Jlll lll. ThJI thL·y plJy J fllk . liuwc vcr, 
1 ... dt..·Jr. 
Can you 
recognize 
the problem? 
A wo111.111 JnJ hL·r hu)hand huvt:' 
bc...·1..:11 trying to 1..0lllL"h·l.' J 1,,.hilJ fur 
J llllt1 !>l twu yc...·Jr). Shl· hJ) h Jd her 
period rq,iulJrly ewry 18 lo 32 days 
J11J is a pp a m11ly in good he a lth . 
Her gy ,w cu lugi s t testeJ her tu 
be t:enain thJt s he haJ no inft:'c-
1io11 JnU thJt hl'r 1ulH .'!> wL·rc not 
b lmked . Her husl>a11d WJS also 
L·xaminL·U untJ lhL · ll.' !>IS showt:'U 
th a t his sperm was entirely normal. 
Al th is poi111, s he is to ld by her 
physician chac there is n ot hing 
w rong wi th her . she shou ld just 
relax . anJ na 1ure wi ll take its 
,uu rse . Is the physician right? 
A. Yes 
B. Nu 
C. Ca n't be ce rtain 
Answer: The a n swe r is c. the 
physiLic1n canno t he lt'rtJin. and 
the w ik ,houlJ be tes ted furth,·r if 
~he J11J hl'r hu shJnd WJ lll lu li d\'l.' 
chiluren . Approx1111Jtciy 15 LU ll) 
pcr re nl of l'll upk s trying 10 LUil · 
ceive canno t although there i, nu 
immediatel y obvious reason fur the 
difficu lty. Nevertheless . in su,h 
cases a woman may be abnorma l 
enducrinolugically . She may have 
regular menstrual bleeJin g and 
appear normal bu t s t ill h ,1w anuv u-
latory i.:ycks in whid1 110 111..11url.' 
egg is pruJUl.(.:d . r,.,1ure )uphisli· 
LJr l' J testing is rt'4uirL ·J hl.'furL· 
both husband anJ wi fc ,Jn Ile 
given a ckan bill of health . lruni -
cally. it is just these apparentl y nur · 
mal cases that are the must Jilfirnlt 
lo dLag nuse und tredt. Tht' mun.: 
mark ed the menstrual disturbance . 
1ht' L'Jsit'r il is tu ....-urrL'c...l. µrovid c.:d 
there arc potentially fcrtili,abk 
eggs in the foll ides wi thi n her 
ovary. 
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Article 4 
LIFE 
Before Birth 
Geraldine Y oucha 
According to the traditi onal view, life 
before birth is the ultimate idyll. Clean. 
serene, protected from noxious ::;ub-
stances by the complex filtering sys tem 
of the placenta, shielded from the jolts, 
noi se and stress of the world a few inches 
away, the fetus sleeps. Cradled in warm 
fluid. blissfully insen sate , it floats cozi ly 
until it is thrust into the atmosphere and 
,ts brain. eyes and ears switch on for the 
fir st time . A pretty picture -b ut an ina c-
curate one. Scientists now know what the 
mo ther hears, feels a nd sw allows can 
affe ct her baby. The placenta , that intri · 
cate web of blood vesse ls and membranes, 
is not a barrier but more like a s ieve th a t 
lets many viruses , drugs and bacteria s lip 
through and do their damage . One study 
investigated boys a nd girls who had been 
exp os ed to synthetic ma le sex hom io nes 
as fetuses when the drugs were give n to 
their mothers to pre ve nt miscarriage . 
Presented with hypothetical conflict 
situati ons , they reacted more aggressively 
than children who had not been exposed . 
The fetus spends some of its time sleep· 
ing and some of its time awake , and the 
mother ' s coug hing, vomiting, twi sting or 
turning can interrupt the se renity of the 
fetus' s sleep . 
Moreover , the noises it hean when 
awake are likely to be the rumblings of its 
mother's swallowing and digestion rather 
than the rhythmic pulsing of her heart. 
The fetus, it has recently become clear, 
also experiences muffied hints of the 
sounds that await it on the outside . As a 
mailer of fact, researchers studying fetal 
hearing recently concluded that "the au-
ditory experience of I he fetal mammal 
may be considerably more extensive and 
possibly of greater postnatal signifi-
cance than has been believed ." 
REHEARSAL FOR LIFE 
The fetus also secs the watery light that 
penetrates the thinned abdominal wall in 
late pregnancy and, in a reheanal for lat -
er life , " breathes," sucks , grabs and 
sleeps. When it is born it is already like no 
o ther human being, having lived through 
unique experiences that its developing 
brain has recorded , reacted to-and per -
haps even remembered . 
What is life in this aquatic world really 
like ? The fetus develops symmetrically , 
without flat areas from resting on one 
spot or another , because it is suspended in 
a fluid bath that exerts its pressure equal -
ly . In its sealed pool, the unborn baby 
swims and floats effortlessly , and after it 
emerges it can swim long before it can 
walk . In France and in Russia, in fact, 
there are unorthodox hospitals in which 
babies are delivered underwater as the 
mother relaxes in a pool . Still attached to 
the umbilical cord , the baby is able to stay 
afloat. Perhaps this should not surprise 
us . According to evolution theory, our 
ancestors crawled out of the primordial 
sea onto dry land, and we may still carry 
ves tiges of our aquatic beginnings. 
Another holdover from the prehistoric 
sea-to-land progression may be the newly 
discovered ability of the fetus to respond 
to sounds at frequencies its parents can-
not hear . Adults usually detect sounds be-
tween 30 and 18,000 hertz . Docs the fe-
tus's sensitivity indicate a kinship with 
o ther water -borne mammals such as dol-
phins and whales, which can hear sounds 
at frequencies ranging from 16 to 180,000 
hertz? What happens to this capacity? 
And is it located in the ear.. or someplace 
else? The mystery is still to be investigat · 
ed . One theory suggests that it is the skin, 
the oldest and largest of our sense organs , 
that responds to the vibrations . 
Normal hearing, too , develops early . 
Midway in pregnancy a fetus will jump in 
a startle reaction at a loud noise such as a 
slamming door . At six months , the fetus 
can be tested accuratdy for deafness by 
applying a tone -producing vibrator 10 the 
mother's abdomen and recording sudden 
changes in the baby's heartbeat as the 
tone goes on and off As rhe time 10 be 
born approaches, the fetus can even dis -
1rngu1sh different tones and rhythms . 
When three researchers at the Institute 
of Animal Physiol ogy in Cambridge, En-
gland , implanted hydrophones inside the 
amniotic sacs of pregnant ewes , they 
found to their amazement that even the 
sounds of or dinary conve rsation penetrat-
ed the uterus . One thmg they were not 
able 10 hear was the sound they had ex-
pected-the maternal heartbeat. Perhaps, 
they speculate, other studies found this 
the dominant sound because they moni-
tored noise with a microphone that was 
outside the amniotic fluid . Although they 
caution that what applies to sheep may 
not apply to human berngs , they are con-
vinced that a fetus hears more than has 
been assumed and t hat the influence 
thereof is only dimly under..tood . 
In studies done after spontaneous abor-
tions o r abortions performed for medical 
reasons . scic:ntists ha\C found that very 
early rn its development - when the em-
bryo is only four inches long -stro king 
the ski n in the area where the mouth will 
eventually develop makes the tiny c rea-
This material onginally appeared in SCIENCE DIGEST magazine . copynght 1982 The Hearst Corporation . 25 
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I. 
1. DEVELOPMENT DURING THE PRENATAL PERIOD 
Th,,., uf//q uc shots of the !1Ye 
human orgo111sm dtffa from 
classic ph otographs. · ·hich 
depict aborted fetuses at a 
late r stage 1n development. 
These ••ere taken through the 
wmdow 1n the amnio tic sac . a 
poinl <JI which a rhinner wall 
allo ws a v1t.'w inside . The means 
of approach? An endoscope that 
conwins a series of lenses 
a11d a fibe r-optic !tght source. 
inserted 1hrough rhe cervi.x. 
fAboveJ A human 
foot, nine weeks. 
fAbove right! The 
sex organ at nine 
weeks. Sexual 
differentiation 
Is not apparent 
until the 18th or 
19th week; the 
organ above could 
still form either 
penis or clltorls. 
rure pull away , indicating the existence of 
a rud1rnen 1ary nervous system . 
In a Unive rsit y of North Carolina 
study, newborn infants less than 1hree 
day~ olJ learned to !)Ul:k on a nonnu 1rit1ve 
nipple in such a way a!, 10 elicit 1heir 
nwthcr 's voice in preference to that of an-
othe r female . In this ingenious experi-
ment the mothers recorded part of a Dr. 
Seuss children 's story shortly after deliv-
ery. Babies got their own mother's re-
co rding by sucking in one way and anoth· 
er voice if they sucked uilTerently . 
Though they were all in tradi11onal 
nurseries wtth many female ca retakers 
and were with their mothers only briefly 
for daytime feedings , they consistently 
chos e their own mothers' voices. Perhaps , 
the researchers speculate, the babies 
26 
learned to recogn1Ze their mothers ' voices 
very quickly , or-an d the possibility is as-
tonishing in 11s implicati ons-t hey be-
cam e familiar with her voice while still in 
the womb, even though the sound was fil-
tered through flesh and fluid . 
Now that we know sounds penetrate 
the uterus and that the fetus is a discrim i-
nating listener, shouldn't we ask what ef. 
feet violent TV programs might have on 
it? How about loud arguments between 
husband and wife? 
The notion that the mother 's emotions 
alTect the fetus is j ust beginning to gain 
reluctant scientific respectability . For 
years , the idea of prenatal "impressions" 
was laughed at as fanciful folklore . But 
tests now show that the mother's anxiety 
increases the baby 's heart rate because 
maternal anxiety causes an increased flow 
of hormones such as epinephrine, which 
constricts blood vessels and so interferes 
with uterine blood supply . 
There are even hints that stress ' could 
pred ispos e women to premature b1nhs or 
a!Tect the rate of growth of the fetus , per-
haps by causing muscle tension and 
changes in hor mone levels. This sensitiv -
ity 10 its mother's feelings is evidently ex-
quisitely tuned . In one experiment, preg-
nant women who smoked were depr ived 
of ciga rettes for 24 hours. The next day 
they were o!Tered cigar ettes again, and fe-
ta l hearts sta[led beating faster even be· 
fo re the ir mothers co uld light up . Thus, 
although the fetus floats alone in its amni · 
otic sac, it is intimately connected to an -
other humaQ being whose emotions and 
actions have profound elTects. 
Prenatal life as a glimpse of the future 
is evident in the devel opment of the brain, 
and a hint of what the brain may be capa· 
ble of comes earlier than had been 
thought . " Brain life," according to Dr . 
Dominick Purpura, dean of the Stanford 
University School of Medic ine, begins as 
early as the seventh month of gestation . 
And electroencephal ograms of the fetus 
shortly before deliver y show brain waves 
strikingly similar to 1hose of an infant 
who has already been born, shaking the 
old assumption that entry into the world 
is necessary to turn on the brain. 
All the phases of sleep , including Rapid 
Eye Movement , or REM , have been re· 
corded in an unborn baby . In adults and 
children , REM often indicates dreaming . 
Does the fetus dream ? Of what ? If dreams 
are based on experience, does the fetus 
dream of a mother 's indigestion or of the 
scnsatton of somersaulting in a warm, 
supportive solution? 
The fetus may also "breathe " while 
floating in its watery first home. The reg· 
ular rising and falling of 1he fetus's chest 
has been recorded by plot11ng the echoes 
of low-frequency sound waves bouncing 
o!Tthe fetus . Changes in these mo"e ments 
may be a better indicator of trouble than 
monitoring the fetal heartbeat. 
Ultrasound pictures also show the fetus 
sucking its thumb , grabbing at the umbili-
cal cord, hiccuping and smiling. It also 
kicks, rolls and stretches . All these move-
ments are rehearsals for important later 
activities, and we know now that the fe-
tus 's day-to -day acttvity level in the 
womb is a good predi ctor of its ac1iv11y 
level as late as the toddler age. The Chi-
nese, who say that at birth a child is al-
ready one year old, could be c losor to the 
truth than Westerners who 1hink hfe be-
gins at birth . The development of the 
brain , nervous system and endocrine sys-
tem that began in the womb continues for 
many months after delivery . As the noted 
embryologist Keith L. Moore , of the Un i-
versity of Toronto , puts it, " Although it is 
customary to divide development into 
prenatal and postnatal per iods , it is im-
portant to realize that birth is merel y a 
dramatic ... change in environment. " 
One of the most remark ab le new dis· 
coverics of intrautcnnc rc:st.:arch is rhat 
the place\ita contains beta-endorphins , 
natural morphinelike substances pro-
duced by the brain . The mother 's blood -
stream, too, contains these natural pain-
killers, and their levels go up as delivery 
approaches . If the psych oanalysts are 
right and we all long to return to the snug 
safety of the womb, perhaps it is really 
because that was the time when we were 
blissfully high on a substance three times 
as powerful as morphine . 
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Article 44 
What Happens to the Bocfy as \Ve Grow Olffer? 
Given our 
medical ignorance 
and the fact that the 
body does not age all 
at once-we can have 
a young kidney and an 
old heart-the whole 
concer:it of aging 
needs careful re-
examination. 
I ~ ~~s£~~~!~!~ .. aging' Not really . We talk about someone who has begun to be forgetful. whose 
skin shows signs of losing elas 11ci1y. 
whoSL' lung ca pa ci ty is dimini sh ed 
bc.:causc of l'mphy)c.:ma , whose ca rdia c 
re,ervc is dimlllished becau,e of atrophy 
o f the hcdrt mu:,llc . whose organ fllnc-
lllllh (for 111>1ancc. kidney or liver func-
tion) are at a frJ crmn of whJt 1hey once 
were . whu:,l' :>kl'ktal :,1ructure i:, so flened . 
whose hair 1s grey. whost' eyes arc 
clouded by ca tara ct, and who,e heari ng 
"dimini,hed-tha1 is a caricature of a 
typi cal o ld person 
Thi:, :>h.'n.·u1yp1LJI image of aging. 
however . doc..·:, nw hold trtJl' among all 
indivuJuals . The Jd1Jtc: l'.OIJltnUt' '.> over 
how much of cldnly appearance is the 
rcsull of natural aging a,uJ how much 1s 
the result o l abu,L· of the body. According 
IO William KJnnd . onc..· l>ftht' principal 
invc ) llga1or:, uf the Framingham HcJrt 
Study , "Tht.• i:)SUt.' of whJl con:)lJLlJlt.'S 
c1g1ng and normJI J~ ing I:) Jll t.·nigma 1hat 
has never been ')Jll ) factoril} ' :)Ulvct!." 
In ep1ckmiology . th t.'h.' J rl' ')l'Vl'ral 
approJdlc::) that tr y lu answer 1he 
qut.'')llon . 
One approach is employed by 1he 
Veteram AJmin1s1ra11on Normative Aging 
Study. which seek, 10 find people who 
might eventually develop certain d1>cases 
but. at the beginning of the study arc free 
of any ailment. Hy , 1udy1ng what happens 
10 µeople over lime . pro1ec1 director PJntd 
Vok,ma) and co-worker) are 1rying 10 
identify the effect, ol age . The rc , card1ers 
are looking JI thl' )i !,!nS 1)[ growin~ okkr 
tht1l liH1 he ,1t1riht1tl'Cl lo J),!t' r.11hcr 1hc111 
dint.·~') or d1,t.'JH' . 
The normauve aging approach is. in 
a sense . a qucs1 fur im111or1c1l11y. The 
assumption is 1ha1 1f we cou ld remove all 
these diseases. peoµk would live . if 1101 
forever . ell least for mud1 longn than 
they now do . Unlonu11a1cly . i1 is virtua lly 
impossible to find penpk 101all-,, free of 
thL· di::,abdi11n ::,oonlT 01 IJll'r J))OCldteJ 
wi1h o ld age . Evt.:n if J pt.'f)Orl )t.'t.'ms 10 be 
free: of hc:Jn o r k1Jnq · d.1m.1ge . for l'Xc.1111· 
pie . there t') nu \.\'JY nf hL·mg )ure 1ha1 
the se organs are s1ill 111 the ir µ1 l) llllt.' ::,(ate. 
An o 1hc·r approa ch 1u aging" that ta,cn 
by 1hc Frammgham Hean Di,ea,c Ep1dc · 
miology Si udy , undcrwJ} ')IIJu..· 19-19. 
in which J whok pt1pulJ11011 I) followed 
J :) tliq , J~e 10 ) l't' \\ liJt pn1bk111:) tilt.'}' 
encou nie r. " Ours is J murL' pragmJ11c 
approJt.h ." )a id KJ1tnl'l. ·\.yl' .1rt: illll'r · 
cste<l in >eeing whal l,;111<.b of th111gs cause 
people who reac h advanc, ·J age 10 no 
longt..•r havt: mud1 joy in 11\ ing . We Jon 'c 
c,.ue whe1her 111s 1..:Jrdio\ 'J::,culJr dbl·a,c . 
opJqut.' lll')') of tht.' k11::, punr ht.·J nng . 
~ofl bont.·s. arthriti::,. >tn,~c:-.. 11u..·111JI 
dc1cnora 1ion t1r normJI ug1ng. \Vt..•' rc 
)luc.Jyin!,! thl' ailmc.:ms that Jffiict an aging 
population and take the 10)' ou 1 of reach · 
in~ a vennablc SIJgt.• in lift.'." 
Acco rding 10 Kannel. '"The reward for 
reach ing a venerJh/e ) I age o f life t::, 100 
often a cardiovascular cata,trophe :· Car· 
diac function. musde . ,kclcton and so o n 
all decline with time . although n:t l'nt evi-
dcn,e suggests that cardia( fu11c1ion ind 
non-Ji sc Jsed heart n·mai11~ .lltldzin~ly 
sta ble well into old a~e . Some of this 
Jl'tli11e must be dut· 10 Wl'Jr .1nJ ll'dr. hu1 
,Knm..ting to Kannl'I. " i1 b JLJ~I 100 dit-fkull 
IO di ))(h..i Jtt. ' from tlit.· long·lt. ·rm dfrr1s 
ol 11t1x1tHJ') 111llut.·111..t.·::, .. 
From Boellonio, F~ 18811, pp . 17-20. Reprinted will1 !he perm.-, al S-,., W.- 1~. 
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6. DEVELOPMENT DURING ADULTHOOD AND AGING 
W11il fl''i PL'll ltl l, Hd1.h · lu 11l!1011. lnr 
L'>.,lll lp it ·. dn lt111..· 1, 11111 Ji l\ . l '',,, 1111} 
u11prn1.:111.1bit· II ltJ, lit..'l'll ,hmv111hJI 
05·)1.:. lr ·t dd, 1..,l11 l1l· IIJl!ll'd IH 1111pf!l\l ' 
th 1..·rr lL'\d, o l pLTlt1r111.111ll' It 1, 1.:,h). lnr 
L'\d111pl 1.: to 1r ,1111 ,t1 111cbnd y Ill n:,1t1rL· '11, 
lH ill'l 1..'\LTI.J\ l ' 1...Jjl,h fl~ ,llld llll ', 1,1111. ' 1..l l"· 
Jl,H. IU lh .! Hlll Jl\d o \ n .!L'll lltilJLJIHlll. \,Vl' 
hJ\l' lhl' 11.:d111nh1t,.:y 10 lllL'J::,ure thl'::,L' 
1h 1n~:,,. Hui ~HI\\ do ynu 1ra111 J ~ul111.:y? 
Moreover . ll b ~rill not dear whJt 1u1x1ou::, 
i11litll'll(L'S L.°dll!:,l' the dcrlint..• 111 fu11c11011 
111 1110:,,t o f I Ill' llf).:J ll :,,y.-.lL'tlb. II we.: did 
"nuw . we wuu/J be Jbk to rl'111on : 1hc 
110 Xh ) U::, rnflul'Jl((.'::, Jlld \\Jli .. h lhl' fl'UIV· 
ery. ·· For many oft he ort,.:Jn dediJH.'S . 
we really have poor inform.:111011." ::iaid 
Kannel. ·· 1t JUSI so happl'llS 1ha1 for r ar· 
d1ova::icular J1srasc.·. we hJVL' a ~omJ body 
of Jata 011 wha1 n)k fa(h>r) tht'rL' Jrl' . 
And 11 !urn) tHII thJI mJ11y of lhl')C are 
moJifiaok ." 
G1vc...·11 o ur medical 1~11nran(e and the 
fac1 1ha1 1 lw bod y Joe::i nnt JgL' a II at lllll'l' 
-wt' can have ,1 youn~ k1Jney a11J an old 
heart -1 he whole rnncep1 of aging nl'eJs 
careful re ·exammauon . The dS)ump11on 
1ha1 all the organ ) fad m (orn.:crt 1,=, not 
borne out by exµenen(e . There arc many 
peopk who arc alert and showing kw 
signs of d1rnirnshcJ intl'llcnual L'dpau1 y, 
but have a fdJ/111g heart or Jama!,,:nf Ii\ er. 
Peo pll' have d1ffere111 rares of organ 
Jnltne 
Thl' Framingham Hean S1udy. how · 
ever. 1s )howmg: tha1 many uf the n ) k fac· 
1or) for the young drt.' ,=,1J!l l>JJera11ve rn the 
elckrl) ·. Even 1hou~h II may <Jkl' decade s 
for lhl' di,a s1ro us L'ffec1; of a habn like 
smoking 10 ::iliuw up . !here I) ~1J/I gooJ 
reJ)On to qull. One 1rngl11 thlllk that 
once a l,feume of smoking has put so me· 
one on the track for ca ncer. eliminating 
smoking in advanced years will not 
removl.' 1 hat ri)k of L'a ncer. The ri!)k does 
rrmam . hut there 1s no good reason tu 
multiply the risk by rnm111uing to 
)mnke . 
811, beyond 1ha1. there are other good 
reason, fur elclcrly pc·ople to give up 
smc,king . Smok111g L'ontributl') 10 chronic 
bro11ch11is. emphy)t'lllJ Jnd may prl'L'lpl· 
<ale co ronary a11acks . peripht'ral vasrnlar 
J1)ca:-.e anJ perhap) even ,:,lrokl' . Quitting 
)nlok.111g wil l not hri!lg lhl' JH.'r)Oll h,Kk 111 
tcHJI 111irmJJ funL111JJ1: but tl hdp) ) low 
Lkteriorat1on. Wuh corundry Jbt'J)C, 
in partiLUldr. thl.' dL.IVJlltag(.' Sl'l'lllS to 
occu r regard le)) of how lung one ha::i 
smok ed . Acrnrd ,ng tu Ka1111e l. the Jata 
show an 1mmeUia1e 50 percent reJuc11on 
in ll1t: n:>k tlf (Oronary disl'ase whl'lher 
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"Th() iss11r 
of WhclL COllSLiLutes 
cJging c.111<1 norrrn!I aging 
is an enigma llwL has 
llt' VCI' IH'CII S,llisf,W-
tori ly solvl'<i ... 
WILLIAM KANN EL 
lhc per son ha s ,mo ked JO year s. 20 years . 
}0 nr 40 rc...·Jr:-.. 111 IL'nn~ ul Lt>r1111Jry 
Jll,Kk,:,, tht·rl' I) trouble ::ihow111~ Ilic bene-
fit of quitllll!,-1,. But for coronary de,ul,5 JnJ 
pcripherc1I vascular di:>t.·a~L', 1herc I) no 
clifliculty at all sl1t1wi11g 1ha1 qui111ng 
help, . 
" l 1h1nk 1ha11hc elderly arc bernm1ng 
increa)111gly heal1h L'Un,:,uous." )J 1d 
KJ1111d. " fl':> ,.:uriou::i: One would 1hink 
that you ng pL'ople, who have ::io mud1 life 
ahead of them . wou!J ld~l' 1 hing!> more 
ser iously . But the L'icll'rly. thl')' arl' 1he Dnes 
who arc driving more carl'iully , Jvuiding 
doing s1up 1d and reckless things because 
1hey mo rl' actutely fel'l 1he approach of 
the g:nm reaper. " 
So 111L' of the other effects co mm only 
a1tnbu1t:d to aging may wdl l>c prl.'Vl'fll· 
abk . Da1a from Lhc FrJ111111gham )IUdiL·) 
show 1ha1 a great Jeal DI <he h1gh-fre· 
quency hl'anng loss in 1he elderly male 
can be laid at the door of noisy indu)lnes . 
We can pretlic1. from 1he popularn y o f 
luuJ mu:,1L Jmon~ thl' young IUdJy. J 
generation of cleaf elJerly 111 50 or 60 
years. Os1e11porom . 1110. rnulcl be rl'du cecl 
1f peopll' Wl'rc ~ep1 more JlllVL' Jnd Jl<.: 
more cakium·ri1..h fuoJ) . In 01her 
words, the.· curn .. ·Ju::i1011s drawn from 1he 
Framingham Heart Study are that preven· 
tion is pornble. that it must be started 
ear ly and that it takes su siai11eJ effort. The 
burden of1hese ·cn mm1111 and disabling 
(On.Ji1ions, whelh<..'r or nm we cerm 1hem 
aging phcnomend , are the sources of a 
grea1 deal of discontelll Ill the elderly . 
There 1s ulso a )lrong gt·ne1ic L'Ompo· 
ne111 1111he pro(c...'~::i of Jt-:ing. " Peupll' with 
)Uperb gl'lll') arc able to wi1h)1and a lik'-
time of abuse o, ·cause thl'y ,nay be be11er 
able IU ,ope wi1h an overload of fa1 in 1he 
dil'L. too lllJII)' lJh,ric,:,. IDU much ~JI!. loo 
111ud1 trJu 11J, luo link L'Xc.·n:1)1..'. ) Ji°10ki11g. 
11 thl'y have tiecn oll'ssnl with supl'rb 
llll'tJboliL mJchinery , 1he~' :>Omchow ,:,ur· 
vive. 01her people, wuh 111ft·rior lllt'ld· 
bulk mal'hinery , may avuul all 1hc.>l' risk s 
and liVL' longl'r 1han 1hl' grea1 mk raker . 
Therl' 1s J 101 w be ::ia1d for genetics ." 
" EvL"n wuh hJd }.:L'llc,, or1c LJ/l Llo ,ornt..· 
th111µ dlct..11vL· 10 rcJucc thl' liJbdity ." 
,tJtcd l<J1111d. 
Ther l' i... Jl,11 J mi )IJkcn 11otu>11. he con· 
tltlUL'd. th,ll fnll11w111g J hcJlth y ltfl'..,tylc 
c11tJd, to1b1dL"rahle ~JLrifi(L·. " D1e1. 1..'XL'r · 
U\l' Jlld !Ill' ld .. L· lll'l'd 11111 i,L. \(I ,lll'>ll.'rl' 
lllJt !Ill')/ dll' IJJili/uj \ \'(.: JIL' t llil ) IL'\ 1111· 
me11J111g J Ml'LIJ1crra11cJ/l 01 ,\..,1J11 di1..·t. 
tf you follow lhl' ,pLTific~ oftho)c . you get 
the fat cn ntL'nt . IOWL'r chn le)tc:rol. lower 
calorics 1hat you neccl . That ,s hardly a 
gJ::itro110111i1..· 111ghtmJrc. ThL')(' iHL' good 
food~. HJ111 and q..:g) 11ccd r101 lk· 1hl' epit· 
rnnc of ga::itronomic e:Xj>LTIL'll1.."L'. Onl' can 
eat very well Jollowing a pruJent diet. a, 
rernmmmJcd by the American Hean 
As)oc iation. " 
'' Exerci)e is something we need 10 
build back into daily livmg :· addl'cl 
Kannel. " We have 1akl'1111 ou1 O) ' all the 
moJc.:rn COllVL'lllc.·nn:s. A lic...·11t.:r way of 
living is to exert1se naturally wuhuul 
thecomriving . If you CJn wJJ~ t0 work 
insteJJ of driving und pJrJ..ing; ng,ht nc.·xt 
10 1he doo r. you a re be11er o ff. Try no110 
use escala to rs in two- sto ry buildings . We 
have engineered e.xerc1!>c..' out of ou r live); 
the ume ha:> come w engmet'r II l>acJ.." 
The Effects of Aging 
I ti s difficult 10 measure 1he rare of aging . One stucly I HoJgso n and Buskirk) has shown that <he maxi· mal oxyg en inta,e cll'cli11ed af,er 
age 25 a t 1he rate of0 .40 10 0 .45 ml of 
oxyge n 1aken in per m111u1e per kilogram 
of body wei~hl ea, h year . Grip stre ng1h 
wen I clown abuul 0 .20 kg per year. The 
inve s1iga1ors also found . however . that 
training at age 60 roulcl improve the ma x· 
ima l oxygen intake by about 12 percent . 
Average decl ine in human 
m ale , from age JO to age 75 
Facto r % Decline 
Brain weight 44 
Number of axo ns in spinal J 7 
nerve: 
Vdority of nerve impulse 10 
Number of 1as1e oucls 64 
Blood supp ly 10 brain 20 
Ou1pu1 of heart at rest JO 
Numhcr of g lomcru li in 44 
,id11ey 
Viral cap~city of lungs 44 
Maximum oxygen uptake 60 
~"There is co nt rove rsy about how much 
of 1he dec line reporred is a rt's u h of 
aging as opposed to dis e ase. 
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44. Aging 
Of Jll thc b1olng1rJI c hJngl' ) J\)OCl dl l'll 
wnli gru\, 111g ulJ. y11u11g pctl plc dr1..· µroh · 
dlil y 11111)1 Jl. tHdy dWJrL' o l thl' l.(b llll '{ H.: 
1.li .111>,:l'i ll d 11 >,:1q.., w1111kk)b1.. ·u1111e 
jll"t llllllJIH . l'll Jlld 'illllt1l d 1..·1:-. ll'Jld IP 
I\Jrr uw wi th dJvJnc11 1g a~ l' . 
1..•njoy the J)~l'rt1venl' )). rornpe tl'n cy. )c:if· 
,.:nnlrol. in1..kpl'lll.kt1l1..' d11J pow l'r-JI I 
)1)..:1\S of " III J)ll ili11ity" - lhJ I i..'Ollll' wll h 
. 1~1..· . 
give hair its u1IDr. Age ~pois are caused by 
lh l' J(l'lllllU lil ll llll of p1~1nl'lll 111 lhl..' 
In American )Ut ll't y. the)l' chan!,?eS 
\Vhat crcale ) lhe co mm o n co~met1c 
chJnge~ in a!,:ing? Wrinkles bc gm btdow 
the skin 's out e r layt' r (ep ide rmi s) w hen 
~he de rmi s, a laye r of 11ssue tilled w11h 
glands, ne rve end ing s and blood vesse ls, 
begins 10 sh r ink . At the sam e tim e, the 
dermis begins to atro phy, chan ges in the 
fat. muscle and bone crea te th e Jeep 
wr inkles . Oth e r facto rs- exp osu re 10 the 
, un , en viro nmental tox ins , heredit y and 
disease- a lso affect the w rinkling o f the 
skin . 
, k111. Hui 11lc ) lu11 11..·11l ·d ..,, ,uurc Jnd flabby 
llll b dn Jrc till: 1~::i.uh ul l,1d .. u l cx~ru~c 
am.i o thl.'r behavio ral IJctOr) . The:>c. Jntl 
ma ny o ther so-ca lln J effects of aging , may 
be r~verscd. 
are g,rl'l' l cJ with k )S 1han enth u sia sm 
be cdU)l' . 111 d )t>C1cty tha t see ms to ( hen sh 
yo uth , the se chanµes make o ne loo k o ld . 
After a w hile , time does take lls toll . 
Bet ween the age , uf 35 a nd 80 , the maxi-
mum wo rk a per)on ca n do goes down 
by 60 per ce nt. The streng th of the gra sp Co:i.me11c th J11g1..·:i, affeu the sexes dif· 
ferernly . Wo m en may be o utraged o r 
humil ia ted by physi cal change s tha t lead 
lO what Susan Sontag ha, cal kd the pro· 
cess of .. Sl'XllJI J1squaltfll:a11un." Women 
may be fl>rcl'J inio rolt:s 1) f help les)lll')S . 
µass1vr1y. co mplia 1Kt.' a nd rllHl·(Om pl'II· 
11venl' S) . Men , 0 11 the ot her harnJ . may 
Grey ing o f the ha,r is the result of pro -
gress ive loss o f pigment 1n the cells tha t 
by the do minant hand 1righ1 111 right · 
handers) goc, down 50 pe rce nt and the 
endu ran ce to m a 1111a111 the strongest gras p 
gOl') down 30 p c rn :nt . Fur sor lll ' n.:J)Oll. 
no t understood , the o ther 1>ul>orJ1na1e1 
hand , whi ch wa, weaker to beg in w11h, 
does not lose as much strength a nd 
Alzheiiners Disease: The Search for a Cure Continues 
r, is difficull 10 paint anything 
but a hl~ak p icture of Alzheimer 's 
dis ease . 
Named afler the German neu · 
rologist Alois Alzheimer ( 1864 
- 1915). i1 is a relentless <1nd irre· 
versib le form of dt!me ntia tha t 
has been kn own to strike adults 
cts young as 25 . but most often 
appears in peop le ove r 70 . For 
the es 1ima 1ed one to 1hreC' mil · 
lion affii cud Americans. the early 
sy mpt oms often involve mem ory 
loss . apathy and diffic ulties with 
spat ial ori entation and judgment. 
As these problems worsen . 
victims become increas ingly 
dep res~d . confused . restless and 
unable 10 care for themselves . 
In 1he fin.al stages . Alzheimer 
patients m.c1y be come so helpless 
1hat they are bedridden until 
they di e from seconda ry prob · 
lems such as pneum onid ca used 
by acc,de mall y inhal ing food. 
Unfort u nately . the vkti ms of 
Alzh~ime r 's often include the 
pa1it'n1's stressed family dnd 
Cdrcgi vcrs who . despite their 
devoted efforts . must watch lovC"d 
orn:s I urn into unmanJgl ·Jl.,lc 
su,rngt ·rs . 
At thisjun clUre , the exact 
cause . diagnosis and trea1ment or 
Alzheimer 's $:Onlinues to elude 
medi cal resear chers . An dbun· 
dance of new clues and insights 
into this mysterious disease is 
being uncovered . however . In 
addition . growing public aware-
ness has led 10 the development 
ofsupp or1 groups and experi · 
menial programs 10 help families 
and ca reg ivers cope with caring 
for Alzheimer patien1s . " l'm 
amazed 1hat researchers have 
progressed so far in such a shor1 
time ;· no1ed Professor Marolt 
Sinex. from the Schoo l or Medi-
ci ne 's Department or Biochemis · 
try. who has been researching the 
disease for the past 1l years . 
Sinex pointed to many 
advances in the past decade , 
including improvemen1s in drug 
therapy tha, tase symplOms . 
There is an in creased under · 
standing of possible genetic 
causes. or the sub1ie differences 
in neuro1ransmiuers in lhe 
brains of victims and how 1hey 
change over time and or anatom· 
lcal changes in the brain thac 
relate to memory loss and 01her 
cogni1ive problems . In addition. 
improved medical 1echnol ogy-
such as 1he PET scan . which' 
allows st.:ien1is1s to visualize 
1he living brain-is adding 
new insights . " We now have a 
dynamic anatomy or the disedse ," 
said Sinex . "We can visualize, i1s 
progrn!)ion , whkh we cuuldn '1 
do before . In 01her words we ' re 
dealing wilh a real. 1hree·dimen -
sional problem now , whe~as 
before we only had two-dimen-
sional understanding. " 
Although the exaCI cause o( 
Alzheimer 's is not known . Sinex 
noted that reS<archers now know 
it is assodated with an exl'ess 
of genetic material on a pani c· 
ular chromosome-an abnor · 
mali1y 1ha1, in<crestingly , has 
already been linked 10 Down 's 
syndrome. (Several Boston 
University researchers are 
inde~ndently inves1iga1ing bio-
chemi cal. genetic and physical 
similaruies see n in Down 's syn -
drome-a congenital disease 
whose victims are born moder· 
ately to seve-rely re1arded with 
distinctive- physical traits-and 
Alzheimer's disease .) Scientists 
also know the disease can be 
inheritable and 1ha1-dcspi1e the 
fact 1hat it can strike relatively 
young adults-ii is "strongly age · 
de~ndem :· with mosl cases not 
appcuing until ~ople are in 
lhtir 70s . In addition co these 
factors . ~se,rchers a~ look lf'!8 at 
01her possible caust"s ; for exam -
ple . Sinex is investiga1ing the 
possiblity thdt a virus may bC" 
involved . 
As for diagn osis , the best 
physical evidence resear cher s 
have is the "plaques and tangles " 
-filamtmous ma1erial whose 
nature dnd o rigin scientists a~ 
not exac1ly sure of-found in the 
brains of .au1opsied vict ims . 
(Allhough simil•r plaques and 
tangles are found in the brains 
of normally aging people , in 
Alzheimer victims the structu~s 
appear mart frequently and in 
specific areas.) Sinex poin1ed 
out. however . 1ha1 today "a really 
good clinic " can accura1ely diag · 
nose the dlseast" abou1 85 ~rcenl 
of the time by elimindling other 
problems surh as suokc , a tumor . 
drug poisoning or unrela<cd 
depression . Fortunately . research 
is advancing in this area as well . 
For exa mple . Mark Moss . dn 
assis1an1 rese a rch professor in 
the Schoo l of Medicine 's Dep art · 
mentor Anat omy, recently devel-
oped a "gamelike " diagnos1ic 
test that the National rnstitu1e 
on Aging has recommende d for 
clinkal us~ dnd !hat "w ill help us 
u nd ers 1and the brain structures 
resp onsible for mem ory 
impdirmen1 :· 
The best method or treat ing 
Alzheimer victims today. 
explained Sinex . involves pre · 
scrib ing med icatio ns that "fall 
in the general categ ory or anti · 
de pressams ." Apart from drug 
1herapy . Slnex poin ted out that 
organizat ions such as the Eastern 
Massachuscus Chapter of the 
Alzheimer 's Disease and Rela1cd 
Diso rders Associ ation , or which 
he is prcsidenL can be helpful to 
bo1h victims and 1heir care g ivers 
by providing informal ion and 
conne cring people with support 
groups . 
Given 1his variety or recent 
ddvance!) , Sine x concluded opti-
misti ca lly. " lt ·s simply a lot less 
traumatic 10 have Altheimer 's 
now th ,rn i1 W.l!) 10 or 15 yc.irs 
dgo :· 
Editor 's Note : Researchers in 
Boston University 's Medical 
Ccn<cr- including 1he School of 
Medicine and several affiliated 
hospi1als-i:omprise one of thC" 
largest Alzheimer 's di~ase 
research efforis in the ,ountry. 
Bostcmi" will 1ake a closer look at 
these projecis in an upcoming 
Insight issue . 
JON QUE/JO 
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6. DEVELOPMENT DURING ADULTHOOD AND AGING 
5tl 111.:11..l'lll rl 11: 111.1,11 1u1111 \11lu1111.: id ,111 .i 
p 1..·1..,,1111.J ll llill,lk ),,:l• l ''.:i do\\ 11 5tl IH.'H.l ' ll! 
JJld \l \ } ~l'll ddlll)l'', !r1 H ll !IJ l · ltl!\~', [11 [l!L' 
,l1m I) Hh1t1d t!tn\ Ill till ' l-..1d11c):, .t i ,l~l' 
!'(U I) 1.1llhld1..·rJl1lr IL·,:,, d1J!l l h,ll 111 .l~l ' 20 
111 111,111}. but 111ll JII A1 1d . b) .1~1..· 7() till.' 
b 11111..· , l1f th1..· 1.P u) x (Ilic ·1,11l l11111c" ,H thl' 
bJ::ic Dfthc..· ::ip 111c) fu::i,.:. 111 ::ihurt . llLJr bod · 
1c-, ... 1nw Juwn J i lli -,1ifkn J ::i we age . Tiu-. 
of 1.l hL' J:'I L' . 
\'bl\111. hl'Jrtllt,! , I J:-Oll ' , "lllll' H J lld IOlU.: h 
lla\1..' Jll hc...·1..· 1 rqiortt.:d lo d1J11g c..· wllh 
Jg 1..·  New rn1..',H lh ::,u~g1..·si:,., l111wcvc .. :r. th J I 
!]ll' L°1f1..·1..t'i t1f Ji-:111i-: pt.,.'r '.:IL' lll J )-' 11tll liL' J ) 
111.lJl>r J f..ic..:tur J:, l)rtg111Jlly l>L·iiL·vn l 011 
JL"clllllllg SL'il'.>l''.:I. 
Probably the mos t fa nu lia r cha n~e, a re 
1ho:-iL' 111 '.>l'l'lllµ: Prc)b~ op1J t pn.:,by = olJ 
.... o p 1.1 = \ 1,1111111, ,l \ l~ll 111 ilil · i-:rJduJI 
1nJliilt1\ nf lhL· k11::i ol thL' q ·L' to IPlLI:, 
u1, nL"JruL>1nb-hL·11ll ', thi.: growing lll'l' d 
fur ·rL·JJ111g glJ'.>'.>L'!>,. or b1forJb J:, pl'o p h.: 
age. ThL"rl' ure u thL'r rtlat1vtly harm IL':,) 
1..liJll!,!C::i. J:, wL'll Alm11:-it frt.Hll Lnrt ll . tile 
kn::. ,ii thL' q 'L· l>q;1n:, llJ ~e t m nn.: ng 1J. 
8yJro t111J Jbt: ~5 . prirnL'J pJ ~L'!> mu:,! be 
held Jl ,1rm ·::,. leng th o r fart h l'r to ge t t h e m 
11110 focu::i Bu t. n l cour:,L' . J t 1hJ l d 1:,tJ 11ce. 
thl' kttL·r:, Jr L' u:,u J llr tuo :,mJJl to n:J d . As 
pL'oplt: Jg l' . ll11..'1r L')'L''.> m uy t,n ·urnL' 11Hirl' 
st ·11:-i111vL' 10 glJrt: J 1HI l.iri~lu liµht:, . Tl1L·y 
Osteoporosis 
The SLooping Disease 
Smoking 
contrillules Lo 
empl1ysr111c1 an<I may 
p1·ccipilcllc cornnary 
altcirks. Quilling 
smoking will noL ~iring 
Llie person hc1ck to 
absoluLely normal 
function; hut it 
helps slow the 
rr ocess down. 
may al so be k s, able to ,fo cr iminate 
bct WcL'n gr udJIH )ll ~ of co lo r. 
M o rl' sc rHn1 :, eye conditi o n s in c rea se 
w ith uge d :, we ll. Appr oxi m atl'ly :,even 
pL'rre 11t o f JII peoµk t,c 1w t.T11 t he ag es 
uf 65 and 74 ha w ,e n u u, vJSu a l J d irns. 
Al1n Jgl · 75 . til l' pwponiu11 mu n: thc111 
Juuhll'.., ttJ 16 PL'rl"L"ll l. Ap prw1.1111J td y 
two-thinh ol J\I ~l 'VLT l' v1:,uJ I 1rnpc11r-
melll ~ ocu 1r 111 p L'opk 65 o r o ldl'f. 
Ma n 11ar dt..'gcncrJti o n i~ ll1L· mos t ser -
iou::i LJll\l' ul low Vbirn1 in 1he d dL'rly 111 
the U1111n l StcllL':,. ThL· ma cu lJ I) J ::.pot on 
t hl' rL'tinJ of the.: l'YL' lll'L'Ck d lo r very line 
focu:,111g. Wi th a~c . th is n .. ·gi o n can J c~t:n-
L'ratc an d bl'co mc o b::.1ruc 11._·d w ith fi ne 
bl o od VL')::id s. 
O tht.·r vi:,uJI 1mpairmc.:nts incluJe : 
glc111corna . w luch i) a dungc ro u :, cJIHJ 
painfu l HKrca:,c o f µ r t~S Uf l' wi 1h1111he 
qt. ·: tl1Jlict 1l rctllWjlJtliy. w lllt.h ! 'i J 
de'ilrlllllOII o f l i lt.' lillL' l>looJ Vl"'}\d.., 1n th<: 
t."Yl', dt.:) trn y111g pJrh o l tlil· rct111J. J\\flll· 
,Hl'll w11h u 11Controllcd dtJhc tn ; J11t.J lJl· 
JrJC h . Wh lt il ,HL· doudr l"'yL· lt.:1l)l"', . 
Ju)l J ) p rl''iliyo p tJ I) J v1:-i1t111 dd1cu 
il'i\llllcllt:d w 11l1 ~1tlva11<: 1n g Jgl' . ..,,, p rL':,by· 
acu:, 1:, (p rl' )by = olJ t- JUJU\I) = :,ou1 1U) 1:, 
J pmgre) :,IVL' ht:c1n11~ lo'}, J,:,oL 1JtcJ wuh 
Jg111g. Thi) 1:, L''.>jlL'liJHy lrUL' for Ilic h1ghL' r 
fn.:~uen oe:,. Of the c~uma tL'd 14.2 million 
Amn1 r an s with mea sur ab le h eun n g lo:,..,, 
abou t 60 per cen t o f th o,e w ith the mu, t 
:,t.·vcre h L"a ring p roblem ) a rt.• ol der 1h an 
o5. 
Hearing lo'}) a ssoc1a1eJ wit h J).!tllg may 
be o f several causes . Gt'nl' llC fJcwr :,, inl e(· 
t io n and a liferimt' o f n o i) C n :r1a1 nly co n -
tnbuw . Poo r per so nal hygiene . bu ild -up 
o f ear wax. ma y a lso redu ce hea ring. Cc r · 
lain meJt cati o n s (fur example . Jrugs of 
the strept o myet n group ) ca n 1n1urc the 
ha ir lcll.., 111 thc L'Jr und 1ntL ' 1 krL· \\ ' Ith 
l,oth hL'a rt ng and thL' :,L'Jh t.' nl b,1IJ 11L"L' . 
W htie th es e phys ical J nd ,ct1'ory 
changt.·s oL"cur in all p eo ple ·h th Ly J gc. 
keep in mind that the degr ee tu w hich 
they a ffect tnd i\' tduai, vane, f;reJtl\ . The 
kl'y i) h ow W l · la kl' cc1rc u l uur)c lvn . The 
p lea s fr o m lht' me di cal pro fe):,1u11 10 (u t 
do wn smoking , d rink i ng an d !U exercise 
are grounde d in heavy ev idence . Keeptn g 
yoursel f ani ve and hea lthy th rn u~h n ut 
yo ur life cc1n result i n a n o ld Jgl ' d1a1 1s 
produoive Jnd rc w ardm~ . 
1he co llapsed vertebrae weak-
cnc d l>y os le o porosis . 
decr eases the r isk . 
An t"Stima1ed five m illion people 
in lhl' U1111ed 51J1n Ml· J fnit 1e d 
wi1h os 1c:upor<1~1::i-J c.J1::.l'J S«..' 
mar kc:U hy loss o fh o nt.· mass 1hat 
wt>.ikc ns lh l' ~kl'k to n and mdy 
result ,n spontaneous frac1urcs . 
Although evt·r yo ne loses bone 
mass as they age , this process 
ally occurs around age 30, is 
inOL1t.·ntt.•<l by hnrn1t10«..'S, l JILium 
i111Jke , kvd ofphy ~itJI J\.t ivu y 
and lhe Slrl'SS ur weigh I !Jc:J dll(!:. 
Hered ity also play) a rok ·. From 
ahou1 age 40 , bone absorp1 ion is 
more rapid thdn bone rorma1ion . 
Whal L"auSt'S os1eoporosis is 
no1 yc1 unders1ood. Because 
pos t-men opausal women Me at 
l'IL·vatl ·c.J ri sk. ::io mc in ves1iga1or s 
hJw sugge sted that it invulvt'S 
c su oi;cn c.Jdilicncy dn<l shuuld 
l>c.-trcau:d wi1h hormones . This 
cann o t be the case , however , 
because not all pos1-menopausal 
women develop osteoporosis . 
University Hos pi1al is L"urrently 
planning to open a dink at the 
end of Februar y lO 1reat oslt>opo-
ros is v ictims . Th e clink will 
lx: multit.Ji~ ciplin.ir y invo lving 
orth oµi.:Jt ( ~ur g'-·ry, l ' IILll h. ri -
nulog y. nu1ri1ion .tnd ink ·rnal 
medicine: . All pJlknls referrt ·d 10 
the clinic will be prcs creened by 
a special x-ray test which will 
determine bone mineral content. 
A specialized blood work ·up is accelerated in women . In the 
firs t lO yt:ars dfler mL·nopause . 
wo men lose bone at twi ce the 
ratt' men do. 
HcJ lthy bone is co ns1antly 
changing . In childh ood and ado-
lc:S( t'n'-·l., bones form a1 a raster 
ra1e lhan they art' reabsorbc:d . In 
ht:allh y a;d u lts . up un1il a~;r 40 , 
pl·Jk l11111c 111Js:, is mJi11tain cd 
thr ough J l.JdlJ 111..c ht.·twl ·l·n 1ht: 
pron :s ses or bone form J I ion a;nd 
There is no way 10 diagno~ 
thr early stagt"s of os1copo rosis . 
The bone loss 1h.i1 L·harJucr iLL'S 
the disl ·asc does not sh ow up on 
x-rays until a suhstantiJI po rti o n 
ur 1hc: bunt: is Jlrt'ady lost. Al its 
later stages . however , osteopo -
rosis producc.:s extreme visible 
changes : loss of heighl. round· 
ing of the upper back ('"dowa-
ger 's hump "). forw J nJ thrust of 
the ht:JLI. protrut.Jing .ihdumcn 
Jn<l expan sion of the dtl.'SI. 
loss . Peak bone ma~ s. wh ich usu- Th t>se symptoms Jre all due to 
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Al highest risk are while 
women with a family history 
of osteoporosis , of nonhern 
European des cent. with small 
bont.· frames and of normal o r 
IC'ss than avcra~e weight. Cenain 
dil·tary Jnd behavioral factors can 
increase 1hc risk: drinking more 
than four 10 six cups of coffee 
J JJy , .:,mokin1:. hL·avy US< uf 
ak uhol ,ind l,u.:k o f calcium in the 
di e t all im :rcc1sc thi: risk . On 1hc 
01her hand . physical exercise 
will be dont' to rule out mt"lcl· 
bolic causes for mc1abolk bone 
disease and other appropriclle 
studies as indkatcd Uy eacli case. 
Also a program offunctionaJ 
bracing will be started . Ques· 
tions concerning the clinic 
should be directed to the 
Dcp.ir1mcn1 of Orth11pl.'dic 
Sur8,cry . Univcr).11 y Ho~pi1dl. 
(ot7 ) 638·8905 . 
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Article 6 
The newborn 's bram reg,stermg 
every flash of color. caress . 
scent . and other stimuli vital to the 
MAKING OF A MIND 
KATHLEEN McAULIFFE 
"Give me a child for the first six years of 
life and he'll be a servant of God till his last 
breath." 
-Jesuit maxim 
A servant of God or an agent of the devil ; 
a law-abiding c1t1zen or a juvenile delin-
quent . What the Jesuits knew, scientists are 
now rapidly con firm ing-that the mind of 
the child . 1n the very first years. even 
months. of li fe. is the cruc ible in which 
many of his deepest values are formed . It 
is then that much of what he may be-
come-his talents , his interests , his 
abll1t1es-are developed and directed. The 
exper iences of his infancy and childhood 
will profoundly shape everything from his 
visual acuity to his comprehens ion of lan-
guage and social behavior . 
What underlies the chi ld 's receptivity to 
new 1nformat1on? And why do adults seem 
to lose this capac ity as they gain more 
knowledge of the world around them? Why 
1s 11 that the more we know. the less we can 
know? 
Like a Zen koan . this paradox has led 
scientists down many paths of discovery . 
Some researchers are studying develop-
ment processes in infants and children ; 
othe rs search the convoluted passages of 
the cortex for clues to how memory records 
learning experiences . Still others are study-
ing the degree to which learning is hard· 
wired-s oldered along strict pathways in 
the brains of animals and humans . 
Another phenomenon recently discov-
ered : Long after pa!!erns of personality 
have solidified , adults may tap fresh learn-
ing centers in the brain , new nerve connec-
lio ns that allow intellectual growth far after 
fourscore years. 
Although much research remains to be 
done, two decades of investigation have 
yielde d some dramatic-and in some in-
stances unexpected-insights into the de-
veloping brain . 
An infant 's brain is not just a miniature 
replica of an adult 's brain. Spanish neuro-
scientist Jose Delgado goes so far as to call 
the newborn " mindless ." Although all the 
nerve cells a human may have are present 
at birth , the cerebral cortex, the gray mat-
ter that is the seat of higher intellect, bare-
ly functions . Surprisingly , the lower brain 
stem , the sect ion that we have in common 
with reptiles and other prim itive animals , 
dictates most of the newborn's act ions. 
This cl1anges drast ica lly 1n the days . 
weeks. and months after birth . when the ce-
rebral cort ex literally blossoms . During this 
burst of grow th. 1ndiv1dual brain cells send 
out shoots 1n all d1rec11ons to produce a 1un· 
gle of 1nterconnect 1ng nerve fibers . By lhe 
time a child 1s one year old . his brain is 50 
percent of its adult weight; by the time he's 
six. it's 90 percent of its adult weight. And 
by pubert y, when growth trails off . the brain 
will have quadrupled 1n size to the average 
adult weight of about lhree pounds . 
How trillions of nerve cells manage to or-
ganize themse lves into something as com-
plex as the human brain remains a mystery . 
But this much is certain : As this integrat ion 
and development proceeds . experiences 
can alter lhe brain's connections 1n a lasung . 
even 1rrevers1ble way 
To demonstrate this . Colin Blakemore . 
professor of physiology at Oxford University, 
raised kittens in an environment that had no 
horizontal lines. Subsequently, they were able 
10 ·see· only vertical lines. Yet Blakemore had 
tested their vision 1ust before the experiment 
began and found that the kittens had an 
equal number of cells that responded to each 
type of line. 
Why had the cats become blind to hori-
zontal lines? By the end of the experiment . 
Blakemore discovered that many more cells 
1n the animals' brains responded to vertical 
lines than horizontal lines. 
As the human brain develops . similar neu-
rological processes probably occur For ex-
ample. during a test 1n which c1ty-dwell1ng 
Eurocanad1ans were exposed 10 sets of all 
lypes of lines. they had the most difficulty 
seeing oblique lines. By comparison . the 
Cree Indians. from the east coast of James 
Bay. Quebec . perceived all or1entat1ons of 
lines equally well. The researchers Rooert 
Annis and Bame Frost. of Queens Un1ver-
s1ty, 1n Kingston . Ontario. attributed this dif-
ference 1n visual acuity to the sub1ects' en-
vironments. The Eurocanad1ans grow up 1n 
a world dominated by vertical and horizon-
tal lines. whereas the Indians. who live 1n te-
pees 1n conift:rous forests. are conslantly 
exposed lo surroundings with many differ-
ent types of angles. 
The sounds-as well as lhe sights-that 
an 1nlant 1s exposed 10 can also influence 
his future abilit ies. The phonemes rah and 
!ah. for instance. are abseni from the Japa-
nese language . and as might be expected . 
adults from lhat culture confuse English 
words containing r and /. (Hence the offering 
of sleamed "lice" in sushi bars.) Tests reveal 
that Japanese adults are quite lilerally deaf 
to these sounds . 
Infants. on the other hand . seem to readily 
dist1ngu1sh between speech sounds. To lest 
sens111vity o phonemes . researchers meas-
ure changes in the infants· heartbeats as dif· 
ferent speech sounds are presented . If an 
infant grows fan,iliar with one sound and then 
encounlers a new sound, his heart rate in-
creases. Although the evidence is stlil in-
complele . tests of babies from linguistic 
backgrounds as va11ed as Guatemala 's 
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Spanish culture . Kenya's K1kuyu-speak1ng 
area. and the Un11ed States all po,nt 10 the 
same conclus ,on Infants can clearly per-
ceive phonem es present ,n any language . 
The discovery that babies can make l1n-
gu1st1c d1st1nc11ons that adults cannot caused 
researcher s to wond er at what age we lose 
this natural lac1f1ty for language . To find out . 
Janet Werker. of Dalhousie Univers,ty. ,n 
Nova Scot ,a. and Richard Tees. of Canada's 
Un1vers11y of Brit ish Columbia. began ex-
am,ning the language capab1l1t1es of Eng -
hsh-speak,ng ado lescents . Werker and Tees 
tested the subiects to see whether they could 
d,scrim,nate between two phonemes pe-
cul iar to the Hind, language . 
"We ant,c,pated that hngu,st,c sensitivity 
declines at puberty . as psychologists have 
comm only assumed ." Werker expla ins. 
The results were surprising . Young ado-
lescents could not make the dist,nct,on . nor 
could eight-year-olds. lour-year-olds. ex two· 
year-olds . Finally . Werker and Tees dec ided 
to test infants They discovered that the ab,i· 
,ty to perceive foreign phonemes dec lines 
sharply by one year of age ';A.II the s,x-month-
olds from English-speaking backgrounds 
coul d d,st,ngu,sh between the H1nd1 pho-
nemes." Werker says . "But by ten to twelve 
months of age . the bab ies were unable to 
make this d1stinct1on." 
The cutoff po,nt. according to Werker. falls 
between e,gh t and twelve months of age . II 
not exposed to H1nd1 by then people require 
a lot of learning to catch up. Werker found 
that Engl1sh-speak1ng adult s studying H1nd1 
for the first time needed up to five years of 
tra,n,ng 10 learn the same phoneme d1st1nc-
t,ons any s,x-month-old baby can make. With 
further testing . Werker succ eeded ,n track -
ing down one of the learning ,mpa,rments 
that Jhwarted her older sub1ects. Although 
there ,s an audible difference , the adult mind 
cannot retain ,11ong enough to remember 11. 
'The aud,Jory capabil, 1,es are there." Werker 
says "It's the language-processing capa-
bil1t1es that have changed ." 
Even a brief ,ntrodu c t,on to language dur-
ing the sens,1,ve period can permanently al-
ter our perception of speech Werker and 
Tees tested English-speaking adults who 
could not speak or understand a word of 
H1nd1. although they had been exposed to 
the language for the first year or two of life. 
They found that these adu lts had a major 
advantage ,n learning H,na, . compared with 
English-speaking adu lts who lack ed such 
early expo sure . 
Werker and Tees's studies show that there 
,s an advantage ,n lear ning language w1th1n 
the first year of hie. But when ,1 comes to 
learn ing a second tongue another stud y has 
revealed some startling findin gs : Adults ac-
tually maste r a second language more eas-
ily than school-age child ren do 
For four years Catherine Snow, of the Har-
vard Gradu ate Schoo l of Educauon . studied 
Americans who were learning Dutch for the 
first ume while living ,n Holland . "When you 
cont rol for such factors as access to native 
speakers and the daily exposure level to the 
language ." Snow says. "adults acquire a 
large vocabulary and rules of grammar more 
quick ly than children do In my study . adulls 
were found to be as goo d as cr,ildr en even 
,n pronunc1a1,on. although many research-
ers contend that child ren have an advan-
tage ,n speaking like natives " 
Obviously not all learning stops whe n the 
sens,uve period comes to a close Th,s ob-
ser vation has led some researche rs to 
question the ,mportance of early experi-
ences . What would happen . for example . ,f 
a child did not hear a s,ngle word of any 
language until after one year of age ? Would 
the propensity to speak be forle,ted for-
ever? Or coul d later exposure to language 
make up the defic it? 
Because of the unethical nature of per-
•It's probably 
fair to say that if you want 
bright kids , 
you should cuddle them a lot 
when they 're 
babies because that .ncreases 
the number 
of neural connections., 
forming such an experiment on a child . we 
may never know the answer to that question 
But some 1nd1cat,ons can be gleaned from 
animal studies of how early depr,vat,on af-
fects the development of social behavior . 
In An OuUine of Psychoan alys,s . Sigmund 
Freud refers to "the common assert ion that 
the child ,s psycholog,cally the falher of the 
man and that the events of his first years are 
of paramcunt importance for h,s whole sub-
sequent development. " At the University of 
W,scons,n Primate Laboratory , the p1oneer-
1ng studies of Harry and Margaret Harlow 
put th,s belief to the test on our closest hv,ng 
relative- the rhesus monkey 
"Our experiments .1nd1cate that there ,s a 
critica l period somewhere between the third 
and sixth month of hie." write the Harlows, 
"during which soc,al depr,vat,on . part,cu -
Jarly deprivat,on of the comp any of [the 
monkey 's J peers . irreversibly blights the an-
imal's capa city for social ad justment " 
When later returned to a colo ny ,n which 
there was ample opportunity for interacting 
with other animals. the experimental mon-
keys remain ed withdrawn . sell-punish ing . 
6. Making of a Mind 
and compulsive . Most s,gnif,cantly, they grew 
up to be inept both as sexual partners and 
parents The females never bec ame ,m-
pregnated unless art,llc,ally ,nsem,naled We 
don 't know whether humans. like Harlow 's 
monkeys . must establish close bonds by a 
ce rtain age or be forever doomed to social 
failure. But an ongo,ng long,tud,nal study, the 
Minnesota Preschool Pro1ect. offers the en-
couraging l1nd,ng that erno1,onally ne-
glected lour-year-ulds can stoll be helpe o 10 
lead normal . happy lives To rehabilitate the 
children . the teachers ,n the pro1ec1 provide 
them with the kind ol ,nt1ma1e attention that 
,s lacK1ng at home 
Perhaps one ol the Harlows observations 
sheds light on why the pro1ect was success -
ful. During the crit ical period for social de-
velopment . the Harlows founa that even a 
little bit of attention goes a Jong way. During 
the first year ol 1,fe. for example . only 20 m,n-
utes of playt ime a day w11n olher monkeys 
was apparently sulf,c,en t lor Jhe animals to 
grow ,n10 well-ad1usted adulls L Alan Sroule. 
codirector of the M,nneso1a Pro1ec1 Jells the 
story of one lour -year-old boy who was con-
stantly defia nt-the kind of child who would 
hit the other children w,th a toy fire truck In-
stead of sending him to a corner the teacher 
was instructed to remove h,m from .the group 
and place h,m w11h another teacher The 
message they hoped to ,mpart We are re-
1ec1,ng your behavior . but we re not re,ect ,ng 
you W,th,n a few months . the ant,soc ,al 1,1t1e 
boy learned to change his behav ior 
If children aren't exposed to pos,t,ve so-
cial situations unill adolescence . however. 1he 
prognosis ,s poor Like any comp lex behav-
ior. human soc,ahza1,on requires an elabo-
rate series of learning steps So by ado les-
cence . the teenager who m,ssed out on 
many key soc ial experie nces as a child has 
a tremendous handicap to overcome 
Researchers are l1nd,ng that eact , stage 
ol 1,le demands d,llerenl kinds of com peten-
cies Tn,s may be why sens,1,ve learning pe-
riods ex,st When a bab y ,s born ,1 has 10 
do two 1h,ngs al lhe same 1,me." says 
b,ochem,st Steven Rose. of England 's Open 
Un1vers,1y "One ,s lhal ,1 has 10 survive as a 
baby The second ,s lhal 11 has lo grow ,nto 
Jhal very d,lferenl organism . wh,ch ,s a child 
and then finally an adult And ,1 ,s not s,mply 
the case 111a1 everything the baby does ,s a 
m,n,ature version of what we see ,n the adult .. 
For example . the roo1,ng reflex. wh,ch en-
ables Jhe baby 10 suckle . ,s not a prel,m,nary 
form of chewing Theres a 1rans11,onal pe-
riod ,n wh,ch Jhe ch,Jd musl beg,n ea11ng solid 
loods And then 01t1er sorts of skills beco me 
necessary-the ch,Jd must learn 10 walk. talk. 
form friendships . and when adulthood ,s 
reached . ilnd a sexual partner "But the child 
docs not have to know all Jhat al the begin -
ning Rose says · So sc;11s,1t,e periods are 
necessa ry bccuuse we 11ave 10 know how 
to do ccrta,n 1h1ngs al ccrta,n t,mes during 
developmen t · 
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2. DEVELOPMENT DURING INFANCY 
Our,ng 1ne cours e of a sensory system's 
deve lopmenl several sens,t,ve per,oos OC· 
cur In lhe case of human v,s,on for exam-
ple aeplh percep1,on usua lly emerges by 
1wo mon1hs of age and al1er thal rema,ns 
rela1,ve1y s1able BL,t ,1 lakes 1he first live years 
ol l,le 10 acqu ,re lhe ad uli level of visual acu-
ity 1nat allo.vs us 10 see t,ne deta ils And dur-
ing !hat pro longed per ,od we are vulnera ble 
10 many develo pmen 1al problems that can 
cause this process to go awry. For example . 
a droop,ng lid or an eye covered by a cat-
aract-v,rtually anything that obstructs v,-
s,on ,n one of the child's eyes for as few as 
seven days-can lead to a permanent blur-
r,ng of s,ghl Th,s cond1t1on. known as am-
blyop,a 1s one of the most common ophthat-
molog,cat disorders . Treatment works only ,f 
came o out within the sens,t,ve per,od . be-
fore the final organizatio n of certain cells ,n 
the v,sual cortex be comes fixed . Alter five 
years of age . no arr·-:· 1nt of visual st,mulat,on 
,s likely to reorga n,ze the connections laid 
down when the young nervous system was 
developing . 
Like molten plastic , the nervous system is. 
at its 1ncept1on. highly pliable . But ,t quickly 
settles ,nto a flg1d cast-one that has been 
shaped by expeflence . Just what neurolog-
1cal events set the mold is not known Some 
suggestive l1nd1ngs. however. come from the 
research of John Cron ty-011 on. a professor 
of ophthalmic optics at the University of 
Manches1er 1nst1tu1e of Science and Tech-
nology , ,n England 
Working with colleague Gary Perry, Cronly-
O,llon s1ud1ed growth act1v,1y ,n the visual 
co rtex of ra1 pups reared under normal light 
cond1t1ons To measure growth . researche rs 
monito red the rate at which certa,n cells 
syn1hes,zed tubu l1n. a protein vital for form-
ing and ma1nta,n,ng ner ve connections The 
researchers found that tubuhn produ c tion 1n 
lhe v,sudl co r lex remained at a low level until 
day 13 wl11ch marks the onse1 of the sens,. 
t1ve peflod for visu al learn ing It cOJnc,des 
with 1he moment when the an,ma l f,rs\ opens 
,ts eyes Ai that t,me. lubulin production 
soars. 1nd1cat1ng a r,se ,n growth act1v1ty 
Cronty-01tlon and Perry found that the rat's 
visual cortex continues to grow for the nexl 
week and then declines By the end of the 
cr,11cal peflod . when 1he pup ,s roughly live 
weeks old . tubulin production drops to the 
level a11a1ned before the eyes open 
To Cronly-0, tton the surplus of tubuhn at 
the beg ,nrnng of the cr,11ca1 per,od and its 
subsequenl cutback have profound ,mpl1· 
cat,ons "It means that an uncommonly large 
number of nerve connections can exist at 
the peak of the cr,t1cal per,od . but only a small 
fract ion of them w,11 be ma,nta,ned at the 
end. he says ·so the question . of course . 
is wh,ch nerve connections will be kept?" 
II Cronty -0 1llon ,s correc1. exper,ence 
prob ably stabilizes those connections most 
often used during the sens,t1ve per,od "So 
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by def,nitJOn," he says. "what remains ,s mast 
cr,t1ca1 for survival " 
Cronly·0 1tlon s work elaborates on a the-
ory Spanish neurophys1olog1s1 Ramon Y Ca-
1at advanced at the turn of the century Ac-
cording 10 1h,s view. wh,ch has been ga1n,ng 
broader acceptance 1n recen1 times . brain 
development resembles natural selectJOn 
Just as the forces of natural selection ensure 
the survival of the l111est. so do similar forces 
preserve the most useful brain circuits . 
The beauty of this model 1s that ,1 could 
explain why the bra,n is as exqu1s,tely 
adap1ed to its 1mmed1ate surroundings. 1ust 
as the mouthparts of insects are so perfectly 
matched to the sexual organs of the flowers 
they pollinate The textures. shapes. sounds. 
and odors we perceive best may have left 
the,r ,mpr,nt years ago 1n the neural c,rcu1try 
of the developing mind . 
There ,s also a certain economic appeal 
to this outlook Why. for examp le. should 
Japanese adults keep active a neural c1rcU1t 
that perm,ts the d1st1nct1on between r and I 
sounds when neither of these l1ngu 1st1c com-
ponents ,s present ,n their native tongue? 
Yet another economic advantage of the 
theory ,s that ,t would expla,n how nature can 
forge something as 1ntflcate as the bra,n out 
of a relatively limited amount of genet ic ma-
terial "It tOOks as thOUgh what genetics does 
is sort ol make a brain .· Blakemore says 
"We only have about one hundred thousand 
genes - and thats to make an ent,re body 
Yet the bra,n alone has 1r1ll1ons of nerve cells . 
each one form ,ng as many as ten thousand 
connections with ,ts neighbors So 1mag1ne 
the d1ff1culty of try,ng to encode every step 
of the w,nng process ,n our ONA " 
This vast discrepancy between genes and 
connect ions. according to Blakemore . can 
be overcom e by encoa,ng ,n the ONA the 
specil,cat,ons for a "rough brain " 'Every -
thing gets roughly la,d down ,n place ." 
Blakemore says "But the wifing of the young 
nervous system ,s far too rich and diffuse . 
So the bra,11 overconnects and then uses a 
selection process to fine-tune the system " 
The brain of an e,ght-month -old human 
fetus ,s actually est11nated to have two to 
three times more nerve cells than an adu lt 
brain does Just before blfth . there ,s a mas-
sive death of unnecessary brain cell s. a 
process that continu es through early child-
hood and then levels off Presumably many 
nerve conn ections that fall ,nto disuse van-
ish But that ,s only part of the selection 
process - and poss ibly a small part at that 
According 10 Blakemore . many neural c1r-
cu 11s remain ,n place but ce ase 10 function 
alter a certain age "I would venture a guess." 
he says. "that as many as ninety percent of 
the connec tions you see 1n the adult brain 
are nonfunctional The t,me when circuits can 
be switched on or off probably vanes for d,f. 
lerent parts of the cerebral cortex-d e· 
pending on what functions they control--and 
would co1nc1de with the sens,t,ve peflod of 
learning Once the on--0ff sw,tch becomes 
frozen the sens1t1ve per iod is over " 
This doesn 't mean however . that new cir-
cuits can 't grow There appears 10 be a l,ne-
tuning of perception co,nc,d,ng w,th these 
development al events Ano as the bra,n be-
comes a liner sieve . fllteflng ou t all but a lim-
ited amount of sensor y input . 11s strategy !or 
stoflng 1nform at1on appears to change 
"Studies 1nd1cate that as many as l,lty per-
cent of very young children recall things 1n 
pictures." says biochemist Rose And by the 
time we 're about lour or five. we tend to lose 
our eidetic [photographic] memory ,ind de-
velop sequential methods of recall. " 
To Rose. who ,s studying the neurologic al 
mechanisms that underl ie learning . this shift 
1n memory process may have an 1ntflgu1ng 
logic . "To be a highly adaptable organism 
like man . capable of living 1n a lot of diffe rent 
enwonments . one must start out with a brain 
that takes in everything," Rose explains 'And 
as you develop . you select what ,s important 
and what is not important to remember If 
you went on remember ing abso lutely every-
thing . it would be disastrous " 
The Russian neurologist A R Luria had a 
patient cursed with such a memory ~ the 
man cou ld describe rooms he'd been in 
years before, pieces of conversations he'd 
overheard . His memory became such an 
1mped1ment that he could not hold even a 
clerk 's Job. while listening to 1nstruct1ons. so 
many assoc,atJOns for each word would anse 
that he couldn 't focus on what was being 
said. The only positJOn he could manage was 
as a memory man ,n a theatrical company 
"The crucial thing then." Rose says ... ,s that 
you must learn what to forget .. 
Some components of the brain . however. 
musrreta1n the,r plasticity into adulthood-
otherw,se . no further learning would be pos-
sible. says neurosc1en11st 8 11 Greenough , of 
the Un1vers11y of lll1no,s. at Urbana·Ch am-
pa1gn While the adu ll bra,n cannot genera te 
new brain ce lls. Greenough has uncovered 
evidence that ,t does cont,nue to generate 
new nerve connect ions But as the brain 
ages . the rate at which ,t produces these 
connections slows. 
If the young brarn can be likened to a sap-
ling sprouting shoots ,n all directions . then 
the adull brain ,s more ak,n to a tree. whose 
growth ,s confined pr,mar,ly to budding re-
gJOns "In the mature bra,n." Greenough says. 
"neural connect ions appear to pop up sys-
tema11cally, precisely where they're needed .· 
Early expeflence then . provides the foun-
dation on which all subsequent knowledge 
and skills build "That's why ,1·s extraord1nar-
1ly d1fl1cu1t to change certa,n aspects of per-
sonality as an adult ." says neuroscientist 
Jonathan Winson of Rockefelle r Un,vers,ty 
"Psych 1a1ns1s have an expression . ·1ns1gnt is 
wonderful. but the psyche fights back · Un-
fortunat ely, one of the drawb acks of cr1t,cal· 
period learning ,s that a lot of m,sconc ep-
t1ons and unreasonable fears can become 
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frozen ,n our minds during lh,s very vulner-
able per,od ,n our deve lopmeni 
Greenough acknowleages that the sys· 
1em ,sn t perfect nevertheless. 11 works 10 
our advantage beca use you cant build on a 
wobb ly nervous system "You ve go110 know 
who your mother ,s and you ve got to have 
perceptu al skills. · he explains "These and 
othe r types of 1earn,ng have to 1e11 quickly . or 
all further development would halt " 
Can these ,ns,ghts ,nto the developing 
bra ,n help educators 10 devise new s1ra1e-
g1es tor leach ing? 
·we ·re a very long way from being able 10 
app ly the work of neurob101og1sls to what 
chalk-faced teachers are trying to do ... says 
Open University 's Rose 
But he can see the rough outline of a new 
relat,onsh,p between neurob iology and ed-
ucat,on, which excites him "We can now say 
w,th considerable certainty that there are 
important advantages to growing up ,n an 
enriched environment ." he says "That does 
not mean that you should be teaching three· 
year ·Olds E,nste,n s theor y of relatlVlly on lhe 
grounds that you w,11 be turning lhem ,nto 
geniuses later on Bui ,rs probably fa,r 10 say 
lhal ,f you want bright kids . you should cud· 
die them a lot as babies because that in-
creases the number of neural conneclions 
produc ed ,n the bra,n " 
Allhough early learning lends lo over· 
shadow the importance of 1a1er experience . 
menial development never ceases Recent 
studies 1nd1cate that our 1nlellect ual ab1l111es 
continue to expand well ,nto our e1ghl1es. 
provided lhe bra,n has not been 1n1ured or 
diseased . Most crucia l lor ma,nta,ning men-
tal vigo r. according lo Greenough . ,s staying 
ac1,ve and lak,ng on new challenges In his 
rat studies . he found that lack of st,mula· 
1,on-much more than age-was the factor 
lhat 1tm,1ed the formation of new neural con-
nec1,ons ,n the adult bra,n 
As tong as we don 't isolate ourselves as 
we grow older . one very important type of 
mental faculty may even improve . Called 
cry s1a11,zed ,ntell,gence . this ability allows us 
10 draw on lhe store of accumulaled know!· 
edge to provide alternate solut,ons 10 com-
phcaled prob lems . Analyzing com plex poltl· 
,cal or m1!,1ary strategies . for example . would 
exploit c rystallized ,ntelhgence. 
6. M•klng of • Mind 
There ,s a danger ,n behev,ng that be· 
cause the bra,n·s anatom,cal boundaries are 
roughly established early ,n hie. all mental 
capab 1!1t1es are reslricted . too "lntell,gence 
,s nol something s1a11c lhat can be p,nned 
down with an I O test like butlerfl, es on a 
sheet of cardboard ." says Rose · 11 ,s a con-
slant interplay belween internal processes 
and externa l forces .. 
To be sure. many types ol learn,ng do fa· 
vor youth As v101tn1st Isaac S1ern says. "If 
you haven '! begun playing v,01,n by age 
eight . you'll never be great .. But ,n the opin-
ion of Cronty-0,llon . the best time for learn· 
,ng olher types of skills may be much la1er 
,n hie. Although he w,11 no1 elaborate on th,s 
unt,t further studies are done . he believes we 
may even have sens,t,ve periods with very 
late onsets . "There's a real need ... Cronly · 
Dillon says. "to define all the different types 
of sens,t,ve periods so that education can 
lake advantage of b1olog1cal op timums ... 
It ,s said thal lhe abilit y 10 learn ,n later hie 
depends on the retention of ch1ldl1ke inno-
cence "This old saw." ,ns,sls Cronly-0,llo n. 
"could have a neurolog, cal bas,s .. 
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Human Development Exercises 
Dear Participant: 
You, along with several others, are being asked to complete 
a series of written and group exercises related to various 
topics of human development. Each week, for the next four 
weeks, you will read a different article on human 
development and complete a series of questions related to 
the article. You also will be included in a small group 
session in which discussion of the articles will occur. 
The group session will consist of five to seven 
individuals, similar to yourself in age and college 
experience. 
The four articles you will be reading are on the role of 
genes in development, prenatal development, brain 
development, and aging. 
If you need clarification of any item or assistance as you 
answer the questions, do not hesitate to ask the aide. 
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Week 1 
For this first session you are being asked to read the 
article "Genes: Our Individual Programing System" and to 
complete written responses to the questions listed below. 
Answer the questions as completely as possible in the space 
provided. Your answers will serve as a basis for your 
contribution in a small group discussion of this article 
later this week. 
1. What are some of the functions of genes in the human 
body? 
2. Describe the relation between genes and hormones in 
regard to how they play determining roles in the sex of the 
child. 
3. How do male sex hormones contribute to the 
"masculinization of the child"? What does this phrase 
mean? 
4. What prenatal occurrences may interrupt normal 
development of the male? 
5. What evidence is there, if any, that hormones shape 
behavior in humans? 
6. What evidence is there to suggest a hormonal 
explanation for homosexuality? 
7. What may cause discrepencies betwwen biological 
identity and gender identity? 
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8. What are some of the effects of abnormally high or low 
prenatal levels of androgens on males and females? 
Week 2 
In this session you are being asked to read the article 
"Life Before Birth" and to answer the questions given 
below. A discussion of this article, using a similar 
format as last week, will follow later this week. 
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1. Describe what the fetus is likely to hear from both the 
mother's internal functioning and external stimuli. 
2. What are the abilities of the fetus which are thought 
to stem from humans' evolutionary aquatic beginnings? 
3. What evidence is there to show that newborns, less than 
three days old, prefer their mothers' voices to the voices 
of others? What may account for such a phenomenon? 
4. What effects do the emotions of mothers have on 
fetuses? 
5. Describe prenatal brain life as presented in the 
article. 
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6. After reading the article, what does this quote by 
Keith L. Moore mean to you: "Although it is customary to 
divide development into prenatal and postnatal periods, it 
is important to realize that birth is merely a 
dramatic ... change in environment."? 
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Week 3 
In this session you are being asked to read the article 
"Aging: What Happens to the Body as We Grow Older?", and 
to answer the questions given below. A discussion of this 
article, using a format similar to the last two weeks, will 
follow later this week. 
1. Describe as completely as possible the two approaches 
to aging taken by the Veterans Administration Normative 
Aging Study and the Framingham Heart Disease Epidemiology 
Study. 
2. If an individual smokes throughout most of his/her 
life, will quitting smoking later in life improve one's 
health? If so, in what ways? 
3. It is commonly throught that many of the effects on the 
body of aging are inevitable. Based on the article, do 
you agree with this statement? What preventative measures 
can someone take to minimize the effects of aging? 
4. How may one's genetic makeup influence the process of 
aging? 
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5. Although the exact cause of Alzheimer's disease is not 
fully known, what known genetic and anatomical factors of 
the disease have contributed to scientists' understanding 
of the nature of Alzheimer's disease? 
6. What are common sensory changes that occur with aging 
(e.g., vision and hearing)? 
7. What is osteoporosis? What risk factors are associated 
with the disease? 
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Week 4 
In this session you are being asked to read the article 
"The Making of a Mind", and to answer the questions given 
below. A discussion of this article, using a format 
similar to earlier weeks, will follow later this week. 
1. Describe how exposure to certain stimuli in the 
environment influences what is perceived by the individual. 
2. What accounts for infants' abilities to make linguistic 
distinctions that adults are unable to make? 
3. What is the evidence, both pro and con, for a sensitive 
period in language development? 
4. What do research studies with non-human animals tell us 
about a critical period for social development. Do 
studies with humans support this notion? Why or why not? 
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5. Define amblyopia? Why is treatment of this disorder 
only effective before five years of age? 
6. Explain the relation between brain development and 
natural selection. 
7. Why does the fetus brain of eight months have more 
nerve cells than the adult brain? 
8. Why is our ability to forget some of what has been 
perceived so important? 
9. Based on what you have read in the article, define 
"sensitive" or "critical" periods. 
Appendix P 
ANOVA Tables 
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Ideological Achievement: 
Source of Sign. 
Variation SS DF MS F-Ratio E Level 
Group 26.46 2 13.23 13.23 .27 .757 
47.32 
Subjects 2224.04 47 47.32 
Within Group 
(Error A) 
Time 73.09 1 73.09 73.09 10.37 .002 
7.04 
Group x Time 68.34 2 34.17 34.17 4.85 .012 
7.04 
Error 330.88 47 7.04 
Ideological Moratorium: 
Source of Sign. 
Variation SS DF MS F-Ratio E Level 
Group 54.76 2 27.38 27.38 .54 .585 
50.49 
Subjects 2373.03 47 50.49 
Within Group 
(Error A) 
Time 81. 25 1 81. 25 81. 25 8.98 .004 
9.04 
Group x Time ,42 2 21. 74 21. 74 2.40 .101 
9.04 
Error 424.88 47 9.04 
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Ideological Foreclosure: 
Source of Sign. 
Variation SS DF MS F-Ratio E Level . 
Group 108.50 2 54.25 54.25 1. 03 .363 
52.37 
Subjects 2461.39 47 52.37 
Within Group 
(Error A) 
Time 18.52 1 18.52 18.52 2.46 .123 
7.50 
Group x Time 2.60 2 1. 30 1. 30 .17 .842 
7.50 
Error 352.50 47 7.50 
Ideological Diffusion: 
Source of Sign. 
Variation SS DF MS F-Ratio E Level 
Group 70.56 2 35.28 35.28 1. 23 .299 
28.51 
Subjects 1339.97 47 28.51 
Within Group 
(Error A) 
Time 11. 39 1 11. 39 11. 39 .99 .323 
11. 41 
Group x Time 4.70 2 2.35 2.35 .20 .815 
11. 41 
Error 536.27 47 11. 41 
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Interpersonal Achievement: 
source of Sign. 
Variation SS OF MS F-Ratio 
.E Level 
Group 34.66 2 17.33 17.33 .38 .686 
45.58 
Subjects 2142.26 47 45.58 
Within Group 
(Error A) 
Time 22.52 1 22.52 22.52 1. 71 .196 
13.11 
Group x Time 4.84 2 2.42 2.42 .18 .832 
13.11 
Error 616.17 47 13.11 
Interpersonal Moratorium: 
Source of Sign. 
Variation SS OF MS F-Ratio 
.E Level 
Group 57.00 2 '28.50 28.50 1. 28 .287 
22.21 
Subjects 1043.87 47 22.21 
Within Group 
(Error A) 
Time 33.86 1 33.86 33.86 2.44 .125 
13.87 
Group x Time 1. 52 2 .76 .76 .05 .947 
13.87 
Error 651. 89 47 13.87 
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Interpersonal Foreclosure: 
Source of Sign. 
Variation SS OF MS F-Ratio 
.E Level 
Group 56.68 2 28.34 28.34 .43 .650 
65.20 
Subjects 3064.40 47 65.20 
Within Group 
(Error A) 
Time 6.69 1 6.69 6.69 .61 .435 
10.80 
Group x Time 6.50 2 3.25 3.25 .30 .741 
10.80 
Error 507.60 47 10.80 
Interpersonal Diffusion: 
Source of Sign. 
Variation SS OF MS F-Ratio 
.E Level 
Group 74.02 2 37.01 37.01 .71 .492 
51. 41 
Subjects 2416.27 47 51. 41 
Within Group 
(Error A) 
Time 13.48 1 13.48 13.48 1.19 .280 
11. 30 
Group x Time 30.52 2 15.26 15.26 1. 35 .269 
11. 30 
Error 531.10 47 11. 30 
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Ego Identity Scale: 
Source of Sign. 
Variation SS DF MS F-Ratio 
.E Level 
Group 96.88 2 48.44 48.44 .25 .772 
186.36 
Subjects 8758.92 47 186.36 
Within Group 
(Error A) 
Time 105.31 1 105.31 105.31 5.80 .020 
18.13 
Group x Time 1.12 2 .56 .56 .03 .970 
18.13 
Error 852.11 47 18 .13 
Interpersonal Reactivity Index: 
Source of Sign. 
Variation SS DF MS F-Ratio 
.E Level 
Group 35.40 2 17.70 17.70 .65 .052 
26.96 
Subjects 1267.12 47 26.96 
Within Group 
(Error A) 
Time 21. 05 1 21. 05 21. 05 3.75 .059 
5.61 
Group x Time 5.20 2 2.60 2.60 .46 .631 
5.61 
Error 263.67 47 5.61 
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Paragraph Completion Test: 
Source of Sign. 
Variation SS DF MS F-Ratio f Level 
Group .33 2 .165 .165 .87 .422 
.187 
Subjects 8.789 47 .187 
Within Group 
(Error A) 
Time .085 1 .085 .085 .68 .411 
.125 
Group x Time .058 2 .029 .029 .23 .792 
.125 
Error 5.875 47 .125 
Piagetian Objective Formal Instrument: 
Source of Sign. 
Variation SS DF MS F-Ratio f Level 
Group 26.70 2 13.35 13.35 .91 .406 
14.54 
Subjects 683.38 47 14.54 
Within Group 
(Error A) 
Time 9.58 1 9.58 9.58 3.24 .078 
2.95 
Group x Time 16.66 2 8.33 8.33 2.82 .070 
2.95 
Error 138.65 47 2.95 
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Critical Thinking Appraisal: 
Source of Sign. Variation SS DF MS F-Ratio E Level 
Group 487.12 2 243.56 243.56 2.52 .091 
96.34 
Subjects 4527.98 47 96.34 
Within Group 
(Error A) 
Time 35.84 1 35.84 35.84 2.19 .145 
16.30 
Group x Time 3.32 2 1. 66 1. 66 .10 .903 
16.30 
Error 766.10 47 16.30 
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